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Foreword

This report constitutes the proceedings of the 2007 Text REtrieval Conference, TREC 2007, held in

Gaithersburg, Maryland, November 6-9, 2007. The conference was co-sponsored by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects

Activity (lARPA). Approximately 150 people attended the conference, including representatives

jfrom 1 8 countries. The conference was the sixteenth in an ongoing series of workshops to evaluate

new technologies for text retrieval and related information-seeking tasks.

The workshop included plenary sessions, discussion groups, a poster session, and demonstrations.

Because the participants in the workshop drew on their personal experiences, they sometimes cite

specific vendors and commercial products. The inclusion or omission of a particular company

or product implies neither endorsement nor criticism by NIST. Any opinions, findings, and con-

clusions or recommendations expressed in the individual papers are the authors' own and do not

necessarily reflect those of the sponsors.

I gratefully acknowledge the tremendous work of the TREC program committee and the track

coordinators.

Ellen Voorhees

September 12, 2008
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Abstract

This report constitutes the proceedings of the 2007 Text REtrieval Conference, TREC 2007, held in

Gaithersburg, Maryland, November 6-9, 2007. The conference was co-sponsored by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects

Activity (lARPA). TREC 2007 had 95 participating groups including participants from 18 coun-

tries.

TREC 2007 is the latest in a series of workshops designed to foster research in text retrieval and

related technologies. This year's conference consisted of seven different tasks: search in support

of legal discovery of electronic documents, search within and between blog postings, question

answering, detecting spam in an email stream, enterprise search, search in the genomics domain,

and strategies for building fair test collections for very large corpora.

The conference included paper sessions and discussion groups. The overview papers for the differ-

ent "tracks" and for the conference as a whole are gathered in this bound version of the proceed-

ings. The papers from the individual participants and the evaluation output for the runs submitted

to TREC 2007 are contained on the disk included in the volume. The TREC 2007 proceedings

web site (http : / /tree . nist . gov/pubs . html) also contains the complete proceedings,

including system descriptions that detail the timing and storage requirements of the different runs.
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Overview ofTREC 2007

Ellen M. Voorhees

National Institute of Standards and Technology

Gaithersburg, MD 20899

1 Introduction

The sixteenth Text REtrieval Conference, TREC 2007, was held at the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) November 6-9, 2007. The conference was co-sponsored by NIST and the Intelligence

Advanced Research Projects Activity (lARPA). TREC 2007 had 95 participating groups from 18 countries.

Table 2 at the end of the paper Ksts the participating groups.

TREC 2007 is the latest in a series of workshops designed to foster research on technologies for infor-

mation retrieval. The workshop series has four goals:

• to encourage retrieval research based on large test collections;

• to increase communication among industry, academia, and government by creating an open forum for

the exchange of research ideas;

• to speed the transfer of technology from research labs into commercial products by demonstrating

substantial improvements in retrieval methodologies on real-world problems; and

• to increase the availabihty of appropriate evaluation techniques for use by industry and academia,

including development of new evaluation techniques more applicable to current systems.

TREC 2007 contained seven areas of focus called "tracks". Six of the tracks ran in previous TRECs and

explored tasks in question answering, blog search, detecting spam in an email stream, enterprise search,

search in support of legal discovery, and information access within the genomics domain. A new track

called the million query track investigated techniques for building fair retrieval test collections for very large

corpora.

This paper serves as an introduction to the research described in detail in the remainder of the proceed-

ings. The next section provides a summary of the retrieval background knowledge that is assumed in the

other p^ers. Section 3 presents a short description of each track—a more complete description of a track

can be found in that track's overview paper in the proceedings. The final section looks toward future TREC
conferences.

2 Information Retrieval

Information retrieval is concemed with locating information that will satisfy a user's information need.

Traditionally, the emphasis has been on text retrieval: providing access to natural language texts where the

set of documents to be searched is large and topically diverse. There is increasing interest, however, in

finding appropriate information regardless of the medium that happens to contain that information. Thus
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"document" can be interpreted as any unit of information such as a blog post, an email message, or an

invoice.

The prototypical retrieval task is a researcher doing a Hterature search in a library. In this enviroimient the

retrieval system knows the set of documents to be searched (the library's holdings), but cannot anticipate the

particular topic that will be investigated. We call this an ad hoc retrieval task, reflecting the arbitrary subject

of the search and its short duration. Other examples of ad hoc searches are web surfers using Internet search

engines, lawyers performing patent searches or looking for precedent in case law, and analysts searching

archived news reports for particular events. A retrieval system's response to an ad hoc search is generally

an ordered hst of documents sorted such that documents the system believes are more likely to satisfy the

information need are ranked before documents it believes are less hkely to satisfy the need. The tasks within

the milUon query and legal tracks are examples of ad hoc search tasks. The feed task in the blog trtick is

also an ad hoc search task, though in this case the documents to be ranked are entire blogs rather than blog

postings.

In a categorization task, the system is responsible for assigning a docum^t to one or more categories

from among a given set of categories. Deciding whether a given mail message is spam is one example of a

categorization task. The polarity task in the blog track, in which opinions were determined to be pro, con or

both, is a second example.

Information retrieval has traditionally focused on returning entire documents in response to a query.

This emphasis is both a reflection of retrieval systems' heritage as library reference systems and an ac-

knowledgement of the difficulty of retuming more specific responses. Nonetheless, TREC contains several

tasks that do focus on more specific responses. In the question answering track, systems are expected to

return precisely the answer; the system response to a query in the expert-finding task in the enterprise track

is a set of people; and the task in the genomics track explores the trade-offs between different granularities

of responses (whole documents, passages, and aspects).

2.1 Test collections

Text retrieval has a long history of using retrieval experiments on test collections to advance the state of the

art [4, 8], and TREC continues this tradition. A test collection is an abstraction of an operational retrieval

environment that provides a means for researchers to explore the relative benefits of different retrieval strate-

gies in a laboratory setting. Test collections consist of three parts: a set of documents, a set of information

needs (called topics in TREC), and relevance judgments, an indication of which documents should be re-

trieved in response to which topics. We call the result of a retrieval system executing a task on a test

collection a run.

2.1.1 Documents

The document set of a test collection should be a sample of the kinds of texts that wiU be encountered in the

operational setting of interest. It is important that the document set reflect the diversity of subject matter,

word choice, literary styles, document formats, etc. of the operational setting for the retrieval results to be

representative of the performance in the real task. Frequently, this means the document set must be large.

The initial TREC test collections contain 2 to 3 gigabytes of text and 500,000 to 1,000,000 documents.

While the document sets used in various tracks throughout the years have been smaller and larger depending

on the needs of the track and the availabiUty of data, the general trend has been toward ever-larger document

sets to enhance the reaUsm of the evaluation tasks. Similarly, the initial TREC document sets consisted

mostly ofnewspaper ornewswire articles, but later document sets have included a much broader spectrum of
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<num> Number: 951
<title> Mutual Funds
<desc> Description: Blogs about mutual funds performance and trends.
<narr> Narrative: Ratings from other known sources (Morningstar) or
relative to key performance indicators (KPI) such as inflation, currency
markets and domestic and international vertical market outlooks. News
about mutual funds, mutual fund managers and investment companies.
Specific recommendations should have supporting evidence or facts linked
from known news or corporate sources. (Not investment spam or pure,
uninformed conjecture .

)

Figure 1: A sample TREC 2007 topic from the blog track feed task.

document types (such as recordings of speech, web pages, scientific documents, blog posts, email messages,

and business documents). Each document is assigned an unique identifier called the DOCNO. For most

document sets, high-level structures within a document are tagged using a mark-up language such as SGML
or HTML. In keeping with the spirit of reaUsm, the text is kept as close to the original as possible.

2.1.2 Topics

TREC distinguishes between a statement of information need (the topic) and the data structure that is actu-

ally given to a retrieval system (the query). The TREC test collections provide topics to allow a wide range

of query construction methods to be tested and also to include a clear statement of what criteria make a

document relevant. What is now considered the "standard" format of a TREC topic statement—a topic id, a

tide, a description, and a narrative—was established in TREC-5 (1996). But topic formats vary in support

of the task. The spam track has no topic statement at all, for example, and the topic statements used in the

legal track contain much more information as might be available from a negotiated request to produce. An
example topic taken from this year's blog track feed task is shown in figure 1.

The different parts of the traditional topic statements allow researchers to investigate the effect of dif-

ferent query lengths on retrieval performance. The description ("desc") field is generally a one sentence

description of the topic area, while the narrative ("narr") gives a concise description of what makes a doc-

ument relevant. The "title" field has served different purposes in different years. In TRECs 1-3 the field

is simply a name givrai to the topic. In later ad hoc collections (ad hoc topics 301 and following), the field

consists of up to three words that best describe the topic. For some of die test collections where topics

were suggested by queries taken from web search engine logs, the title field contains the original query

(sometimes modified to correct spelling or similar errors).

Participants are free to use any method they wish to create queries from the topic statements. TREC
distinguishes among two major categories of query construction techniques, automatic methods and manual

methods. An automatic method is a means of deriving a query from the topic statement with no manual

intervention whatsoever; a manual method is anything else. The definition of manual query construction

methods is very broad, ranging from simple tweaks to an automatically derived query, through manual

construction of an initial query, to multiple query reformulations based on the document sets retrieved. Since

these methods require radically different amounts of (human) effort, care must be taken when comparing

manual results to ensure that the runs are truly comparable.

TREC topics are generally constructed specifically for the task they are to be used in. When outside

resources such as web search engine logs are used as a source of topics the sample selected for inclusion
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in the test set is vetted to insure there is a reasonable match with the document set (i.e., neither too many

nor too few relevant documents). Topics developed at NIST are created by the NIST assessors, the set of

people hired to both create topics and make relevance judgments. Most of the MST assessors are retired

intelUgence analysts. The assessors receive track-specific training by NIST staff for both topic development

and relevance assessment

2.1.3 Relevance judgments

The relevance judgments are what turns a set of documents and topics into a test collection. Given a set of

relevance judgments, the ad hoc retrieval task is then to retrieve all of the relevant documents and none of

the irrelevant documents. TREC usually uses binary relevance judgments—either a document is relevant to

the topic or it is not To define relevance for the assessors, the assessors are told to assume that they are

writing a report on the subject of the topic statement. If they would use any information contained in the

document in the report, then the (entire) document should be marked relevant, otherwise it should be marked

irrelevant. The assessors are instructed to judge a document as relevant regardless of the nximber of other

documents that contain the same information.

Relevance is inherently subjective. Relevance judgments are known to differ across judges and for

the same judge at different times [6]. Furthermore, a set of static, binary relevance judgments makes no

provision for the fact that a real user's perception of relevance changes as he or she interacts with the

retrieved documents. Despite the idiosyncratic nature of relevance, test collections are useful abstractions

because the comparative effectiveness of different retrieval methods is stable in the face of changes to the

relevance judgments [9].

The relevance judgments in early retrieval test collections were complete. That is, a relevance decision

was made for every document in the collection for every topic. The size of the TREC document sets makes

complete judgments infeasible. For example, with one miUion documents and assuming one judgment every

15 seconds (which is very fast), it would take approximately 4100 hours to judge a single topic. Thus by

necessity TREC collections are created by judging only a subset of the document collection for each topic

and then estimating the effectiveness of retrieval results from the judged sample.

The technique most often used in TREC for selecting the sample of documents for the human assessor

to judge is pooling [7]. In poohng, the top results from a set of runs are combined to form the pool and

oidy those documents in the pool are judged. Runs are subsequently evaluated assuming that all unpooled

(and hence unjudged) documents are not relevant. In more detail, the TREC pooling process proceeds as

follows. When participants submit their retrieval runs to NIST, they rank their runs in the order they prefer

them to be judged. NIST chooses a number of runs to be merged into the pools, and selects that many

runs from each participant respecting the preferred ordering. For each selected run, the top X (frequently

X = 100) documents per topic are added to the topics' pools. Many documents are retrieved in the top

X for more than one run, so the pools are generally much smaller than the theoretical maximum of X x

the-number-of-selected-runs documents (usually about 1/3 the maximum size).

The critical factor in pooling is that unjudged documents are assumed to be not relevant when computing

traditional evaluation scores. This treatment is a direct result of the original premise of pooling: that by

taking top-ranked documents from sufficiently many, diverse retrieval runs, the pool will contain the vast

majority of the relevant documents in the document set. If this is true, then the resulting relevance judgment

sets will be "essentially complete", and the evaluation scores computed using the judgments wiU be very

close to the scores that would have been computed had complete judgments been available.

Various studies have examined the vaHdity of pooling's premise in practice. Harman [5] and Zobel [10]

independently showed that early TREC collections in fact had unjudged documents that would have been
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judged relevant had they been in the pools. But, importantly, the distribution of those "missing" relevant

documents was highly skewed by topic (a topic that had lots of known relevant documents had more missing

relevant), and uniform across runs. Zobel demonstrated that these "approximately complete" judgments

produced by pooling were sufficient to fairly compare retrieval runs. Using the leave-out-uniques (LOU)

test, he evaluated each run that contributed to the pools using both the official set of relevant documents

published for that collection and the set of relevant documents produced by removing the relevant documents

uniquely retrieved by the run being evaluated. For the TREC-5 ad hoc collection, he found that using the

unique relevant documents increased a run's 1 1 point average precision score by an average of 0.5 %. The

maximum increase for any run was 3.5 %. The average increase for the TREC-3 ad hoc collection was

somewhat higher at 2.2 %.

As document sets continue to grow, the proportion of documents contained in standard-sized pools

shrinks. At some point, pooling's premise must become invalid. The test collection created in the Robust

and HARD tracks in TREC 2005 showed that this point is not at some absolute pool size, but rather when

pools are shallow relative to the number of documents in the collection [2]. With shallow pools, the sheer

number of documents of a certain type fill up the pools to the exclusion of other types of documents. This

produces judgments sets that are biased against runs that retrieve the less popular document type, resulting

in an invalid evaluation.

Several recent TREC tracks have investigated new ways of sampling from very large documents sets to

obtain judgment sets that support fair evaluations. The primary goal of the terabyte track that was part of

TRECs 2004—2006 was to investigate new pooling strategies to build reusable, fair collections at a reason-

able cost despite collection size. The new million query track is a successor to the terabyte track in that it

has the same goal, but a different approach. The goal in the million query track is to test the hypothesis that

a test collection containing very many topics, each of which has a modest number of well-chosen documents

judged for it, will be an adequate tool for comparing retrieval techniques. The legal track has used a different

sampling strategy still to address the challenging problem of comparing recall-oriented (see below) searches

of large document sets for both ranked and unranked result sets.

2.2 Evaluation

Retrieval runs on a test collection can be evaluated in a number of ways. In TREC, ad hoc tasks are evaluated

using the treceval package written by Chris Buckley of Sabir Research [1]. This package reports

about 85 different numbers for a run, including recall and precision at various cut-off levels plus single-

valued summary measures that are derived from recall and precision. Precision is the proportion of retrieved

documents that are relevant (number-retrieved-and-relevant/number-retrieved), while recall is the proportion

of relevant documents that are retrieved (number-retrieved-and-relevant/number-relevant). A cut-off level is

a rank that defines the retrieved set; for example, a cut-off level of ten defines the retrieved set as the top ten

documents in the ranked list. The trec_eval program reports the scores as averages over the set of topics

where each topic is equally weighted. (An alternative is to weight each relevant docimaent equally and thus

give more weight to topics with more relevant documents. Evaluation of retrieval effectiveness historically

weights topics equally since all users are assumed to be equally important.)

Precision reaches its maximal value of 1.0 when only relevant documents are retrieved, and recall reaches

its maximal value (also 1.0) when all the relevant documents are retrieved. Note, however, that these theo-

retical maximum values are not obtainable as an average over a set of topics at a single cut-off level because

different topics have different numbers of relevant documents. For example, a topic that has fewer than ten

relevant documents will have a precision score at ten documents retrieved less than 1.0 regardless of hew
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the documents are ranked. Similarly, a topic with more than ten relevant documents must have a recall score

at ten documents retrieved less than 1.0. For a single topic, recall and precision at a common cut-off level

reflect the same information, namely the number of relevant documents retrieved. At varying cut-off levels,

recall and precision tend to be inversely related since retrieving more documents will usually increase recall

while degrading precision and vice versa.

Of all the numbers reported by treceval, the interpolated recall-precision curve and mean average

precision (non-interpolated) are the most commonly used measures to describe TREC retrieval results. A
recall-precision curve plots precision as a function of recall. Since the actual recall values obtained for a

topic depend on the number of relevant documents, the average recall-precision curve for a set of topics

must be interpolated to a set of standard recall values. The particular interpolation method used is given in

Appendix A, which also defines many of the other evaluation measures reported by trecjsval. Recall-

precision graphs show the behavior of a retrieval run over the entire recall spectrum.

Mean average precision (MAP) is the single-valued summary measure used when an entire graph is

too cumbersome. The average precision for a single topic is the mean of the precision obtained after each

relevant document is retrieved (using zero as the precision for relevant documents that are not retrieved).

The mean average precision for a run consisting of multiple topics is the mean of the average precision

scores of each of the individual topics in the run. The average precision measure has a recall component in

that it reflects the performance of a retrieval run across all relevant documoits, and a precision component

in that it weights documents retrieved earUer more heavily than documents retrieved later.

The measures described above are traditional retrieval evaluation measures that assume (relatively) com-

plete judgments. As concems about traditional pooling arose, new measures and new techniques for esti-

mating existing measures given a particular judgment sampling strategy have been investigated. Bpref is

a measure that explicitly ignores unjudged documents in the retrieved sets, and thus it can be used when

judgments are known to be far from complete [3]. It is defined as the inverse of the fraction ofjudged irrel-

evant documents that are retrieved before relevant ones. The sampling strategies used in the milUon query

and legal tracks have corresponding methods for estimating the value of evaluation measures based on the

sampled documents. The track overview paper gives the details of the evaluation methodology used in that

track.

3 TREC 2007 Tracks

TREC's track structure began in TREC-3 (1994). The tracks serve several purposes. First, tracks act as

incubators for new research areas: the first running of a track often defines what the problem really is,

and a track creates the necessary infrastructure (test collections, evaluation methodology, etc.) to support

research on its task. The tracks also demonstrate the robustness of core retrieval technology in that the same

techniques are frequently appropriate for a variety of tasks. Finally, the tracks make TREC attractive to a

broader community by providing tasks that match the research interests of more groups.

Table 1 Usts the differrait tracks that were in each TREC, the number of groups that submitted runs to

that track, and the total number of groups that participated in each TREC. The tasks within the tracks offered

for a given TREC have diverged as TREC has progressed. This has helped fuel the growth in the number

of participants, but has also created a smaller common base of experience among participants since each

participant tends to submit runs to a smaller percentage of the tracks.

This section describes the tasks performed in the TREC 2007 tracks. See the track reports later in these

proceedings for a more complete description of each track.
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Table 1: Number of participants per track and total number of distinct participants in each TREC
TREC

Track '92 '93 '94 '95 '96 '97 '98 '99 '00 '01 '02 '03 '04 '05 '06 '07

Ad Hoc 18 24 26 23 28 31 42 41

Routing 16 25 25 15 16 21

Interactive 3 11 2 9 8 7 6 6 6

Spanish 4 10 7

Confusion 4 5

Mereinc 3 3

Filtering 4 7 10 12 14 15 19 21

Chinese 9 12

NLP 4 2

Speech 13 10 10 3

XLingual 13 9 13 16 10 9

High Prec 5 4

VLC 7 6

Queiy 2 5 6

QA 20 28 36 34 33 28 33 31 28

Web 17 23 30 23 27 18

Video 12 19

Novelty 13 14 14

Genomics 29 33 41 30 25

HARD 14 16 16

Robust 16 14 17

Terabyte 17 19 21

Enterprise 23 25 20

Spam 13 9 12

Legal 6 14

Blog 16 24

Million Q 11

Participants 22 31 33 36 38 51 56 66 69 87 93 93 103 117 107 95

3.1 The blog track

The blog track first started in TREC 2006. Its purpose is to explore information seeking behavior in the

blogosphere, in particular to discover the similarities and differences between blog search and other types

of search. The TREC 2007 track contained three tasks, an opinion retrieval task that was the main task in

2006; a subtask of the opinion task in which systems were to classify the kind of the opinion detected (the

polarity task); and a blog distillation (also called a feed search) task.

The document set for all tasks was the blog corpus created for the 2006 track and distributed by the

University of Glasgow (see http : //ir . dcs . gla . ac .uk/test ^collections). This corpus was

collected over a period of 1 1 weeks from December 2005 through February 2006. It consists of a set of

uniquely-identified XML feeds and the corresponding blog posts in HTML. For the opinion and polarity

tasks, a "document" in the collection is a single blog post plus all of its associated comments as identified

by a Permalink. The collection is a large sample of the blogosphere as it existed in early 2006 that retains

all of the gathered material including spam, potentially offensive content, and some non-blogs such as RSS

feeds. Specifically, the collection is 148GB of which 88.8GB is permalink documents, 38.6GB is feeds, and

28.8GB is homepages. There are approximately 3.2 million permalink documents.

In the opinion task, systems were to locate blog posts that expressed an opinion about a given target.

Targets included people, organizations, locations, product brands, technology types, events, hterary works.
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etc. For example, three of the test set topics asked for opinions regarding Coretta Scott King, JSTOR, and

Barilla brand pasta. Targets were drawn from a log of queries submitted to a commercial blog search engine.

The query from the log was used as the title field of the topic statement; the NIST assessor who selected the

query created the description and narrative parts of the topic statement to explain how he or she interpreted

that query.

The systems' job in the opinion task was to retrieve posts expressing an opinion of the target without

regard to the kind (polarity) of the opinion. Nonetheless, the relevance assessors did differentiate among

different types of posts during the assessment phase as they had done in 2006. A post could remain unjudged

if it was clear from the URL or header that the post contains offensive content. If the content was judged,

it was marked with exactly one of: irrelevant (not on-topic), relevant but not opinionated (on-topic but no

opinion expressed), relevant with negative opinion, relevant with mixed opinion, or relevant with positive

opiirion. These judgments supported the polarity subtask. For the polarity subtask, participants' systems

labeled each document in the ranking submitted to the opinion task with the predicted judgment (positive,

negative, mixed) of that document

The goal in the blog distillation task was for systems to find blogs (not individual posts) with a principal,

recurring interest in the subject matter of the topic. Such technology is needed, for example, when a user

wishes to find blogs in an area of interest to follow regularly. The system response for the feed task was a

ranked list of up to 100 feed ids (as opposed to permalink ids.) Topic creation and relevance judging for the

feed task were performed collaboratively by the participants.

Twenty-four groups total participated in the blog track including 20 in the opinion task, 11 in the polarity

subtask, and 9 in the feed task.

To address the question of specific opinion-finding features that are useful for good performance in

the opinion task, participants were asked to submit both a topic-relevance-only baseline and an opinion-

finding run. Results from this comparison were mixed, with some systems showing a marked increase in

effectiveness over good baselines by using opinion-specific features, but others showing serious degradation.

Nonetheless, as in the 2006 track the correlation between topic-relevance effectiveness and opinion-finding

effectiveness remains very high, indicating that topic-relevance effectiveness is still a dominant factor in

good opinion finding.

3.2 The enterprise track

TREC 2007 was the third year of the enterprise track, a track whose goal is to study enterprise search: sat-

isfying a user who is searching the data of an organization to complete some task. Enterprise data generally

consists of diverse types such as published reports, intranet web sites, and email, and a goal is to have search

systems deal seamlessly with the different data types.

Because of the track's focus on supporting a user of an organization's data, the data set and task ab-

straction are particularly important. The document set in the first two years of the track was a crawl of the

World-Wide Web Consortium web site. This year the document set was instead a crawl of www . c i s ro . au,

the web site of the Conamonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), which is Aus-

traUa's national science agency. CSIRO employs people known as science communicators who enhance

CSERO's public image and promote the capabilities of CSIRO by managing information and interacting

with various constituencies. In the course of their work, science communicators can come upon an area of

focus for which no good overview page exists. In such a case a communicator would like to find a set of key

pages and people in that area as a first step in creating an overview page (or to stand as a substitute for such

a page). This "missing page" problem was the motivation for the two tasks in the track.
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In the document search task systems were to retrieve a set of key pages related to the target topic. As in

previous years, a key page was defined as an authoritative page that is principally about the target topic. In

the search-for-experts task systems returned a ranked list of email addresses representing individuals who
are experts in the target topic. Unlike previous years, there was no a priori list of people made available to

the systems. Instead, systems were required to mine the document set to find people and decide whether

they are experts in a given field. Systems were required to return a list of up to 20 documents in support of

the nomination of an expert.

The topics for the track were developed by current CSIRO science communicators, with the same set of

topics used for both tasks. Communicators were given a CSIRO query log and asked to develop topics using

queries taken from the log or something similar to those. In addition to the query, the communicators were

also asked to supply examples of key pages for the area of the query, one or two CSIRO staff members who

are experts in that area, and a short description of the information they would consider relevant to include in

the overview page.

Systems were provided with the query and description as the official topic statement. Systems could also

access the coimnunicator-provided key page examples for relevance feedback experiments. The experts

suppUed by the science communicators were used as the relevance judgments for the expert search task.

Document pools were judged by participants based on the full topic statements to produce the relevance

judgments for the document task.

Twenty groups total participated in the enterprise track, with 16 groups participating in the document

task and 16 in the expert search task. Comparison between feedback and non-feedback runs in the document

task shows that successfully exploiting the example key pages was challenging: only a few teams submitted

feedback runs that were more effective than their own non-feedback runs. The results from the expert-

finding task suggest that systems are finding only people associated with a given topic rather than actual

expertise. For example, systems suggested the science communicators as experts for some topics.

3.3 The genomics track

The goal of genomics track is to provide a forum for evaluation of information access systems in the ge-

nomics domain. It was the first TREC track devoted to retrieval within a specific domain, and thus a subgoal

of the track is to explore how exploiting domain-specific information improves access. The task in the

TREC 2007 track was similar to the passage retrieval task introduced in 2006. In diis task systems retrieve

excerpts from the documents that are then evaluated at several levels of granularity to explore a variety of

facets. The task is motivated by the observation that the best response for a biomedical Hterature search

is frequently a direct answer to the question, but with the answer placed in context and linking to original

sources.

The document collection used for 2007 was the same as that used for 2006. This document collection is

a set of fuU-text articles from several biomedical journals that were made available to the track by Highwire

Press. The documents retain the full formatting information (in HTML) and include tables, figure captions,

and the like. The test set contains about 160,000 documents from 49 joumals and is about 12.3 GB of

HTML. A passage is defined to be any contiguous span of text that does not include an HTML paragraph

token (<p> or <\p>). Systems returned a ranked list of passages in response to a topic where passages

were specified by byte offsets from the beginning of the document.

The format of the topic statements differed from that of 2006. The 2007 topics were questions asking

for lists of specific entities such as drugs or mutations or symptoms. The questions were soUcited from

practicing biologists and represent actual information needs. The test set contained 36 questions.
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Relevance judgments were made by domain experts. The judgment process involved several steps to

enable system responses to be evaluated at different levels of granularity. Passages from different runs were

pooled, using the maximum extent of a passage as the unit for pooling. (The maximum extent of a passage

is the contiguous span between paragraph tags that contains that passage, assuming a virtual paragraph

tag at the beginning and end of each document.) Judges decided whether a maximum span was relevant

(contained an answer to the question), and, if so, marked the actual extent of the answer in the maximum
span. In addition, the assessor listed the entities of the target type contained within the maximum span.

A maximum span could contain multiple answer passages; the same entity could be covered by multiple

answer passages and a single answer passage could contain multiple entities.

Using these relevance judgments, runs were then evaluated at the document, passage, and aspect (entity)

levels. A document is considered relevant if it contains a relevant passage, and it is considered retrieved if

any of its passages are retrieved. The document level evaluation was a traditional ad hoc retrieval task (when

aU subsequent retrievals of a document after the first were ignored). Passage- and aspect-level evaluation

was based on the corresponding judgments. Aspect-level evaluation is a measure of the diversity of the

retrieved set in that it rewards systems that are able to find more different aspects. Passage-level evaluation

is a measure of how well systems are able to find the particular information within a document that answCTS

the question.

The genomics track had 25 participants. Results from the track showed that effectiveness as measured

at the three different granularities was highly correlated. As in flie blog track, this suggests that basic

recognition of topic relevance remains a dominating factor for effective performance in each of these tasks.

3.4 The legal track

The legal track was started in 2006 to focus specifically on the problem of e-discovery, the effective produc-

tion of digital or digitized documents as evidence in htigation. Since the legal community is famihar with

the idea of searching using Boolean expressions of keywords. Boolean search is used as a baseline in the

track. The goal of die track is thus to evaluate the effectiveness of Boolean and other search technologies

for the e-discovery problem.

The TREC 2007 track contained three tasks, the main task, an interactive task, and a relevance feedback

task. The document set used for all tasks was the IIT Complex Document Information Processing collection,

which was also the corpus used in the 2006 track. This collection consists of approximately seven million

documents drawn from the Legacy Tobacco Document Library hosted by the University of California, San

Francisco. These documents were made pubUc during various legal cases involving US tobacco companies

and contain a wide variety of document genres typical of large enterprise enviroimients. A document in the

collection consists of the optical character recognition (OCR) output of a scanned original plus metadata.

The main task was an ad hoc search task using as topics a set of hypothetical requests for production of

documents. The production requests were developed for the track by lawyers and were designed to simulate

the kinds of requests used in current practice. Each production request includes a broad complaint that lays

out the background for several requests and one specific request for production of documents. The topic

statement also includes a negotiated Boolean query for each specific request. Stephen Tonolinson of Open
Text, a track coordinator, ran the negotiated Boolean queries to produce the task's reference run. Participants

could use the negotiated Boolean query, the set of documents that matched the Boolean query, and the size

of the retrieved set of the Boolean query (B) in any way (including ignoring them completely) for their

submitted runs. For each topic systems returned a ranked hst of up 25 000 documents (or up to B documents

if B was larger dian 25 000).
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Because of the size of the document collection and the legal community's interest in being able to eval-

uate the effectiveness of the (unranked) Boolean run, special pools were built from the submitted runs to

support Estimated-Recall-at-B as the evaluation measure. The pooling method sampled a total of approxi-

mately 500 documents from the set of submitted runs respecting the property that documents at ranks closer

to one had a higher probabiUty of being selected for inclusion in the pools. (See the track overview paper for

more details.) Note that it is not currently known how reusable the resulting collection is (that is, whether

the judgments can be usefully exploited to evaluate runs that did not contribute to the pools). The relevance

assessments were made by legal professionals (mostly law students) who followed the legal community's

typical work practices.

Iterative search methods generally offer increased effectiveness as compared to the single running of

a static query, even if that query is the result of prior negotiation. The feedback and interactive search

tasks were introduced into the legal track to explore the level of performance obtainable by iterative search

methods in e-discovery and to investigate how best to evaluate those techniques. Both tasks used a subset of

the topics from the TREC 2006 legal track.

The goal in the interactive task was for a user to find as many relevant documents as possible for a

topic while actively engaging with the retrieval system. Twelve topics were available for this task, ranked in

priority order. Participants in the interactive task could do as many of the twelve topics as desired, but were

required to perform them in priority order. Submissions consisted of up to 100 documents per topic, which

were scored using a utiUty measure (gaining one point for each relevant document retrieved and losing a

half point for each nonrelevant retrieved).

For the relevance feedback task, systems re-ran the TREC 2006 topics exploiting the relevance judg-

ments produced as a result of the TREC 2006 track. Documents that had been judged in 2006 were removed

from the submissions ("residual collection" evaluation) and new pools were formed for 10 topics (a subset

of the 12 topics used in the interactive task)^. The main evaluation measure used in the task was again

Estimated-RecaIl-at-(residual)-B.

A total of 14 groups participated in the legal track: 12 in the main task, 3 in the interactive task, and 3 in

the relevance feedback task. Results from the TREC 2007 tasks confirm results from the TREC 2006 track

with respect to the Boolean run. Collectively the runs produced by track participants retrieve many relevant

documents not retrieved by the negotiated Boolean queries of the reference run, but the average effectiveness

of the refer^ce Boolean run is at least as great as the average effectiveness of the other individual runs (with

respect to Estimated-Recall-at-B). In other words, all of the runs, including the reference Boolean run, have

significant room for improvement with respect to consistently obtaining high recall.

3.5 The million query track

The million query track was a new track in TREC 2007. One of the main goals of the track was to investigate

a specific retrieval evaluation hypothesis: that a test collections built using many topics with few, shallow

judgments may be a better evaluation tool than a test collection bmlt from fewer topics with relatively

thorough judgments. The track also provided an opportunity for participants to explore ad hoc retrieval on a

large document set.

The retrieval task of the track was an ad hoc search task over the GOV2 document set. GOV2 is a

collection of web pages from within the . gov domain spidered in early 2004. The collection contains

about 25 milHon documents and is available from the University of Glasgow (see http://ir.dcs.

'The new judgments made for the 2007 tasks were created by a different assessor from the one who judged the topic in TREC

2006.
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gla . ac . uk/ test_col lect ions). The topics for the track were taken from a web search engine log

and consisted only of the equivalent of the standard TREC topic statement's title field (some of these topics

later had standard topic statements developed for them during the assessing phase). The test set consisted

of 10,000 queries, including the title field from some of the topics that had been used in previous years'

terabyte tracks.

Relevance judging was performed by both NIST assessors and track participants. The judging procedure

was as follows:

1 . The assessment system presented the judge with 5 queries randomly selected from the test set.

2. The judge selected one of the queries; the others were returned to the query pool.

3. The judge wrote a description and narrative for this query, thus creating a standard TREC topic state-

ment

4. The system presented a GOV2 document to thejudge and obtained a 3-way judgment (highly relevant,

relevant, not relevant) for it.

5. The process continued until at least 40 documents were judged. The judge could continue past 40

documents if he or she wanted to.

The documents to be judged were selected by one of two different sampling methods, the minimal test

collection method and the statistical evaluation method, each of which supports a particular evaluation strat-

egy. The details of the sampling and corresponding evaluation methods are given in the track overview paper

in these proceedings. The target was to have half the queries that were judged have 20 documents selected

by both methods, a quarter of the queries have 40 documents selected by the rmnimal test collection sam-

pling method, and the remaining queries have 40 documents selected by the statistical evaluation method.

Approximately 1800 queries were judged, with a small set receiving judgments from multiple people.

The judgments gathered in this way allow evaluation using the appropriate measure(s) associated with

the selection method. The use of the terabyte topics allows runs to be evaluated over those topics using

trec.eval and the standard NIST-produced relevance judgments created in the terabyte track as a third

evaluation strategy. The 24 runs submitted by 11 groups were each evaluated using the three evaluation

strategies in turn. The three different strategies agreed with one another with respect to "big picture" results:

all three strategies fotind the same three clusters of systems with similar effectiveness. More fine-grained

comparisons differed across strategies, though, in that rankings of systems within clusters varied depending

on the evaluation strategy used. The rankings produced by the two sampling-based evaluation methods were

more similar to each other than either was to the ranking produced by evaluation over the terabyte topics.

3.6 The question answering (QA) track

The goal of the question answering track is to develop systems that return actual answers, as opposed to

ranked Usts of documents, in response to a question. The 2007 track contained two tasks, the main task that

was a series task similar to the task used since 2004, and a complex interactive QA (ciQA) task introduced

in 2006.

The questions in the main task were organized into a set of series. A series consisted of a number of

"factoid" (questions with fact-based, short answers) and list questions that each related to a common, given

target. The final question in a series was an explicit "Other" question, which systems were to answer by
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retrieving information pertaining to the target that had not been covered by earlier questions in the series.

Answers were required to be supported by a document from the corpus used in the track.

The 2007 main task differed from the task in earlier years in that the corpus consisted of both newswire

documents (the AQUAINT-2 collection) and blog documents (the same corpus as was used in the blog track).

Introducing blogs into the track created two significant new challenges forQA systems. First, since language

use in blogs can be much more informal than in newswire, systems were required to handle language that is

not well-formed. Second, blog data also contains discourse structures that are less formal and reliable than

newswire, so systems had to do more vetting of candidate responses to determine if those responses were

indeed answers.

Despite the introduction of the blog data, which was expected to increase the difficulty of the QA task,

individual component scores for the best systems were greater in 2007, after having generally declined each

year since TREC 2004. While it is possible that the questions in the 2007 test set are intrinsically easier than

previous years, no procedural changes in the way questions were formed were instituted, so large changes

in difficulty are not likely.

The ciQA task was introduced in TREC 2006 and is a blend of the TREC 2005 relationship QA task and

the TREC 2005 HARD track. The goal of the task is to extend systems' abilities to answer more complex

information needs than those covered in the main task and to provide a limited form of interaction with the

user in a QA setting.

As in 2006, the questions used in the task contained two parts, a specific question derived from templates

of relationship question types, and a narrative that provided more explanation for the specific question.

The system response to a question was a ranked list of information "nuggets" supported by AQUAINT
documents (the blog corpus was not used in the ciQA task), where each nugget provides evidence for the

relationship in question.

The interaction was accomplished using the NIST assessor as the surrogate user and web forms to

implement the interface. Unlike 2006, the forms were hosted at the individual participants' home site, so

any type of web-based QA system could be used in the task. For each topic, the assessor was given a Ust

of URLs, one URL per participating run. The lists of URLs for different topics were sorted differently,

and assessors processed each list in the order given, to control for presentation order effects. Assessors

clicked on a URL to begin an interaction and had a maximum of five minutes to finish the task for that pair

of nm/topic. Participants were responsible for instrumenting the application to capture the results of the

interaction.

The protocol for the ciQA task had participants submit initial runs prior to the interaction, perform

the interaction, and then submit final runs that (presumably) made use of the information gathered in the

interaction. Retrieval results were scored using Pyramid nuggets F-score. In addition, an exit questionnaire

gathered data on the assessors' perceptions of the interactions.

Results from the ciQA task showed that, unlike in TREC 2006, most runs were more effective than a

sentence-retrieval baseline run. However, many interactions degraded effectiveness; that is, the final run

score was less than the corresponding initial nm's score. Analysis of the data collected from the exit ques-

tionnaire suggested a possible contributing factor for the decrease in effectiveness through interaction: NIST

assessors are unusual users in that they afready know a lot about the topic, yet the typical users assumed

by many participating systems were naive users searching for basic information. Future instantiations of

interactive tasks will need to take this mismatch into consideration.

A total of 28 groups participated in the QA track. The main task had 21 participants and the ciQA task

had 7 participants.
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3.7 The spam track

The spam track was first run in TREC 2005. The goal of the track is to evaluate how well systems are able to

separate spam and ham (non-spam) when given an email sequence. The TREC 2007 track repeated the three

2006 tasks using new data. The tasks aU involved classifying email messages as ham or spam, differing in

the amount and frequency of the feedback the system received.

For each task the track used a test jig that implements a simple interface between the evaluation infras-

tructure on the one hand and a participant's classifier on the other. The jig takes an email stream, a set of

ham/spam judgments, and a classifier, and runs the classifier on the stream reporting the evaluation results

of that run based on the judgments. In the main on-line filtering task, the classifier receives the correct

designation for a message as soon as it classifies the message (this represents ideal user feedback). In the

delayed feedback extension to the task, the classifier might eventually receive the correct designation for a

message, but the designation for a given message m may come after some number of intervening messages

that must be classified before the feedback for m is received, or the feedback may never come at all. In the

partial feedback extension to the task, feedback is provided only for messages sent to a subset of the users

of a mail server, though the filter is expected to filter messages to all users. In the active learning task, the

classifier must exphcitly request the correct designation for a document, and may do so for only a given

number N of messages.

The track used both a private email stream and a pubhc email stream. Participants ran their own filters

on the public corpora using the jig and submitted the evaluation output to NIST. For the private corpora,

participants submitted their filters to NIST. NIST passed the filters onto the University of Waterloo after

stripping all identification of which filters came from which participant. The University of Waterloo used

the jig to run the filtars on the private stream and returned the evaluation results to NIST, who then forwarded

the evaluation results to the appropriate participant.

Twelve groups participated in the spam track. As in previous years of the track, the general effectiveness

of the track's filters has improved relative to the then-current state-of-the-art. Comparison among the dif-

ferent types of training show that both delayed and partial feedback degrade filter effectiveness with respect

to ideal feedback, but longer delay periods do not appear to cause more deterioration than shorter delay

periods.

4 The Future

TREC 2007 contained a brainstorming session designed to get feedback as to what research areas individuals

in the TREC community were personally interested in. In the spirit of true brainstorming, we asked for any

ideas without initial filtering by feasibility concems such as data availabiUty or privacy issues. The session

was Uvely with approximately 40 ideas suggested before discussion was stopped due to time constraints.

Enough people expressed interest in three broad areas for those ideas to be further explored informally over

a group lunch at the conference and discussion lists after the conference. The goal of the discussions was to

formulate a proposal for a TREC track in the area to begin in TREC 2009. The three areas included:

informal text: a track to focus on data access tasks within social media contexts such as instant messaging

systems or social tagging;

scientific literature: a track to focus on providing access to the scientific Uterature more broadly than

within a single topic domain as in the genomics track; and
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user interaction: a reprise of the TREC interactive track where the focus is on understanding how best to

support humans in the search process.

There are five confirmed tracks forTREC 2008. Theblog, enterprise, legal, and million query tracks will

continue. A new track to examine the effectiveness of relevance feedback across different retrieval models

and under different conditions (such as amount of relevance data) will begin. The question answering track

will move to a new NIST evaluation conference called the Text Analysis Conference (TAC), see http :

/ /www . nist . gov/tac. The genomics and spam tracks are ending as TREC tracks, though tasks similar

to those investigated in these tracks are expected to appear in other venues.
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Table 2: Organizations participating in TREC 2007

Arizona State University

Beijing U. of Posts & Telecommunications

Carnegie Mellon University

Carnegie Mellon University & U. Karlsruhe

Chinese Academy of Sciences (2 groups)

Concordia University (2 groups)

CRMl 14 Team
CSmO ICT Centre

Dalhousie University

Dalian University of Technology

Dartmouth College

Drexel University

EffectiveSoft Ltd

Etiropean Bioinformatics Institute

Exegy Inc.

Fitchburg State College

Fondazione Ugo Bordoni, Italian National Research

Council & U. Roma 'Tor Vergata'

Fudan University

Heilongjiang Institute of Technology

IBM Cairo

IBM Research Lab, Haifa

Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi

Dlinois Institute of Technology

Indiana University

Intemational Institute of Information Technology

Jozef Stefan Institute

Kobe University (2 groups)

Kyoto University

Language Computer Corporation

Long Island University

Lymba Corporation

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Michigan State University

The MITRE Corporation

National Library of Medicine

National Taiwan University

National University of Defense Technology

Northeastem University

Oregon Health & Science University

Open Text Corporation

The Open University

Peking Uiuversity

Queens College, CUNY

RMIT University

The Robert Gordon University

Saarland University

Sabir Research, Inc

Shanghai Jiao Tong University (2 groups)

South China University of Technology

St. Petersburg State U. & ENRIA

SUNY Albany

SUNY Buffalo

Technical University Berlin

TNO, Twente University & EMC
Tokyo Institute of Technology

Tsinghua University

Tufts University

Twente University

University of Alaska Fairbanks

University of Alicante

University of Amsterdam (2 groups)

University of Arkansas at Littie Rock

University of Colorado School of Medicine

University of Glasgow

University and Hospitals of Geneva

University of Illinois at Chicago (2 groups)

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

University of Iowa (2 groups)

University of Lethbridge

University of Maryland, College Park

University of Massachusetts

The University of Melboume (2 groups)

University of Missouri at Kansas City

University of Neuchatel

University of North Carolina

University di Roma 'La Sapienza'

University of Strathclyde

University of Texas, Austin

University of Washington

University of Waterloo (2 groups)

Ursinus College

Weill Cornell Medical College

Wuhan Umversity

York University

Zhejiang University
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1. INTRODUCTION
TTie goal of the Blog track is to explore the information seeking

behaviour in the blogosphere. It aims to create the required in-

fiastiucture to facilitate research into the blogosphere and to study

retrieval from blogs and other related applied tasks. The track was

introduced in 2006 with a main opinion finding task and an open

task, which allowed participants the opportunity to influence the

determination of a suitable second task for 2007 on other aspects

of blogs besides their opinionated nature. As a result, we have

created the first blog test collection, namely the TREC Blog06

collection, for adhoc retrieval and opinion finding. Further back-

ground information on the Blog track can be found in the 2006

track overview [2].

TREC 2007 has continued using the Blog06 collection, and saw

the addition of a new main task and a new subtask, namely a blog

distillation (feed search) task and an opinion polarity subtask re-

spectively, along with a second year of the opinion finding task.

NIST developed the topics and relevance judgments for the opin-

ion finding task, and its polarity subtask. For the blog distiUation

task, the participating groups created the topics and the associated

relevance judgments. This second year of the track has seen an in-

creased participation compared to 2006, with 20 groups submitting

runs to the opinion finding task, 1 1 groups submitting runs to the

polarity subtask, and 9 groups submitting runs to the blog distil-

lation task. This paper provides an overview of each task, sum-

marises the obtained results and draws conclusions for the future.

The remainder of this paper is sUuctured as follows. Section 2

provides a short description of the used Blog06 collection Sec-

tion 3 describes the opinion finding task and its polarity subtask,

providing an overview of the submitted runs, as well as a sum-

mary of the main used techniques by the participants. Section 4

describes the newly created blog distillation (feed search) task, and

summarises the results of the runs and the main approaches de-

ployed by the participating groups. We provide concluding remarks

in Section 5.

2. THE BLOG06 TEST COLLECTION
All tasks in the TREC 2007 Blog track use the Blog06 collec-

tion, representing a large sample crawled from the blogosphere

over an eleven week period from December 6, 2005 until February

21, 2006. The collection is 148GB in size, with three main compo-

nents consisting of 38.6GB ofXML feeds (i.e. the blog), 88,8GB

of permahnk documents (i.e. a single blog post and all its associ-

ated comments) and 28.8GB of HTML homepages (i.e. the main

entry to the blog). In order to ensure that the Blog track exper-

iments are conducted in a realistic and representative setting, the

collection also includes spam, non-Enghsh documents, and some

non-blogs documents such as RSS feeds.

The number of peimalink documents in the collection is over

3.2 million, while the number of feeds is over 100,000 blogs. The
pemialink documents are used as a retrieval unit for the opinion

finding task and its associated polarity subtask. For the blog distil-

lation task, the feed documents are used as the retrieval unit. The

collection has been distributed by the University of Glasgow since

March 2006. Further information on the collection and how it was
created can be found in [1].

3. OPINION FINDING TASK
Many blogs are created by their authors as a mechanism for self-

expression Extremely-accessible blog software has facilitated the

act of blogging to a wide-ranging amiience, their blogs reflecting

their opinions, philosophies and emotions. The opinion finding task

is an articulation of a user search task, where the information need

seems to be of an opinion, or perspective-finding nature, rather than

fact-finding. While no explicit scenario was associated with the

opinion retrieval task, it aims to uncover the public sentiment to-

wards a given endty (the "taiget"), and hence it can iiaturally be

associated with settings such as tracking consumer-generated con-

tent, brand monitoring, and, more generally, media analysis. This

is the second ruiuiing of the opinion finding task in the Blog track.

This year, it was the most popular task of the track, with 20 partic-

ipating groups.

3.1 Topics and Relevance Judgments
Similar to TREC 2006, the opinion retrieval task involved locat-

ing blog posts that express an opinion about a given target [2]. The

target can be a "traditional" named entity, e.g. a name of a person,

location, or organisation, but also a concept (such as a type of tech-

nology), a product name, or an event The task can be summarised

as What do people think about X, X being a taiget. The topic of

the post is not required to be the same as the taiget, but an opinion

about the taiget had to be present in the post or one ofthe conaments

to the post, as identified by the permalink.

Topics used in the opinion finding task follow the familiar ti-

de, description, and narrative structure, as used in topics in other

TREC test collections. 50 topics were again selected by NIST firom

a larger query log obtained from a commercial blog search engine.

The topics were created by NIST using the same methodology as

last year, namely selecting queries from the query log, and building

topics around those queries [2]. An example of a TREC 2007 topic

is included in Figure 1.

3.2 Pooling and Assessment Procedure

Participants could create queries manually or automatically from

the 50 provided topics. They were allowed to submit up to six

runs, including a compulsory automatic nm using the tide field of
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<top>
<num> Number: 93 0 </num>

<title> ikea </title>

<desc> Description:
Find opinions on Ikea or its products.
</desc>

<narr> Narrative:
Recommendations to shop at Ikea are

relevant opinions. Recommendations of

Ikea products are relevant opinions.
Pictures on an Ikea-related site that
are not related to the store or its
products are not relevant.
</narr>
</top>

Figure 1: Blog track 2007, opinion retrieval task, topic 930.

the topics, and another compulsory automatic mn, using the title

field of the topics, but with all opinion-finding features turned off.

The latter was required to draw fimher conclusions on the extent

to which a strong topic relevance baseline is required for an effec-

tive opinion retrieval system. It also helps to draw conclTisions on

the real effectiveness of the specifically used opinion finding ap-

proaches.

As mentioned in Section 2, for the purposes of the opinion find-

ing task, the document retrieval unit in the collection is a single blog

post plus all of its associated comments as identified by a penna-

link. However, participants were fi'ee to use any of the other Blog06

collection components for retrieval such as the XML feeds and/or

the HTML homepages.

Overall, 20 groups participated in the opinion finding task, sub-

mitting 104 runs, including 98 automatic runs and 6 manual runs.

Hie participants were asked to prioritise runs, in order to define

which of their runs would be pooled. Like in TREC 2006, the

guidelines ofthe Blog track encouraged participants to submit man-

ual runs to improve the quality of the test collectioiL Each submit-

ted run consisted of the top 1,000 opinionated documents (perma-

links) for each topic. NIST formed the pools from the submitted

runs using the three highest-priority runs per group, pooled to depth

80. In case of ties, the manual runs were preferred over the auto-

matic runs, and among the automatic title-only tied runs, the com-

pulsory ones were preferred.

NIST organised the relevance assessments for the opinion find-

ing task, using llie same assessment procedure defined in 2006 [2],

with some ftirther tightening up of the guidelines given to the asses-

sors. In particular, the assessment procedure had two levels. The

first level assesses whether a given blog post, i.e. a permalink, con-

tains information about the target and is therefore relevant. The

second level assesses the opinionated nature of the blog post, if it

was deemed relevant in the first assessment level. Given a topic and

a blog post, assessors were asked to judge the content of the blog

posts. The following scale was used for the assessment:

0 Not relevant. The post and its comments were examined, and do

not contain any information about the target, or refers to it

only in passing.

1 Relevant. The post or its comments contain information about

the target, but do not express an opinion towards it. To be

assessed as "Relevant", the information given about the tar-

Relevance Scale Label Nbr. of Documents %
Not Relevant 0 42434 77.7%

Adhoc-Relevant 1 5187 9.5%

Negative Opinionated 2 1844 3.4%

Mixed Opinionated 3 2196 4.0%

Positive Opinionated 4 2960 5.4%

(Total) 54621 100%

Table 1: Relevance assessments of documents in the pool.

get should be substantial enough to be included in a report

compiled about this entity.

If the post or its comments arenot only on target, but also contain

an exphcit expression of opinion or sentiment towards the target,

showing some personal attitude of the writer(s), then the document

had to be judged using the three labels below:

2 Negatively opinionated. Contains an explicit expression of opin-

ion or sentiment about the target, showing some personal at-

titude of the WTiter(s), and the opinion expressed is explicitly

negative about, or against, the target.

3 Mixed. Same as (2), but contains both positive and negative opin-

ions.

4 Positively opinionated. Same as (2), but the opinion expressed is

explicifly positive about, or supporting, the target.

Posts that are opinionated, but for which the opinion expressed

is ambiguous, mixed, or unclear, were judged simply as "mixed" (3

in the scale).

Table 1 shows a breakdown of the relevance assessment of the

pooled documents, using the assessment procedure described above.

About 78% of the pooled docimients were judged as irrelevant.

Moreover, there were roughly an equal percentage of negative and

mixed opinionated documents, but slightly more positive opinion-

ated documents, suggesting that overall, thebloggers had more pos-

itive opinions about the topics tackled by the TREC 2007 opinion

finding topics set. Figure 2 shows the number of relevant positive

and negative opinionated documents for each topic. Topic "north-

emvoice" (914) or topic "mashup camp" (925) have only relevant

positive opinionated documents in the pool, whereas topic "cen-

sure" (943) or topic "challenger" (923) have more negative than

positive opinionated documents in the pool, perhaps illustrating the

nature of these tackled topics.

3.3 Overview of Results

Since the opinion finding task is an adhoc-like retrieval task, the

primary measure for evaluating the retrieval performance of the

participating groups is the mean average precision (MAP). Other

metrics used for the opinion finding task are R-Predsion (R-Prec),

binary Preference (bPref), and Precision at 10 documents (P@ 10).

Table 2 provides the average best, median and worst MAP mea-

sures for each topic, across all submitted 104 runs. While these are

not "real" runs, they provide a summary ofhow well the spread of

participating systems is performing. In particular, it is of interest

to note that the retrieval performances of the participating groups

in TREC 2007 are markedly higher than those reported in TREC
2006 on the same task. For example, the median MAP measure of

the submitted rvms for the opinion finding task has increased from

0.1059 in TREC 2006 [2] to 0.2416 in TREC 2007. Further inves-

tigation is required in order to conclude whether this is due to the

TREC 2007 topics being easier than those used in TREC 2006, or if
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Figure 2: Number of positive and negative opinionated docu-

ments per topic in the pooL

Opinion-finding MAP Topic-relevance MAP
Best 0.5182 0.6382

Median 0.2416 0.3340

Worst 4.2e-05 0.0001

Table 2: Best, median and worst MAP measures for the 104

submitted runs to the opinion finding task.

the increase is due to the use ofmore effective retrieval approaches

by the paiticipaitts.

Table 3 shows the best-scoiing opinion-finding title-only auto-

matic run for each group in terms of MAP, and sorted in decreasing

order R-Prec, bPref and P@ 10 measures are also reported. Table 4

shows the best opinion-finding run from each group, in terms of

MAP, regardless of the topic length used.

Each participating group was required to submit a compulsory

automatic run, using only the title field of the topics, with all opin-

ion finding features of the retrieval system turned off (i.e. a topic-

relevance baseline run). The idea is to have a belter understanding

of the actual effectiveness of the opinion detection approaches de-

ployed by the participating groups, allowing to draw conclusions

as to whether the used opinion finding techniques actually help re-

trieving opinionated documents. Table 5 shows the best baseline

run from each group, in terms of opinion-finding MAP. Compar-

ing Tables 3 and 5, it is interesting to note that only one of the top

five performing opinion finding nms was actually a topic-relevance

baseline run In particular, out of the 5 best opinion-finding per-

forming runs in Table 3, only run uams07topic from the University

of Amsterdam was a topic-relevance run

In order to assess which opinion finding features and approaches

deployed by the participating groups have actually worked, we com-

pare the performance of the best performing opinion finding nm of

each group to its best submitted topic-relevance baseline. A rela-

tive increase in performance indicates that the used opinion finding

features were useful. A relative decrease in performance indicates

that the deployed opinion finding features did not help in retrieval.

Table 6 shows the improvements of the best submitted compulsory

automatic title-only riins over the basehnes. Note that the best per-

forming group on the opinion finding task, namely the UIC group,

did not officially submit a baseline run, making it difBcult to con-

clude on the success of their deployed opinion finding features. It

Evaluation Measure P r

MAP 0.9778 0.8813

R-Prec 0.9677 0.8518

bPref 0.8118 0.9448

P@10 0.8032 0.9366

Table 8: Correlation of system rankings between opinion-

finding performance measures and topic-relevance perfor-

mance measures. Both Spearman's Correlation Coefficient (p)

and Kendall's Tau (r) are reported.

is interesting to note that the best opinion finding run by the Uni-

versity of Amsterdam has decreased the performance of the their

strongly performing uams07topic topic-relevance baseline by over

57%. On the other hand, the opinion finding features used by the

University of Glasgow, Indiana University, and the University of

Arkansas at Little Rock seem to be helpftil, improving their perfor-

mance on the task by 15.8%, 14% and 13.9%, respectively, depsite

their good performing baselines.

Given the two levels assessment procedure, it is possible to eval-

uate the subnritted runs in a classical adhoc fashion, i.e. based on

the relevance of their returned documents (judged 1 or above, as de-

scribed in Section 3.2 above). Table 7 reports the best nm from each

group in terms of topic-relevance, regardless of the topic length.

Moreover, Table 8 reports the Spearman's p and Kendall's t cor-

relation coefficients between opinion finding and topic relevance

measures. The overall rankings of sysiems on both opinion-finding

and topic relevance measures are very similar, as stressed by the ob-

tained high correlations. A similar finding was observed in TREC
2006 [2], suggesting again that good performances on the opinion

finding task are strongly dominated by good performances on the

underlying topic-relevance task Figure 3(a) shows a scatter plot

of opinion-finding MAP against topic-relevarKe MAP, which con-

firms that the correlation is very high.

Finally, we report on the extent to which the 17,958 presumed

splog feeds and their associated 509,137 spam posts, which were

injected into the Blog06 collection during its creation have infil-

trated the pool. Table 9 provides details on the number ofpresumed

splog posts which infiltrated each element of the relevance scale. In

total, 7,086 assumed splog documents were pooled, less than 1.5%

of the splog posts in the coUectioiL Moreover; there was a roughly

equal number of relevant only and opinionated splog posts, though

those that were opinionated were mostly positive Figure 4 shows

the average number of spam documents retrieved by aU 104 sub-

mitted runs for each topic, in decreasing order

Noticeably, unlike in last year's TREC 2006 topics set where

the most spammed topics where about health, we note that topic

915 (namely "aUianz") had by far the largest mmiber of splog posts

retrieved in the submitted runs (average 703 documents per run).

Topic "granmiys" (936) and topic "teri hatcher" also had a sub-

standal number of splog posts retrieved (average 466 and 309 doc-

uments per run, respectively). These are widely popular topics,

which might be prone to being spammed. Similar to TREC 2006

though, topics which retrieved far fewer spam documents, were

concerning people not featuring in the tabloid news as often, such

as topics 924 and 904: "mark driscoll" (23 documents) and "alter-

man" (9 documents), respecuvely.

Next, we examined how the participating systems had been af-

fected by spam documents. Table 10 shows the mean nuii.ber of

splog doomients in the top 10 ranked documents (denoted Spam@10),

and for all the retrieved documents (Spam@all). The table also re-

ports BadMAP, which is the Mean Average Precision when the pre-
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Group Run MAP R-prec b-Bref P@10
UIC (Zhang) uiclc 0.4341 0.4529 0.4724 0.690

UAmsterdam (deRijke) uams07topic 0.3453 0.3872 0.3953 0.562

UGlasgow (Ounis) uogBOPFProxW 0,3264 0.3657 0.3497 0.552

DalianU (Yang) DUTRun2 0.3190 0.3671 0.3686 0.600

FudanU (Wu) FDUTOSVMSem 0.3143 0.3465 0.3499 0.460

CAS (Liu) Relevant 0.3041 0.3600 0.3779 0.446

UArkansas Littlerock (Bayiak) UALR07BloglU 0.2911 0.3263 0.3134 0.580

IndianaU (Yang) oqsnrZopt 0.2894 0.3572 0.3419 0.532

UNeuchatel (Savoy) UniNEblogl 0.2770 0.3353 0.3074 0.492

FIU (Netlab team) FIUbPL2 0.2728 0.3204 0.2925 0.454

UWaterloo (Olga) UWopinionS 0.2631 0.3344 0.2980 0.496

Zhejiangu (Qiu) EAGLE 1 0.2561 0.3159 0.2867 0.428

CAS (NLPR-IACAS) NLPRPST 0.2542 0.3168 0.2945 0.462

BUPT (Weiran) prisOpnBasic 0.2466 0.3018 0.2835 0.456

KobeU (Eguchi) KobePrMIROl 0.246 0.3011 0.2744 0.440

NTU (Chen) NTUAutoOp 0.2282 0.2614 0.2577 0.464

KobeU (Seki) Ku 0.1689 0.2417 0.2190 0.254

RGU (MuJcras) iguO 0.1686 0.2266 0.2163 0.288

UBuffalo (Ruiz) UB2 0.1013 0. 1297 0.1238 0. 144

Wuhan (Lu) NOOPWHUl 0.0011 0.0071 0.0072 0.008

Table 3: Opinion finding results: the automatic title-only run from each of 20 groups with the best MAP, sorted by MAP. The best in

each column is highlighted.

S 03

015 02 025 03 0 45 0 5

"Ox

Topic Relevance MAP Run

(a) Scatter plot of opinion-finding MAP against topic- (b) Opinion finding MAP vs topic-relevance MAP, sorted by
relevance MAP. opinion-finding MAP.

Figure 3: Figures examining opinion-finding and topic-relevance MAP.

Relevance Scale Nbt of Splog Documents

Not Relevant 6357

Adhoc-Relevant 361

Negative Opinionated 78

Nfixed Opinionated 98

Positive Opinionated 192

(Total) 7086

Table 9: Occurrences of presumed splog documents in the opin-

ion finding task pool.
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Figure 4: Distribution of number of spam documents retrieved

per topic.
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Group Run Automatic Fields MAP R-prec b-Bref P@10
UIC (Zhang) uiclc yes T 0.4341 0.4529 0.4724 0.690

UAmslerdam (deRijke) uains07topic yes T 0.3453 0.3872 0.3953 0.562

IndianaU (Yang) oqlr2fopl yes TDN 0.3350 0.3925 0.378 0.576

UGlasgow (Ounis) uogBOPFProxW yes T 0.3264 0.3657 0.3497 0.552

UaJianU (Yang) DUTRuiC yes T 0.3190 0.3671 0.3686 0.600

ruuanU (Wu) FDUTisdOpSVM yes T 0.3179 0.3467 0.3501 0.454
T7TT T /KT„#1..1» » \rlU (iNellab team) FIUDDPH yes TD 0.3053 0.3498 0.3475 0.492

UiNeucnatel (Savoy) UmNEblogS yes TD 0.3049 0.3438 0.3266 0.516

LAii (Liu) Relevant yes T 0.3041 0.3600 0.3779 0.446

UArkansas Littlerock (Bayrak)
T T A T "P) /~vOr> 1 TITUALR07BlogIU yes T 0.2911 0.3263 0.3134 0.580

U Waterloo (Olga) UWopinionS yes T 0.2631 0.3344 0.298 0.496

CAS (NLPR-IACAS) NLPRPTD2 yes TD 0.2587 0.3088 0.2956 0.456

Zhejiangu (Qiu) EAGLE 1 yes T 0.2561 0.3159 0.2867 0.428

yes T U.oUlo VADO
KobeU (Eguchi) KobePrMIROl yes T 0.2460 0.3011 0.2744 0.440

MTU (Chen) NTUManualOp no T 0.2393 0.2659 0.2749 0.486

KobeU (Seki) Ku yes T 0.1689 0.2417 0.219 0.254

RGU (Mukias) rguO yes T 0.1686 0.2266 0.2163 0.288

UBuffalo (Ruiz) UBl yes TDN 0.1501 0.2001 0.1887 0.266

Wuhan (Lu) NOOPWHUl yes T 0.0011 0.0071 0.0072 0.008

Table 4: Opinion finding results: best run from each of the 20 groups, regardless of the used topic length. The best in each column is

highlighted.

sumed spam documents are treated as the relevant set. BadMAP
shows when spam documents are retrieved at eaiiy ranks (a low

BadMAP value is good, while a high BadMAP is bad as more spam
documents are being retrieved at early ranks). From this table, we
can see that some runs were less susceptible to spam documents

than othCTS. In particular, the run from UIC exhilited a perfect 0

BadMAP and the lowest Spam® 10 and Spam@all measures, sug-

gesting that this group has very successfully applied splog detection

techniques (Indeed, UIC has experimented with a spam detection

module in TREC 2007). In contrast, the run NTUAutoOp from

NTU was affected much more by splog documents.

To see if runs that retrieved less spam documents were more
likely to be high performing systems or low performing systems,

we correlated the ranking of submitted runs by BadMAP, correlat-

ing this with opinion finding MAP. However, the correlation was

low (j) = 0.01, r = 0.03), showing that for this task, systems

which did remove spam documents were not any more likely to

have a higher opinion retrieval performance.

3.4 Polarity Subtask
The polarity subtask was introduced in TREC 2007 as a natu-

ral extension of the opinion task, and was intended to represent a

text classification-related task, requiring participants to determine

the polarity (or orientation) of the opinions in the retrieved docu-

ments, namely whether the opinions in a given document are pos-

itive, negative or mixed. Participants were encouraged to use last

years 50 opinion task queries, with their associated relevance judg-

ments for training. Indeed, during the assessment procedure in the

TREC 2006 blog track, for each document in the pool, the NIST
assessors have specified the polarity of the relevant documents as

described in Section 3.2 above: relevant negative opinion (judged

as 2 in qrels); relevant mixed positive and negative (judged as 3 in

qrels); relevant positive opinion (judged as 4 in qrels).

Groups participating in the opinion task and wishing to submit

runs to the polarity subtask were asked to provide a correspond-

ing and separate file for a submitted run to the opinion task, which

details the predicted polarity for each retrieved document for each

R-Acc

Best

Median

Worst

0.2959

0.1227

0.0004

Table 11: Best, median and worst R-accuracy measures for the

38 submitted runs to the polarity subtask.

query. Submitted runs included the same documents in the same

order as for the opinion finding runs, but with an additional polar-

ity predictive label. Overall, 1 1 groups submitted 38 runs to the

polarity subtask, including 32 automatic runs and 6 manual runs.

The initial intention was to evaluate the submitted nms using

a classification accuracy measure (i.e. set precision). However,

a measure Uke classification accuracy is comparable between runs

only when every run classifies every document in the test set. In the

polarity subtask, each run only provides a classification for the doc-

uments in its associated ranked opinion finding run This presents

three problems: not every run classifies the same documents, the

treatment of unclassified documents is undefined, and no standard

cutoff in the ranking is apparent.

To provide scores that are suitably comparable between runs, we
report a measure called "R-accuracy" (R- Acc). This is the fraction

of retrieved documeitts above rank R that are classified correctiy,

where R is the mjimber of opinion-containing documents for that

topic. The proposed measure is analogous to R-precision where

only the correctly-classified opinion doctunenls are counted as rel-

evant. We also report accuracy at fixed rank cutoffs (A@10 and

A@1000) as a secondary metric. For all measures, unjudged re-

trieved documents have no correct classification The assimiption

is that if a submitted run had known that the document was not

opinionated then the run should not have retrieved it, i.e. by re-

trieving it the run assumes that the document was opinionated, and

hence must have wrongly classified it. Table 1 1 provides the aver-

age best, median and worst R-Acc measures for each topic, across

all submitted 38 runs.
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Group Run MAP R-prec b-Bref P@10
UAmsterdam (deRijke) uams07topic 0.3453 0.3872 0.3953 0.562

FudanU (V/u) FDUNOpRSVMT 0.3178 0.3447 0.3498 0.452

CAS (Liu) Relevant 0.3041 0.3600 0.3779 0.446

DalianU (Yang) DUTRunl 0.2890 0.3368 0.3249 0.502

UGlasgow (Ounis) uogBOPFProx 0.2817 0.3366 0.3098 0.454

UNeuchalel (Savoy) UniNEblogl 0.277 0.3353 0.3074 0.492

FIU (Netlab team) FIUbPL2 0.2728 0.3204 0.2925 0.454

Zhejiangu (Qiu) EAGLE 1 0.2561 0.3159 0.2867 0.428

UArkansas Liltlerock (Bayrak) UALR07Base 0.2554 0.3145 0.2867 0.440

IndianaU (Yang) oqsnrlBase 0.2537 0.323 0.3091 0.446

CAS (NLPR-IACAS) NLPRPTONLY 0.2506 0.3166 0.2917 0.452

UWaterioo (Olga) UWbasePhrase 0.2486 0.3087 0.2861 0.432

BUPT (Weiran) prisOpnBasic 0.2466 0.3018 0.2835 0.456

NTU (Chen) NTUAuto 0.2254 0.2795 0.2588 0.412

KobeU (Seki) Ku 0.1689 0.2417 0.219 0.254

RGU (Mukras) rguO 0.1686 0.2266 0.2163 0.288

Wuhan (Lu) NOOPWHUl 0.0011 0.0071 0.0072 0.008

Table 5: Opinion finding results: automatic title-only baseline runs from each of the group with the best MAP, sorted by MAP. In
these runs, all opinion finding features are switched off. The best in each column is highlighted. Note that some groups did not

submit the compulsory automatic title-only baseline run.

Table 12 shows the best- scoring title-only polarity detection lun

for each group ui terms of R-accuracy, and sorted in decreasing or-

der ofR-accuracy, while Table 13 shows the same information, but

regardless of the topic length. Noticeable from these tables is that

die runs appear to be clustered into two groups, those above 1 1%
polarity detection R-accuracy, and those below.

It is interesting to note that the Spearman's p and Kendall's r

correlation coefficients between the polarity detection R-accuracy

results and their corresponding opinion-finding MAP results over

the 38 submitted polarity nms are very high {p = 0.9345 and r

=0.8065). This can be explained by the fact that the systems which

are more successful at retrieving opinionated documents ahead of

relevant ones, will then have more documents for which they can

make a correct classification Systems which perform pooriy at

retrieving opinionated documents are by definition not going to

have the chance to classify as many documents correctly, hence

the strong correlation is expected.

3.5 Participant Approaches
There were a wide range of deployed techniques by the partici-

pating groups. In this section, we focus on those groups whose use

of opinion finding features have markedly improved their topic-

relevance baseline as shown in Table 6. Looking into the main
features of the best submitted runs, we note the following:

Indexing AU the participating groups only indexed the Permalink

component of the Blog06 collection, but the group from the

University of Waterloo, which used all three components of

the collection namely, Permalinks, Feeds and Homepages.

Retrieval Similar to TREC 2006, most of the participating groups

used a two- stage approach for document retrieval [2]. In the

first stage, documents are ranked using a variety of docu-

ment weighting models ranging from BM25 (e.g. University

of Indiana and University of Waterloo) to Divergence From
Randomness models (e.g. University of Glasgow and FIU
(Netlab team)), through language modelling (e.g. University

of Amsterdam). Many participants used off-the-shelf sys-

tems such as Indri or Terrier In the second stage of the re-

trieval process, the retrieved docTiments are re-ranked taking

into accormt opinion finding feaUires, often through a com-
bination of scores mechanism.

Opinion Finding Features From looking at the results, we ob-

serve that there were two main effective approaches for de-

tecting opinionated documents, which both led to improve-

ments over a topic-relevance baseline. The first approach,

used for example by the University of Glasgow and FIU,

consists in automatically building a weighted dictionary from
the relevance assessments of the TREC 2006 's opinion find-

ing task. The weight of each term in the dictionary estimates

its opinionated discriminability. The weighted dictionary is

then submitted as a query to generate an opinionated score

for each document of the collecuoa The second approach,

tested for example by the University of Arkansas at Little

Rock and the University of Waterloo, uses a pre-compiled

list of subjective terms and indicators and re-ranks the docu-

ments based on the proximity of the query terms to the afore-

mentioned pre-compiled list of terms.

In the following, we provide more details on methods used by the

5 best performing groups, whose approaches for detecting opinion-

ated documents have worked well, compared to a topic-relevance

baseline as shown in Table 6:

The University of Glasgow (UoG) experimented with two ap-

proaches for detecting opinionated documents, integrated into their

Tenier search engine. The first purely statistical approach uses a

compiled English word list collected from various available lilt

guistic resources. UoG measured the opinionated discriminabilily

of each term in the word list using an information theoretic diver-

gence measure based on the relevance assessments of the TREC
20O6's opinion finding task. They have then estimated the opin-

ionated nature of each document in the collection with the PL2 Di-

vergence from Randomness (DFR) weighting model, and using the

weighted opinionated word list as a query. The same approach was

used to detect polarity. Their second opinion detection approach

uses OpinionFinder, a freely available toolkit, which identifies sub-

jective sentences in text. For a given document, they adapted Opin-

ionFinder to produce an opinion score for each document, based on
the identified opinionated sentences. Using either of two opinion
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Group Best Baseline R;i<splinp MAP DCbl INUIl-UdiCilllC iNon Dabciine ivi/vr % Increase

uoffBOPFProx 0.2817 1inoRnPPPrr»vWuugDkJr Prroxw 13 .o / /o

JndianaU (Yang) oqsnrlBase 0.2537 M 07*^
J H . W / /t?

LJ r\X r^cxl 1odo L^lLUtlu^A. \LJCLy lal^j HAT R07Ra^p I TAT Dn7Rli^r»TT T n 00 1

1

1 1 OQPX^

n 980
V Kunz

IJWaterlnn COlpal LTWopiiiionS U. ZO^ 1 J .OD /O

CAS CNl PR-IACAS) NI PRPTONT Y 0.2506 1 AA^Vr1 /&

NTU (Chen) NTUAuto 0.2254 NTT TAiUnr>n 1 9d*^,

FudanlJ fWu") FDlJNOnRSVMT 0.3178 \J.\J2> /O

FIU (Netlab team) FIUbPL2J. X w ux x^c 0.2728 n 979R »J.V-/V/ /o

Wuhan (Lu) NOOPWHUl 0.0011 OTWHUlOl 0.0011 0.00%
KobeU (Seki) Ku 0.1689 KuKnn 0.1657 -1.89%

Zhejiangu (Qiu) EAGLE 1 0.2561 EAGLE2 0.2493 -2.66%

CAS (Liu) Relevant 0.3041 DrapOpi 0.1659 -45.45%

RGU (Mukras) rguO 0.1686 rgu2 0.0892 -47.09%

UAmsterdam (deRijke) uams07topic 0.3453 uams07mmqop 0.1459 -57.75%

BUPT CWeiran) prisOpnBasic 0.2466 prisOpnC2 0.0821 -66.71%

Table 6: What worked. Improvements over the baseUnes, for automatic title-only runs. The best in each column is highlighted.

Some groups did not submit title-only baseline runs (e.g. UIC group), and some did not submit any run with specific opinion finding

features (e.g. UNeuchatel).

detection approaches, UoG used the opinionated scores of the doc-

uments as prior evidence, and integrated them with the relevance

scores produced by the document weighting model used. All their

six submitted runs used the PL2F field-based weighting model.

One of their topic-relevance baselines included a DFR-based prox-

imity model. They found that the use of the word list-based sta-

tistical opinion detection approach markedly improved their topic-

relevance only baseline, leading to a substantial and marked im-

provement of 15.8% compared to the topic-relevance baseline (run

uogBOPFProxW vs run uogBOPFProx). Interestingly, they also

found that the opinion finding technique based on the Opinion-

Finder tool was as effective as the statistical word list-based ap-

proach, although it was less efficient. They also reported that the

use of proximity search is helpful.

The University of Indiana (IndianaU) focused on combining

multiple sources of evidence to detect opinionated blog postings.

Hieir approach to opinion blog retrieval consisted of first apply-

ing traditional retrieval methods to retrieve on-topic blogs and then

boosting the ranks of opinionated blogs based on combined opin-

ion scores generated by multiple assessment methods. Indiana's

opinion assessment/detection method is comprised of High Fre-

quency Module, which identifies opinion blogs based on the fire-

quently used opinion terms, low frequency module, which lever-

ages uncommon/rare term patterns (e.g., 'sooo good') for express-

ing opinions, lU Module, which makes use of T and 'You' collo-

cations (e.g. i believe') that qualify opinion sentences, Wilson's

lexicon module, which makes use of ^^^son's subjective lexicons,

and opinion acronym module, which utilises the small set of opin-

ion acronyms (e.g., 'imho') that are likely to be missed by pre-

ceding modules. Indiana's training data consisted ofTREC 2006's

opinion finding relevance data supplemented by the external IMDB
movie review data, both of which were used to tune their opinion

scoring and fiision module in an interactive system optimisation

mechanism called the Dynamic Tuning Interface. All of the lexi-

con terms were scored with positive and negative values, which fa-

cilitated their participation in the polarity subtask. They found that

their opinion finding approach improves upon the topic-relevance

only baseline.

The University of Arkansas at Little Rock (UArkansas) Tised

various opinion finding heuristics on lop of a topic-relevance base-

line. Their best performing opinion finding run re-ranked the doc-

uments returned by the baseline, by taking into account the prox-

imity of words such as "I", "you", "me", "us", we" and opinion

indicator words such as "Hke", "feel","think","hate" to the actual

query words. They foimd that such a simple proximity-based ap-

proach could markedly improve the opinion finding retrieval ef-

fectiveness of their topic relevance baseline (about 14% improve-

ment). UArkansas also experimented with a machine learning-

based approach, which re-ranks the baseline results by associating

a category to the queries. This approach while sUghtly improving

upon the performance of the topic-relevance baseline, was compar-

atively less successful than the proximity-based approach.

The Dalian University of Technology (DUT) filtered out aU

non-English blog posts during indexing. They used an external re-

source, namely the Wikipedia, and a manually built sentiment lex-

icon resource to find opinions. In the polarity subtask, DUT used a

method based on SVM, to assess the polarity of the retrieved blog

posts. Judging by the results, DUT found that their used sentiment

resources had improved their initial topic-relevance baseline MAP
with about 11%.

The University of Waterloo (UoW)used a mamially constructed

list of 1336 subjective adjectives in document ranking. The top

1000 documents retrieved using BM25 were re-ranked based on

the proximity of each query term instance to the subjective adjec-

tives. Experiments were also conducted with different types of

queries constructed from the topic titles: single terms and user-

defined phrases, i.e. phrases enclosed in quotation marks by the

user Some improvements over the topic-relevance baseUne were

achieved (about 5.8% improvement) when the initial document set

was retrieved using phrases, while the subjective adjective-based

re-ranking was done using single terms. UoW concluded that sub-

jective adjectives located close to any word from the query are use-

ful indicators of the presence of opinions expressed about the query

topic.

It is ofinterest to make some comments about the submitted offi-

cial runs by some participating groups. The University of Illinois at

Chicago (UIQ achieved the top scoring opinion finding ran. How-
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Group ivun Fields AP R-prec D-r>rei

uiu (ZJiang) uiclc T
I U.JlSl U.j4o4 0.500
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UOlasgow (Uuius) UOgBUrrrroxW 1 0.4160 0.4436 A /l^ 1 O0.4618 0.720

UNeuchatel (Savoy) UnilNilDlOgJ 1 JJ U.4Ui4 0.4290 A /I C

rlU (Neuab team) rlLlDDrn lU O.iW / 0.4230 0.4692 0.714

UArkansas Littlerock (Bayrak) UALKU/BloglU 1 0.3612 0.3975 0.4122 0.734

U Waterloo (Ulga) U Wopuuonj 1 0.3490 0.4040 0.4020 0.68

Zhejiangu (Qiu) EAGLE2 T 0.3409 0.3809 0.3992 0.644

PAS (TvJT PR TArA"?^ Ml PRTn TD fl "^804 U. JOU

KobeU (Eguchi) KobePrMIROl T 0.3292 0.3655 0.3852 0.606

BUPT (Weiran) prisOpnBasic T 0.3267 0.3633 0.3735 0.684

NTU (Chen) NTUManual T 0.3051 0.3309 0.3631 0.582

RGU (Mukras) rguO T 0.2798 0.3533 0.3651 0.560

KobeU (Seki) Ku T 0.2590 0.3357 0.3503 0.476

UBuffalo (Ruiz) UBl TDN 0.2421 0.2818 0.2956 0.484

Wuhan (Lu) NOOPWHUl T 0.0016 0.0111 0.0100 0.02

Table 7: Topic-relevance results: run from each of the 20 groups with the best topic-relevance MAP, sorted by MAP. The best in each

column is highlighted.

ever, they did not submit the compulsory topic-relevance baseline.

Therefore, it is difficult to assess the usefulness of their opinion

finding features. Nevertheless, UIC's retrieval system contained

two sub-systems. The opinion retrieval system (ORS), which was

modified from the TREC 2006 version, and was used for the main

task and a polarity classification system (PCS), which was newly

designed for the polarity subtask. UlC experimented with a sin-

gle query-independent SVM classifier and tested a spam detecdon

module.

The nms submitted by the University of Amsterdam (UvA) raise

a few interesting issues. While they had a strongly performing

topic-relevance baseline run (seerunuams07topic in Table 3), their

used opinion finding features do not appear to be useflil. UvA used

the opinion finding task to compare the performance of an Indri

implementation to their own mixture model. The mixture model

combines different components of blog posts (e.g., headings, title,

body) and assigns weights to these components based on tests on

the TREC 2006 topics. Ofboth the baselines, the Indri system per-

formed maricedly better To achieve better topical results, external

(query) expansion on the AQUAINT-2 news corpus was performed.

This expansion improves the performance of the Indri implementa-

tion, but hurts the mixture model. For opinion finding, UvA exper-

imented with document priors in the mixture model based on either

opinionated lexicons or the number of comments. The latter opin-

ion finding features have not improved their opinion finding per-

formance, markedly hurting their strongly performing uams07topic

topic-relevance baseline ma In particular; vm uams07topic is the

2nd top scoring title-only opinion finding run of the track, despite

not using any opinion detection approach, suggesting that a strong

retrieval baseline can do very well on the opinion finding task.

Interestingly, the Netlab team (FIU) used an approach that is very

similar to the word list-based detection approach deployed by UoG,
although developed separately FIU used the DFR models, i.e.

PL2 and the parameter free DPH, to assign both topic and opinion

scores. A fiilly automatic and weighted dictionary was generated

from TREC 2006 's opinion finding relevance data. This dictionary

was filtered and then submitted as a query to the Terrier search

engine to get an initial query-independent opinion score of all re-

trieved documents. Ranking is done in two passages: a first topical-

opinion ranking is obtained from the query-independent opinion

score divided by the content rank, then the final topical-opinion

ranking is established from the content score divided by the pre-

vious topical-opinion rank. Since FIU updated the final ranks but

not the final topical-opinion scores in the re-ranking, trec_eval re-

ported the same performance for all their official submitted runs.

However, using the Terrier evaluation tool, which instead evaluates

runs by ranks and not by scores, they show that FIU's opinion find-

ing approach is actually effecdve. Indeed, tlieir opinion finding run

FIUIPL2 has about 17% improvement over their topic relevance

baseline, an improvement in the same line as observed with UoG's
wordhst-based approach, and expected given the similarities of the

two groups's approaches.

3.6 Summary of Opinion Finding Tasic

The addidonal requirement that each participating group sub-

mits a compulsory topic-relevance baseline run allowed us to draw

more conclusions on those opinion detecdon approaches that have

worked and those that have not, providing additional insights for

fixture work.

The overall opinion finding performance ofthe pardcipating groups

this year was markedly higher than the one observed for the TREC
2006 topics set. Howevei; it is difficult to assess whether this in-

crease in performance is due to the better deployed opinion finding

systems and techniques or whether it is due to the difficulty level of

the topics set. Answering this quesdon requires running this year's

systems on last year's topics.

Finally, similar to last year's conclusion, there appears to be no

strong evidence that spam was a major hindrance to the retrieval

performance of the participating groups.

4. BLOG DISTILLATION (FEED
SEARCH) TASK

The blog distillation (feed search) task is a new task in the TREC
2007 Blog track, which was the result of the discussion that fol-

lowed the introduction of the open task in TREC 2006. The task
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Group Run Spam® 10 SpamOall BadMAP *10"5

UIL (/Ciiang) uiclc 0.56 33.86 0.0

UAmsterdam (deRijke) uams07topic 0. 92 104. 14 2.8

UCjlasgow (Uunis) uogBOPrrroxW 1.24 126.32 10.8

DalianU (Yang) DUTRun2 0.74 55,66 3.0

ruoanU (Wu) PDUTOSVMSem 0.98 59.50 2.2

CAS (Liu) Relevant 1.34 75.66 2.2

UArkansas Little Rock (Bayrak) UALRO/BloglU 0.88 121.74 10.2

IndianaU (Yang) oqsm2opt 0.98 181.20 13.0

UNeuchatel (Savoy) UniNEblogl 1.18 139.18 12.2

riU (Netlab team) FIUbPLz 1.42 131.98 11.8

UWaterloo (Olga) UWopinionS 1.16 75.88 7.2

Zhejiangu (Qiu) EAGLE! 1.24 121.74 9.6

CAS (NLPR-IACAS) NLPRPST 1.22 124.68 8.4
RT TPT AA/*>imn\rJUii t^weiidii^ pnsOpnBasic l.oZ oU.ZZ l.l

KobeU (Eguchi) KobePrMIROl 1.54 157.82 13,4

NTU (Chen) NTUAutoOp 0.94 161.70 15.0

KobeU (Seki) Ku 2.12 153.42 10.6

RGU (Mukias) iguO 1.30 86.30 5.6

UBuffalo (Ruiz) UB2 4.92 86.44 4.2

Wuhan (Lu) NOOPWHUl 1.56 101.96 4.8

Table 10: Spam measures for runs from Table 3, in the order given. Spam@10 is the mean number of spam posts in the top 10

ranked documents for each topic, Spam@a]l is the mean number of spam posts retrieved for each topic. BadMAP is the Mean
Average Precision when the spam documents are treated as the relevant set This shows when spam documents are retrieved at

high ranks. For all measures, lower means the system was better at not retrieving spam documents. The best in each column is

highlighted.

Group Run R-Acc A@10 A@1000
UlC (Zhang) uic75q)nm 0.2295 0.3700 0.0493

UAmsterdam (de Rijke) uams07ipolt 0.1827 0.2640 0.0418

IndianaU (Yang) oqsnr2optP 0.1799 0.2800 0.0401

DalianU (Yang) DUTRun2P 0.1721 0.3080 0.0406

Zhejiangu (Qiu) EAGLE2P 0.1510 0.2380 0.0427

UGlasgow (Ounis) uogBOPFPol 0.1460 0.2020 0.0397

NTU (Chen) NTUAutoOpP 0.0967 0.1860 0.0296

CAS (Liu) DrapStmSub 0.0818 0.1060 0.0243

BUPT (Weiran) pUB21 0.0418 0.0340 0.0148

Wuhan (Lu) OTPSWHU102 0.0032 0.0040 0.0010

Table 12: Best polarity run for each group, in terms of R-accuracy. Each polarity runs corresponds to an automatic title-only opinion

finding run. The best in each column is highlighted. Not all groups submitted polarity runs corresponding to automatic title-only

opinion finding runs.

focuses on an interesting feature of the blogs, namely the fact that

feeds are aggregates of blog posts.

4.1 Motivations

Blog search users often wish to identify blogs (i.e. feeds) about

a given topic, which they can subscribe to and read on a regular

basis. This user task is most often manifested in two scenarios;

• Filtering: The user subscribes to a repeating search in their

RSS reader

• Distillation: The user searches for blogs with a recurring cen-

tral interest, and then adds these to their RSS reader

For TREC 2007, the latter scenario was investigated i.e. blog

distillation, which is a feed search task. The blog distillation task

can be summarised as Find me a blog with a principle, recurring

interest in X. For a given target X, systems should suggest feeds

that are principally devoted to X over the timespan of the feed, and

would be recommended to subscribe to as an interesting feed about

X (i.e. a user may be interested in adding it to their RSS reader).

This task is particularly interesting for the following reasons:

• A similar (yet-different) task has been investigated in the En-

terprise track (Expert Search) in a smaller setting (around

1000 candidate experts on the W3C collection). For blog

distillation, the Blog06 corpus contains around 100k blogs,

and is a Web-like setting (with anchor text, linkage, spam,

etc).

• A Topic distillation task was run in the Web track. In Topic

distillation, site relevance was defined as (i) it is principally

devoted to the topic, (ii) it provides credible information on

the topic, and (iii) it is not part of a larger site also principally

devoted to the topic.

While the definition of blog distillation as explained above is

different, the idea is to provide the users with the key blogs about
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Group Run Fields R-Acc A@10 A@1000
UIC (Zhang) uic75cpnm T 0.2295 0.3700 0.0493

IndianaU (Yang) oqli2f2optP TDN 0.1941 0.3080 0.0438

UAmsterdam (de Rijke) uamsOVipolt T 0.1827 0.2640 0.0418

DalianU (Yang) DUTRun2P T 0.1721 0.3080 0.0406

Zhejiangu (Qiu) EAGLE2P T 0.1510 0.2380 0.0427

UGlasgow (Ounis) uogBOPFPol T 0.1460 0.2020 0.0397

MTU (Chen) NTUManualOpP T 0.1161 0.2300 0,0348

CAS (Liu) DrapStmSub T 0.0818 0.1060 0.0243

BUPT (Weiran) prisPolC2 T 0.0726 0.2020 0.0124

UBuffalo (Ruiz) pUBll TDN 0.0671 0.1000 0.0195

\Viihan(Lu) OTPSWHU102 T 0.0032 0.0040 0.0010

Table 13: Best polarity run for each group, in terms of R-accuracy, regardless of the topic length,

highlighted. Not all groups submitted polarity runs.

The best in each column is

<top>
<num> Number: 994 </num>

<title> formula fl </title>

<desc> Description:
Blogs with interest in the formula
one (fl) motor racing, perhaps with
driver news, team news, or event
news

.

</desc>

<narr> Narrative:
Relevant blogs will contain news

and analysis from the Formula fl

motor racing circuit. Blogs with
documents not in English are not
relevant

.

</narr>
</top>

Figure 5: Blog track 2007, blog distillation task, topic 994.

a given target. Note that point (iii) from the definition of the Web
track Topic distillation task is not applicable in a blog setting.

4.2 Topics and Relevance Judgments
For the purposes of the blog distillation task, the retrieval docu-

ment units are documents from the feeds component of the Blog06

collection. However, sinrdlar to the opinion finding task, the partic-

ipating groups were fi:ee to use any other component of the Blog06

test collection in their submitted mns.

The topics for the blog distillation were created and judged by
the participating groups. Each participating group has been asked

to provide 6 or 7 topics along with some relevant feeds. A standard

search system for documents on the Blog06 collection using the

Terrier search engine [3] was provided by the University of Glas-

gow to help the participating groups in creating their blog distilla-

tion topics. The system displays the corresponding feed for each

returned document (i.e. blog post), as well as all the documents for

a given feed. Eight groups conliibuted each 5 to 7 topics. 45 topics

were finally chosen by NIST from the proposed set of topics. A
sample blog distillation topic is shown in Figure 5.

Overall, 9 groups submitted runs and agreed to help in their rel-

evance judgments. Once runs were submitted, NIST formed pool

and sent them to the University of Glasgow, where the community

assessment system was hosted. The conmiunity judgments system

interface was ported directly from the TREC Enterprise judgment

system for expert search task developed by Soboroff et al. [4].

Participants were allowed to submit up to 4 runs, including a

compulsory title-only run Similar to the opinion finding task, the

participants were asked to prioritise runs, in order to define which

of their runs would be pooled. Each run has feeds ranked by their

likelihood of having a principle (recurring) interest in the topic.

Given the number of feeds in the collection (just over 100k feeds),

each submitted run consisted of up to 100 feeds for each topic. A
pool has then been formed by NIST from the 32 submitted runs,

using the two highest-priority runs per group, pooled to depth 50.

For the assessment of the relevance of a feed, the assessors were

asked to browse some of the documents of the feed, and then make

a judgment on whether the feed has a recurring principle interest in

the topic area. These guidelines are intentionally vague. A ques-

tion that may arise is the number of documents (i.e. posts) that

have to be read by the assessor for a given feed. Since there is no

straightforward answer to this question, we decided to suggest that

the assessors read enough documents of the feed such that they are

certain that the feed has a more than passing interest in the topic

area, and that they would be interested in subscribing to the feed in

their RSS reader if they were interested in the topic area.

4.3 Overview of Results

The blog distillation task is another articulation ofreal user tasks

in adhoc search behaviour on the blogosphere. Therefore, we use

mean average precision (MAP) as the main metric for the evalua-

tion of the retrieval perfomiance of the submitted runs. In addition,

we also report R-Precision (R-Prec), binary Preference (bPref), and

Precision at 10 documents (P@ 10).

All submitted runs were automatic. Table 14 provides the aver-

age best, median and worst MAP measures for each topic, across all

submitted 32 runs. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the number

of relevant feeds per topic in the pooled feeds, sorted in decreasing

order bi particular, there appears to be a wide variance in the num-

ber of relevant feeds across the used 45 topics, with topics having

as many as 153 relevant feeds (e.g. "Christmas" (968) or "music"

(978)), while otherhaving as few as 5 relevant feeds (e.g. "Violence

in Sudan" (964) or "machine learning" (982)).

Table 15 shows the best-scoring automatic title-only run from

each participating group in terms ofMAP, and sorted in decreasing

order Table 16 shows the best mn from each group, regardless of

the topic length used. Note that most of the 32 submitted runs were

title-only runs. Indeed, there were 25 submitted runs using the title

field only, 3 submitted runs used the title, description and narrative
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MAP
Best

Median

Worst

0,4671

0 2035

0.0006

Table 14: Best, median and worst MAP measures for the 32

submitted runs to the blog distillation task.

I 40

Figure 6: Distribution of number of relevant feeds per topic

Relevance Scale Nbr. ofSplogs

Not Relevant

Relevant

2935

255

(Total) 3190

Table 17: Occurrences of presumed splogs in the blog distilla-

tion task pool.

fields, 2 submitted inns used the title and description fields, and 2

submitted runs used the description field only. All the 10 best sub-

mitted blog distillation runs but one are title-only runs. Given the

rather small number of submitted runs using long queries, it is diflS-

cult to draw conclusions as to whether the description and narrative

fields of the topics might be helpfiil in the blog distillation task.

We examined whether the participating systems in the blog dis-

tillation task had been affected by spam, i. e. how many splog feeds

have infiltrated the pool. Table 17 shows the breakdown of the feed

distillation pool in terms of splog feeds. Moreover, Table 18 shows

the extent to which the 17,958 presumed splogs have infiltrated the

submitted runs. We use the mean number of splog documents in

the top 10 ranked documents (denoted Spam@10), in the retrieved

documents (Spam@all), and finally BadMAP, which is the Mean
Average Precision when the splog feeds are treated as the relevant

set. Run UMaTiPCSwGR from UMass appears to be overall the

least susceptible to splog feeds. On the contrary, nm TDWHU200
was one of the most affected runs by splog feeds.

Similar to the analysis performed in Section 3.3, to see if runs

that retrieved less splog feeds were more likely to be high perform-

ing systems or low performing systems, we correlated the ranking

of stibmitted nms by BadMAP, correlating this with blog distil-

lation MAP. For this task, a weak correlation was exhibited (p =
-0. 193, r = -0. 157), showing some evidence that systems which

did remove splogs were likely to have a higher retrieval perfor-

mance.

4.4 Participant Approaches
There were a wide range of deployed indexing and retrieval ap-

proaches for the blog distillation task. The exploratory nature of

most of the used techniques characterises the novelty of the task

and its interesting underlying features. The main features of the

submitted runs are sununarised below:

Indexing Two types of indexes have been used. Three groups

created an index using the Feeds component of the Blog06

collection, namely Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), the

University of Texas, and the University of Wuhan The rest

of the groups only indexed the PermaDnks component of the

collection Interestingly, CMU, the top performing group,

experimented with both types of index, and concluded that

an index based on the Feeds component of the Blog06 col-

lection leads to a better retrieval performance on this task.

Retrieval Many groups approached the blog distillation task by
connecting the task to other existing search tasks. For ex-

ample, the University of Glasgow (UoG) explored the con-

nection of blog distillation to the expert finding task of the

Enterprise track, adapting their Voting Model paradigm to

feed search. The University of Massachusetts looked at the

blog distillation task as a resource selection problem in dis-

tributed search. Most of the groups that used an index based

on Permalinks, have proposed various techniques to aggre-

gate the scores of blog posts into a score for their compos-

ing feed For the purposes of document retrieval, a range

of document weighting models such as Language Modelling

approaches and Divergence From Randomness models were

used. Some groups have also experimented with classical in-

formation retrieval techniques, namely query expansion (e.g.

CMU) and proximity search (e.g. UoG).

In the following, we provide a detailed description of the meth-

ods used by the top 3 performing groups in the blog distUladon

task:

Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) explored two indexing strate-

gies, namely a large-docimient model (feed retrieval) and a small-

document model (entry or blog post retrieval). Under the large-

document model, feeds were treated as the unit of retrieval. Under

the small-document model, the blog posts were treated as the unit

of retrieval and aggregated to produce a final ranking of feeds. They

found that the large-document approach outperformed the small-

document approach on average. CMU also experimented with a

query expansion method using the liiJc structure and link text found

within an external resource, namely the Wikipedia. CMU found

that the used Wikipedia-based query expansion approach improves

results under both the large- and small-document models.

The University of Glasgow (UoG) only indexed the Permalink

component of the Blog06 collection They investigated the connec-

tions between the blog distillation task and the expert search task.

UoG adapted their Voting Model paradigm for Expert Search, by

ranking feeds according to the number of on-topic posts each feed

has (number of votes), and the extent to which the posts are about

the topic area (strength of votes) - these two sources of evidence

about the interests of each blogger were combined using the exp-

CombMNZ voting technique. Posts are ranked using the PL2F Di-

vergence From Randomness (DFR) field-based weighting model.

They foxmd that the additional use of a DFR-based term proxim-

ity model improves the topicality of the underlying ranking of blog

posts, leading to a more accurate aggregated ranking of blog posts

and a better feed search performance.

The University of Massachusetts (UMass) used language mod-

elling approaches. UMass used the Permalink component of the

Blog06 test collection for indexing. UMass looked at this task as

a resource selection problem in distributed information retrieval.
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Group Run MAP R-prec b-Bref P@10 MRR
CMU (CaUan) CMUfeedW 0.3695 0.4245 0.3861 0.5356 0.7537

UGlasgow (Ounis) uogBDFeMNZP 0.2923 0,3654 0.3210 0.5311 0.7834

UMass (AUen) UMaTiPCSwGR 0.2529 0.3334 0.2902 0.5111 0.8093

KobeU (Seki) kudsn 0.2420 0.3148 0.2714 0.4622 0.7605

DalianU (Yang) DUTDRunl 0.2285 0.3105 0.2768 0.3711 0.5813

UTexas-Austin (Efron) utblniT 0.2197 0.3100 0.2649 0.4511 0.7245

UAmsterdam (deRijke) uamsOTbdtblm 0.1605 0.2346 0.1820 0.3067 0.6320

WuhanU (Lu) TDWHU200 0.0135 0.0419 0.0297 0.0578 0.1386

Table 15: Blog distillation results: the automatic title-only run from each of 8 groups with the best MAP, sorted by MAP. Note that

1 group (UBerlin) did not submit a title-only run. The best in each column is highlighted.

Group Run Fields MAP R-prec b-Bref P@10 MRR
CMU (Callan) CMUfeedW T 0.3695 0.4245 0.3861 0.5356 0.7537

UGlasgow (Ounis) uogBDFeMNZP T 0.2923 0.3654 0.3210 0.5311 0.7834

UMass (AUen) UMaTDPCSwGR TD 0.2741 0.3356 0.3027 0.5356 0.8407

KobeU (Seki) kudsn T 0.2420 0.3148 0.2714 0.4622 0.7605

DalianU (Yang) DUTDRun4 TDN 0.2399 0.3126 0.2740 0.4378 0.7337

UTexas-Austin (Efron) utbliur T 0.2197 0.3100 0.2649 0.4511 0.7245

UAmsterdam (deRijke) uamsOTbdtblm T 0.1605 0.2346 0.1820 0.3067 0.6320

UBeriin (Neubauer) ADABoostMl TDN 0.0176 0.0468 0.0330 0.0978 0.2881

WuhanU (Lu) TDWHU200 T 0.0135 0.0419 0.0297 0.0578 0.1386

Table 16: Blog distillation results: one run from each of 9 groups with the best MAP, sorted by MAP. The best in each column is

highlighted.

since each feed can be considered as a collection composed ofblog

posts. The most critical issue of resource selection is how a collec-

tion is represented UMass applied two approaches for representa-

tion in this task. Further, since blogs which address many general

and shallow topics are unlikely to be relevant in this task, UMass
introduced an approach to penalise such blogs, and found that this

improves the retrieval effectiveness.

Other approaches used by the participating groups included the

investigation of blog specific approaches such as time-based pri-

ors and splog detection and filtering, or retrieval models variants

to search from a feeds-based index. The University of Amsterdam

(UvA) experimented with time-based priors. Their suggested idea

is that more recent posts reflect better the current interest of a blog-

ger. Results show that time-based priors, which order the feeds

based on the score of the most relevant post from a feed, improve

slightly over the baseline run. UvA also experimented with a rele-

vant posts count, where for every feed the ratio of relevant posts to

all posts in a feed is calculated and this score is combined with the

feed relevance score from the baseline run. Results show that this

has markedly decreased performance, suggesting that the combina-

tion parameters were not appropriate.

Kobe University (Seki et al.) experimented with splog detection,

and filtering of non-English documents. Interestingly, their base-

line is built by computing the similarity scores between a query

and the posts included in the feed. They plotted a line for each blog

site with the x-axis being the (normaUsed) post date and the y-axis

being the computed similarity. The feeds are then ranked according

to the descending order of the surface area under the plotted line.

The intuition behind the proposed algorithm is that a relevant feed

would frequently mention a given topic, and will constantly have

a high similarity with the topic (query), resulting in a large surface

area under the line of similarity scores. They found that filtering

splogs and non-English documents improves their baseline.

Finally, the Univershy of Texas' School of Information (UT)

used a retrieval strategy based on a variant of the Kullback-Leibler

(KL) divergeiKe model. Given a query q the UT system derives a

score for each feed / in the corpus by the negative KL-divergence

between the query language model and the language model for

/. The effectiveness of the proposed approach cannot be assessed

without an experimental baseline.

4.5 Summary of Blog Distillation Task

The blog distillation task was a new task in TREC 2007. Over-

all, some of the deployed retrieval approaches achieved reasonable

retrieval performances. One of the issues that might need to be

further investigated in this task is whether it is beneficial to use the

Feeds component of the Blog06 collection, instead of or in addition

to the Permalinks component.

There was a wide variance in the distribution of relevant feeds in

the used 45 topics, suggesting that the guidelines for the topic cre-

ation and assessments still require tightening for future iterations of

this task. However, the task, as exemplified by the exploratory na-

ture of the participants runs, promises much research in the future.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The TREC 2007 Blog Uack included two main tasks, namely

the opinion finding arid Blog distillation (aka feed search) tasks,

which we believe are good articulations of real user tasks in adhoc

search behaviour on the blogosphere. The used tasks address two

interesting components of blogs: the feed itself and its constituent

blog posts and their corresponding comments. As a consequence,

a new topics set has been created for the opinion finding task, and

a new test collection has been created for the Blog distillation task,

therefore contributing to the creation of reusable resources for sup-

porting research into blog search

Much remains to be learned about opinion finding, even though

the runs submitted this year show that some participants have been

successful in proposing new opinion detection techniques, which

show some marked improvements on the respective topic-relevance

baseline. Indeed, this year's findings also consolidate the findings
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Group Run opamCylU ipamCffall BadMAP'lO 5

CMU (Lallan) LMUieedW 2.8 22.5 48.2

UGlasgow (Oums) uogBDFeMNZP 2.2 22.4 28.0

' J ivid 1 It ow kjlx u.o j,i J. I

KobeU (Seki) kudsn 1.5 9.2 10.0

DalianU (Yang) DUTDRunl 3.6 21.6 56.2

UTexas-Austin (Efron) utblnrr 2.0 15.5 23.7

UTexas-Austin (Efron) utlc 2.1 13.44 19.6

UAmsterdam (deRijke) uamsOTbdtblm 1.9 13.7 26.0

WuhanU (Lu) TDWHU200 3.1 159.1 184.0

Table 18: Spam measures for runs from Table 15, in the order given. Spam@10 is the mean number of splog feeds in the top 10

ranked documents for each topic, Spam@all is the mean number of splog feeds retrieved for each topic. BadMAP is the Mean
Average Precision when the splog feeds are treated as the relevant set This shows when spam feeds are retrieved at high ranks. For

all measures, lower means the system was better at not retrieving splogs.

of the previous Blog track 2006. In particular, a good performance

in opinion finding is strongly dominated by its underlying topic-

relevance baseline (i.e. opinion-finding MAP and topic-relevance

MAP are very highly correlated). Indeed, a strongly performing

topic-relevance baseline can still perform extremely well in opinion

finding, as exemplified by the University of Amsterdam's submit-

ted topic-relevance baseline. One possible methodology to have a

better understanding of the deployed opinion detection techniques

is to use a common and strong topic-relevance baseline for all par-

ticipating groups.

For the polarity subtask, the overall performances of the partic-

ipating groups are rather average, suggesting that the task of de-

tecting the polarity of an opinion is still an open problem, which

requires further research. We believe that polarity detection should

be a more integral part of the opinion finding task, and not evalu-

ated as in classification task-like manner. For fliture iterations of

the opinion finding task, we believe that a better integration of the

polarity component would involve creating a balanced number of

topics, which explicitly specify whether they require positive or

negative opinions to be retrieved. Evaluation can then be carried

out in a more straightforward adhoc manner

The Blog distillation task seems to have generated some very

promising and interesting retrieval techniques. We plan to run the

task again for 2008, in a similar feshion, but with clearer guidelines

for the creation of the topics. This will provide further insights on

the most effective techniques for this task.
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1 Introduction

The goal of the enterprise track is to conduct experiments with enterprise data that reflect the

experiences of users in real organizations. This year, the track has introduced a new corpus with

the goal to be more representative of real-world enterprise search, by involving actual members
of the organization in the topic development process, performing their real work tasks.

The CERC corpus (CSIRO Enterprise Research Collection, (http://es.csiro.au/cerc/)) rep-

resents the public-facing web of the Australian Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research

Oganization (CSIRO). Here, we summarize the main characteristics of this corpus; a complete

description of the collection is given in Bailey et al. (2007).

The collection consists of all the *. csiro.au (public) websites as they appeared in March 2007.

The resulting data set consists of 370 715 documents, with total size 4.2 gigabytes. The web
crawler visited the outward- facing pages of CSIRO in a fashion similar to the crawl used in

CSIRO 's own search engine. In fact, the same crawler technology that CSIRD uses was used to

gather the CSIRO documents (http://www.fumielback.com/). The corpus contains approx-

imately 7.9 million hyperlinks, and 95% of pages have one or more outgoing links containing

anchor text. One participant extracted email addresses of 3678 individuals, with 38% of docu-

ments containing at least one mailto field.

A science communicator's role in CSIRO is to enhance CSIRO's public image and promote

the capabilities of CSIRO by managing information and interacting with industry groups, gov-

ernment agencies, professional groups, media and the general public. Science Communicators
read and create the outward-facing web pages of CSIRO (as opposed to internal documents).

Therefore they were a natural choice when thinking of which users are a good match for our

outward-facing crawl.

2 Collection

2.1 Data

2.2 Users
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2.3 Tasks and Topics

The 2007 enterprise track defined two tasks: document search and expert search. Both search

tasks are grounded in a 'missing overview page' scenario, where the science conmiunicator has

to construct a new overview page on the topic of interest, that enumerates the 'key pages' and a

few 'key people' of interest. Given this scenario, the document search task models the problem

of finding the set S of 'key pages', and the expert search task the problem of locating the 'key

contacts' among CSIRO staff.

The primary method for involving Science Communicators was asking them to do topic

development. A general email was sent to all science conmiunicators, calling for them to create

topics in their area. Examples of general queries from CSIRO's real public search site were

given for inspiration. This yielded 25 usable topics from 9 science communicators from multiple

CSIRO divisions. Being short of the standard 50 topics, we then approached one of these

communicators who produced another 25 topics to complete the set.

Each topic description has a query and narrative, some examples of key reference URLs (on

average 4 per topic) and a short list of key contacts (on average 3 per topic, varying from 1

to 11). The key reference URLs serve as a (admittedly somewhat poor) surrogate for click-log

data. Note that both tasks have used the same set of topics.

2.4 Assessments

For document search we used community judging. NIST formed pools and sent them to CSIRO,

where the assessment system was hosted. Track participants then judged the pools through the

CSIRO system (adapted from the assessment system used in the Million Query track).

The guidelines instructed the assessors to read the query and narrative, and optionally carry

out a Web search to learn more about the subject. The guidelines also emphasized that science

communicators are web-savvy users - so judgments should take into account that navigational

answers and relevant homepages are important results in exploratory search behaviour. Rele-

vance judgments were made on a three-point scale:

2: Highly likely to be a 'key page'.

1: Possible as a candidate for a page in S, or otherwise informative to help build an overview

page, but not highly likely.

0: Not a 'key page' as unlikely to be included in S, because, e.g., not relevant, off-topic, not

an important page on the topic, on-topic but out-of-date, not the right kind of navigation

point, or too informal or too narrow an audience.

After the workshop, we investigated to what extent the people making relevance judgements

for the document search task have been exchangeable, comparing assessments made by par-

ticipants ('bronze' judges) to sampled re-assessments for 33 topics by the topic authors ('gold'

judges) and/or other science communicators familiar with the task ('silver' judges). The main

finding from the study is that the bronze judges may not be able to substitute for topic and

task experts, due to changes in the relative performance of assessed systems, and gold judges

are preferred. The full details of this post-TREC study can be found in Bailey et al. (2008).

For expert search, we did no further judging, using the experts listed in the topic as our

ground truth.
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Table 1: Document search results for the automatic run with the highest MAP from each group.

Group riun MAr

CAS DocRun02 0.422 0.743 0.527

York york07ed4 0.416 0.730 0.513

Waterloo uwtbase 0.388 0.707 0.508

RMIT RmitQ 0.388 0 698 0.471

SJTU SJTUEntDS02 0.374 0.692 0.475

UvA uams07bfb 0.369 0.675 0.445

Tsinghua THUDSFULLSR 0.366 0.701 0.461

UALR UALR07Entl 0.357 0.662 0.428

Fudan FDUBase 0.350 0.664 0.426

OU ouTopicOnly 0.345 0.646 0.464

Glasgow uogEDSF 0.337 0.675 0.413

DUT DUTDST4 0.336 0.644 0.441

Iowa uiowa07entD2 0.310 0.597 0.413

Hyberdad QRYBASICRUN 0.246 0.487 0.408

CSIRO CSIROdsQonly 0.194 0.352 0.378

St. Petersburg insu2 0.028 0.185 0.041

3 Results

3.1 Document search

Systems return docids for document search. Participants submitted 43 automatic, 15 feedback

and 5 manual runs. The pools for document search included the top 75 documents from two

runs per participant.

Runs were evaluated on their capability to retrieve the key pages, using traditional retrieval

measures including MAP and precision at fixed ranks; NDCG is reported to take into account

the graded assessments.

Automatic runs may use the query and narrative fields of the topic, but each participating

group had to submit at least one run using the query field only. Table 1 shows the best automatic

run from each participating group based on mean average precision. Ordering on descending

NDCG instead of MAP gives slightly different results; e.g., University of Waterloo's uwKLD
run (using query expansion from pseudo-relevant documents) would come second and beat their

best MAP-based uwtbase run, and the Open University's ouNarrAuto run (using the narrative

for automatic query expansion) would give better results than the ouTopicOnly baseline. These

observed differences seem to suggest that query expansion from documents or the topic narrative

is more useful when trying to find the highly relevant documents than when just finding any

type of relevant document.

Feedback runs can be thought of as simulating one type of click-based system. Using click

logs, it is often possible to identify that we have seen this query before, and that one or two

URLs were often clicked. In that case, it would be interesting to take those URLs as relevant

and perform relevance feedback. Unfortunately, we do not have CSIRO click logs, but we can

use the pages field of the topic, to simulate what would happen in such a case. Feedback runs

should use the query and pages fields only (not the narrative field and no manual intervention).

There are at least two methods for evaluating relevance feedback in a way that allows a

comparison between feedback and non-feedback runs. The predominant method in IR is to

evaluate on the residual collection, that is, feedback documents are removed from all runs

and the relevance judgments. In the web search engine community, another method known as
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Table 2: Document search results for the automatic or feedback run with the highest MAP from

each group, using residual ranking. Feedback runs are labeled with a '*'.

Group Run MAP NDCG P@20

Waterloo uwRF*
York york07ed4

UvA uams07bfbex*

RMIT RmitQ
CAS DocRun02
UALR UALR07Ent2*
SJTU SJTUEntDS02
Fudan FDUBase
Tsinghua THUDSFULLSR
DUT DUTDST2
OU ' ouTopicOnly

Glasgow uogEDSCLCDIS*

0.395

0.386

0.359

0.357

0.353

0.344

0.337

0.320

0.310

0.298

0.296

0.290

0.276

0.202

0.127

0.024

0

0

0,

0,

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.691

.677

.640

.633

.666

.623

.629

.591

.602

.577

.582

.582

.555

.413

.282

.146

0,

0,

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

.479

.472

.461

.423

.457

.423

.417

.382

.390

.386

.401

.368

,354

.353

,305

,033

Iowa uiowa07entD2

Hyberdad QRYBASICRUN
CSIRO CSIROdsQonly
St. Petersburg insu2

promotion is used — the feedbax:k documents are moved to the top of all rankings, or placed

there if they have not been retrieved.

Table 2 summarizes the results using residual-collection evaluation. For these scores, the

key pages from the topics have been removed from both the qrels and the run. This allows

feedback and non-feedback runs to be compared directly, but the residual-collection scores in

Table 2 are not comparable to the scores in Table 1. The overall best run is a feedback run, but

the difference from the best automatic run is marginal (less than 1% in MAP). Not all groups

submitted feedback runs, and for some groups that did, their feedback runs were worse than

their non-feedback runs.

Table 3 reports again results for feedback runs, however this time using promotion evaluation.

Here, the key pages are moved to or placed at the top of the ranking. This evaluation is another

way to compare feedback and non-feedback runs to each other; by comparing the scores of

baseline and feedback runs both with and without promotion, you can see if the feedback is

generalizing beyond the feedback documents. The table lists only results for submitted feedback

runs (so automatic runs are not included in this ranking). Only for Waterloo, UvA and Glasgow,

using feedback information lead to their best results; the other teams submitted non-feedback

runs that performed better than their feedback runs.

Manual runs involve humans in the loop at any stage, for example composing queries from the

topics, manual term expansion, relevance feedback, or manual combination of results. Although

DUT submitted a highly performing manual run (run DUTDSTl, with MAP 0.402 and NDCG
0.725), it did not outperform the two best automatic runs (by CAS and York University), nor

did it outperform the best feedback run (by University of Waterloo).

The remainder of this section reviews some highlights from the participant papers on their

document search activities. Several teams experimented with web retrieval methods based on

anchor text or determining a static ranking (e.g., by pagerank or URL length), but the results

seem to indicate that the CSIRO data behaves differently from Web data and that these methods

are less effective than expected. RMIT mentions the fact that most links originate from the non-

content part of the CSIRO pages, i.e., layout structure such as menu bars; SJTU and Tsinghua
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Table 3: Document search results for the feedback run with the highest MAP from each group,

after promotion of the feedback documents.

Group Run MAP NDCG P@20

Waterloo uwRF 0.500 0.787 0.585

UvA uams07bfbex 0.470 0.750 0.555

UALR UALR07Ent3 0.449 0.720 0.526

DUT DUTDST3 0.424 0.696 0.523

Glasgow uogEDSCLCDIS 0.411 0.714 0.482

Fudan FDUFeedT 0.399 0.693 0.498

SJTU SJTUEntDS04 0.387 0.706 0.501

Iowa uiowa07entD4 0.370 0.672 0.474

CSIRO CSIROdsQfb 0.256 0.435 0.436

Table 4: Expert ranking scores. The best run in each group according to MAP is shown.

Group Run MAP P@5 P@20

Tsinghua THUIRMPDD4 0 .4632 0 .2280 0.0910

SJTU SJTUEntES03 0 .4427 0 .2360 0 .0910

OU ouExTitle 0 .4337 0 .2520 0 .0950

CAS ExpertRun02 0 .3689 0 .2040 0 .0790

CSIRO CSIROesQnarr 0 .3655 0 .2240 0 .0770

Wuhan WHUlO 0,.3399 0 .1960 0 .0710

Glasgow uogEXFeMNZcP 0 .3138 0 .2200 0 .0800

UvA uams07exbl 0,.3090 0..2080 0..0790

DUT DUTEXPl 0,.2630 0,.1400 0..0580

Fudan FDUn7e3 0,.1788 0..1440 0..0610

Beijing PRISRR 0,.1571 0..0920 0..0440

Twente qorwnewlinks 0..1481 0..1080 0..0540

Peking zslrun 0..0944 0..0600 0. 0220

Hyberbad AUTORUN 0..0939 0..0560 0.0330

UALR UALR07Expl 0..0200 0. 0160 0. 0130

made independently the same observation and used the percentage of links to seperate layout

from content and weight the latter stronger. Tsinghua reports an improvement using Pagerank

and HITS, but the improved results are lower than the Lemur language modelling baseline

without static weighting reported by RMIT. The participants who used the narrative, e.g. for

query expansion, report improved effectiveness over their baseline systems.

3.2 Expert search

Expert finding systems participating in the 2007 enterprise track had to return email addresses to

identify candidate experts. Since no canonical list of candidate experts could be made available,

the track required participants to extract the email addresses of the 'key people' from the data.

Participants submitted 45 automatic, 4 feedback and 6 manual runs.

The evaluation results, summarized in Table 4, measure the quality of the ranked list of

people using traditional retrieval measures including MAP and precision at fixed ranks.

Tables 6 and 5 summarize the results of the feedback and manual runs. For expert search,

the best runs are manual runs, but notice how many automatic runs have outperformed the
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Table 5: Expert ranking scores of feedbcick runs.

Group Run MAP P@5 P@20

CSIRO CSIROesQpage 0.3660 0.2040 0.0670

Iowa uiowaOTentEl 0.2828 0.1640 0.0710

Twente feedbackrun 0.2371 0.1480 0.0650

Table 6: Expert ranking scores of nnanual runs.

Group Run MAP P@5 P@20

OU ouExNarrRF 0.4787 0.2720 0.0990

OU ouExNarr 0.4675 0.2680 0.0980

DUT DUTEXP3 0.3404 0.1840 0.0680

DUT DUTEXP2 0.3324 0.1920 0.0640

DUT DUTEXP4 0.1876 0.1000 0.0440

UALR UALR07Exp3 0.1840 0.1320 0.0360

other manual and the feedback runs.

We again highlight some findings from studying the participant papers. Most participants

use some form of two-stage model. Several teams (e.g., SJTU, UvA) retrieved homepages of

the identified candidate names to aid in the expertise assessment. Proximity between candidate

mentions and query terms seems an important factor in SJTU, Glasgow and OU results. Both

CAS and Twente experimented with query-specific graphs of expert-document pairs, but results

are not yet conclusive. What we can however conclude from this year's experiments is that

the lack of candidate list has complicated the task significantly when compared to previous

years. Almost all participants have used template matching to identify candidates from email

occurrences in the corpus, sometimes including sophisticated heuristics to circumvent anti-spam

measures and to exclude general group email addresses from consideration. Several participants

report however that they had missed about half of the candidates that were found relevant in

the assessments (with correspondingly lower effectiveness).

To validate the outcome of the experiments, we asked one science communicator to look into

the highly-ranked non-relevant responses, and classify those as follows:

E: Expert, but not key contact

K: Knowledgable, but not expert

N: Not knowledgable or expert

S: Science Communicator

U: Unknown status

None of these responses has been reconsidered as a 'key contact' missing from the topic

definition. For three topics authored by this science communicator, we found that the systems

identified five different science communicators (S) as the experts. Two of the ranked experts were

deemed knowledgeable staff members but not experts (K), and four clearly not knowledgeable

(N). The remaining twenty-eight highly-ranked non-relevant responses had unknown expertise

(U).

We conclude from this minor investigation that the generic methods of expert identification

are not taking into account the context of the situated task - science communicators created the

topic set, and would not have nominated themselves as the key contact.
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4 Summciry

The third year of the enterprise track has introduced the CERC corpus (CSIRO Enterprise

Research Collection). The data consists of a crawl of the public-facing web of the Australian

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Oganization (CSIRO). The track involved

CSIRO's science communicators in the topic development process, with the goal to model accu-

rately the search activities of real members of the enterprise.

The newly introduced document search task is motivated by a 'missing overview page' sce-

nario, where a search is conducted to find a set of 'key pages' related to the topic in question;

for example, to assist the science communicator to create the missing overview page. The topics

provided a small number of example 'key pages' to facilitate experiments with relevance feedback

strategies.

The expert search task follows naturally from the missing page scenario, where the 'key

contacts' among CSIRO staff should be identified. As opposed to previous years, the 2007

expert search task did not provide a pre-defined list of candidates, and fewer experts were

expected per topic. The expertise judgments originate from the topic authors themselves, and

encode inside knowledge. For example, highly-ranked non-relevant candidate experts for some

topics turned out to be science communicators and other knowledgeable people that are not

seen as experts.
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The TREC 2007 Genomics Track employed an entity-based question-answering task. Runs were

required to nominate passages of text from a collection offull-text biomedicalJournal articles to

answer the topic questions. Systems were assessed not only for the relevance ofpassages

retrieved, but also howmany aspects (entities) ofthe topic were covered andhow many relevant

documents were retrieved. We also classified the features ofruns to explore which ones were

associated with betterperformance, although the diversity ofapproaches and the quality oftheir

reportingprevented definitive conclusions from being drawn.

For the TREC 2007 Genomics Track, we undertook a modification of the question answering

extraction task used in the 2006 track [1]. We continued to task systems with extracting out

relevant passages of text that answer topic questions. However for this year, instead of

categorizing questions by generic topic type (GTT), we derived questions based on biologists'

information needs where the answers were, in part, lists of named entities of a given type.

Systems were required to return a passage of text, which provided one or more relevant list items

within the context of supporting text.

Similar to 2006, systems were tasked to return passages of text. Relevance judges with expertise

in biological research assigned the relevant passage "answers," or items belonging to a single

named entity class, analogous to the assignment of MeSH aspects in 2006. After pooling the top

nominated passages as in past years, judges selected relevant passages and then assigned one or

more answer entities to each relevant passage. Passages had to contain one or more named

entities of the given type with supporting text that answered the given question in order to be

marked relevant. Judges created their own entity list for each topic, based on the passages they

judged as relevant. Passages were given credit for each relevant and supported answer. This was

required because it was assumed that the passage would not answer the list entity question unless

it contains an entity of the type for which the judges were looking. The experts were instructed to

perform their relevance judgments in this manner.

The evaluation measures for 2007 were a refinement of the measures used in 2006. We added a

new character-based mean average precision (MAP) measure (called Passage2 MAP) to compare

the accuracy of the extracted answers, modified from the original measure in 2006 (called

Passage MAP). Passage2 MAP treated each individually retrieved character in published order as

relevant or not, in a sort of "every character is a mini relevance-judged document" approach.

This was done to increase the stability of the Passage MAP measure against arbitrary passage

splitting techniques. We included the 2006 passage retrieval measure as well. The Aspect MAP
measure remained the same, except that instead of using assigned MeSH aspects we used the

answer entities assigned by the relevance judges. We continued to use Document MAP as is, i.e.,

a document that contained a passage judged relevant was deemed relevant.
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Documents

We used the same full-text document corpus that we assembled for the TREC 2006 Genomics

Track. The documents in this corpus came from the Highwire Press (www.highwire.org)

electronic distribution ofjournals and were in HTML format. There were about 160,000

documents in the corpus from about 49 genomics-related journals. Highwire Press agreed to

allow us to include their full text in HTML format, which preserved formatting, structure, table

and figure legends, etc.. In 2006, we found some known issues with the document collection:

• The collection was not complete from the standpoint of each journal. That is, there were

many journals where some articles appeared in the journal but did not make it into our

collection. (Neither the article nor the MEDLINE record.) This was not an issue to us,

since we viewed die corpus as a closed and fixed collection.

• Some of the PMlDs in the source data from Highwire Press were inconsistent with

PubMed PMIDs (see next paragraph for an explanation).

• Some of the HTML files were empty or nearly empty (i.e., only contained a small amount

of meaningless text) . Some of this was due to errors in our processing, but some was also

related to the incorrect PMID problem of Highwire. We froze the corpus for the test

collection and, since these files were small, they were unlikely to have any relevant

passages or even be retrieved by most systems.

Also discovered in 2006 were some errors between the PMIDs designated by Highwire and the

actual PMIDs from NLM in MEDLINE. We identified 1,767 instances (about 1% of the 162K

documents) where the Highwire file PMID was invalid, in the sense that it returned zero hits

when searching for it on PubMed. Some invalid PMIDs are due to the fact that the corresponding

documents represented errata and author responses to comments (e.g., author replies to letters).

These were assigned PMIDs in publisher-supplied data, but NLM generally does not cite them

separately in PubMed, and therefore deleted the PMIDs, although they remained in publisher

data. There were documents already assigned a PMID submitted by Highwire that NLM, by

policy, decided not to index at all, in which case, again, NLM deleted the PMID, but it was

retained in Highwire data. We also found instances of invalid PMIDs in Highwire data for

documents that were cited in PubMed but with a different PMID which is absent from Highwire

data; such instances could be characterized as errors. In any case, we investigated the problem of

invalid PMIDs and found that for all instances we checked, the problem was the original

Highwire file having an invalid PMID. In other words, invalid PMIDs were in the Highwire data,

not a result of our processing. For this reason, we decided not to delete these files from the

collection. They represented, in our view, normal dirty data, whether due to errors or policy

differences between NLM and publishers, and should be part of what real-world systems need to

be able to handle.

Since the goal of the task was passage retrieval, we developed some additional data sources that

aided researchers in managing and evaluating runs. As noted below, retrieved passages could

contain any span of text that did not include any part of an HTML paragraph tag (i.e., one

starting with <P or </P). We also used these delimiters to extract text that was assessed by the

relevance judges. Because there was much confusion in the discussion about the different types

of passages, we defined the following terms:
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• Nominated passage - This is the passage that systems nominated in their runs and was
scored in the passage retrieval evaluation.

• Maximum-length legal span - These were all the passages obtained by the delimited text

of each document by the HTML paragraph tags. As noted below, nominated passages

could not cross an HTML paragraph boundary. So these spans represented the longest

possible passage that could be designated as relevant. As also noted below, we built pools

of these spans for the relevance judges. The judges were given the entire span if any

system nominated any part of the maximum-length legal span, even if no system

nominated the entire span. However, the judges did not need to designate the entire span

as relevant, and could select just a part of the span to be relevant.

• Relevant passage - These were the spans that the judges designated as definitely or

possibly relevant, had to contain at least one answering entity of the given type, and had

entities assign to them by the expert judges. A relevant passage must consist of all or part

of a maximum-length legal span.

We note some other things about the maximum-length legal spans:

• The first and last spans were delimited at the beginning and end of the file respectively.

• Other HTML tags (e.g., <b>) could occur within the spans.

• "Empty" (zero character) spans were not included.

In order to facilitate our management of the data, and perhaps be of use to participants, we
created a 215-megabyte file, legalspans.txt . which included all of the maximum-length legal

spans for the collection. The first span for each document included all of the HTML prior to the

first <p>, which contained the HTML header information and usually was not part of any

relevant passage. This file identified all of the maximum-length legal spans in all of the

documents, which consisted of all spans >0 bytes delimited by HTML paragraph tags. These

spans were identified by the byte character offset and length in the HTML file. The index

number of the first character of the file was 0.

These span definitions can be illustrated with the example in Table 1 . The last line of the

following data is sample text from an HTML file hypothetically named 12345.html (i.e., having

PMID 12345). The numbers above the text represent the tens (top Une) and ones (middle) digits

for the file position in bytes.

The maximum-length legal spans in this example are from bytes 0-4, 8-29, and 39-50. Our

legalspans.txt file would include the following data in PMID, offset, and length order:

12345 0 5

12345 8 22
12345 39 12

Let us consider the span 8-29 further. This is a maximum-length legal span because there is an

HTML paragraph tag on either side of it. If a system nominates a passage that exceeds these

boundaries, it will be disqualified for further analysis or judgment. But anything within the

maximum-length legal span, e.g. 8-19, 18-19, or 18-28, could be nominated or relevant passages.
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Table 1 - Example text for span definitions.

0000000 00011111111112222222222333 33 33333 44 444444445
0123456 78 90123456789 012345678 9012 345678901234567890
Aaa. <p> Bbbbb <b>cc</b> ddd. <p><p><p> Eee ff ggg.

We note that it would be possible for there to be more than one relevant passage in a maximum-
length legal span. While this will be unlikely, our character-based scoring approach (see below)

would handle it fine. However, this was a problem for the judges as the judging interface did not

support an easy way to split ajudged maximum-length span into multiple relevant passages. In

this case judges were instructed to include all of the relevant text within a span in the relevant

passage, even if that required the inclusion of some text that thejudge thought not relevant. This

was most likely to be an issue in spans originating in the references section of the original

documents, where two references with informative titles are separated by one or more non-

relevant references.

Topics

There were 36 official topics for the track in 2007, which were in the form of questions asking

for lists of specific entities. The definitions for these entity types were based on controlled

terminologies from different sources, with the source of the terms depending on the entity type.

We gathered new information needs from working biologists. This was done by modifying the

questionnaire used in 2004 to survey biologists about recent information needs. In addition to

asking about information needs, biologists were asked if their desired answer was a list of a

certain type of entity, such as genes, proteins, diseases, mutations, etc., and if so, to designate

that entity type. Fifty information needs statements were selected after screening them against

the corpus to ensure that relevant paragraphs with named entities were present, of which 36 were

used as official topics and 14 used as sample topics. Table 2 lists the 36 topics and Table 3 shows

the entities and the number of topics in which they occurred.

An example of our topic development process is as follows. Suppose that the information need

was:

What is the genetic component ofalcoholism?

This is transformed into a list question of the form:

What [GENES] are genetically linked to alcoholism?

Answers to this question are passages that relate one or more entities of type GENE to

alcoholism. For example, a valid and relevant answer to the above question would be: The DRD4
VNTR polymorphism moderates craving after alcohol consumption, (from PMID 11 950 104 for

those who want to know) And the GENE entity supported by this statement would be DRD4.
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Table 2 - TREC 2007 Genomics Track official topics.

<200>What serum [PROTEINS] change expression in association with high disease activity in

lupus?

<201>What [MUTATIONS] in the Raf gene are associated with cancer?

<202>What [DRUGS] are associated with lysosomal abnormalities in the nervous system?

<203>What [CELL OR TISSUE TYPES] express receptor binding sites for vasoactive intestinal

peptide (VIP) on their cell surface?

<204>What nervous system [CELL OR TISSUE TYPES] synthesize neurosteroids in the brain?

<205>What [SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS] of anxiety disorder are related to coronary artery

disease?

<206>What [TOXICITIES] are associated with zoledronic acid?

<207>What [TOXICITIES] are associated with etidronate?

<208>What [BIOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES] have been used to measure toxicity in response to

zoledronic acid?

<209>What [BIOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES] have been used to measure toxicity in response to

etidronate?

<210>What [MOLECULAR FUNCTIONS] are attributed to glycan modification?

<211>What [ANTIBODIES] have been used to detect protein PSD-95?

<212>What [GENES] are involved in insect segmentation?

<213>What [GENES] are involved in Drosophila neuroblast development?

<214>What [GENES] are involved axon guidance in C.elegans?

<215>What [PROTEINS] are involved in actin polymerization in smooth muscle?

<216>What [GENES] regulate puberty in humans?

<217>What [PROTEINS] in rats perform functions different from those of their human

homologs?

<218>What [GENES] are implicated in regulating alcohol preference?

<219>In what [DISEASES] of brain development do centrosomal genes play a role?

<220>What [PROTEINS] are involved in the activation or recognition mechanism for PmrD?
<221>Which [PATHWAYS] are mediated by CD44?
<222>What [MOLECULAR FUNCTIONS] is LITAF involved in?

<223>Which anaerobic bacterial [STRAINS] are resistant to Vancomycin?

<224>What [GENES] are involved in the melanogenesis of human lung cancers?

<225>What [BIOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES] induce clpQ expression?

<226>What [PROTEINS] make up the murine signal recognition particle?

<227>What [GENES] are induced by LPS in diabetic mice?

<228>What [GENES] when altered in the host genome improve solubility of heterologously

expressed proteins?

<229>What [SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS] are caused by human parvovirus infection?

<230>What [PATHWAYS] are involved in Ewing's sarcoma?

<231>What [TUMOR TYPES] are found in zebrafish?

<232>What [DRUGS] inhibit HIV type 1 infection?

<233>What viral [GENES] affect membrane fusion during HIV infection?

<234>What [GENES] make up the NFkappaB signaling pathway?

<235>Which [GENES] involved in NFkappaB signaling regulate iNOS?
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Table 3 - TREC 2007 Genomics Track entities, definitions, sources of term, and topics with each

entity.

Entity Type

ANTIBODIES

BIOLOGICAL
SUBSTANCES
CELL OR TISSUE
TYPES

DISEASES

DRUGS

GENES

MOLECULAR
FUNCTIONS

MUTATIONS

PATHWAYS

PROTEINS

STRAINS
SIGNS OR
SYMPTOMS

TOXICITIES

TUMOR TYPES

Deflnition

Immunoglobulin molecules having a specific amino

acid sequence by virtue of which they interact only

with the antigen (or a very similar shape) that induced

their synthesis in cells of the lymphoid series

(especially plasma cells)

.

Chemical compounds that are produced by a living

organism.

A distinct morphological or functional form of cell, or

the name of a collection of interconnected cells that

perform a similar function within an organism.

A definite pathologic process with a characteristic set

of signs and symptoms. It may affect the whole body or

any of its parts, and its etiology, pathology, and

prognosis may be known or unknown.

A pharmaceutical preparation intended for human or

veterinary use.

Specific sequences of nucleotides along a molecule of

DNA (or, in the case of some viruses, RNA) which

represent functional units of heredity.

Elemental activities, such as catalysis or binding,

describing the actions of a gene product or bioactive

substance at the molecular level.

Any detectable and heritable change in the genetic

material that causes a change in the genotype and

which is transmitted to daughter cells and to

succeeding generations

A series of biochemical reactions occurring within a

cell to modify a chemical substance or transduce an

extracellular signal.

Linear polypeptides that are synthesized on ribosomes

and may be further modified, crosslinked, cleaved, or

assembled into complex proteins with several subunits.

A genetic subtype or variant of a virus or bacterium.

A sensation or subjective change in health function

experienced by a patient, or an objective indication of

some medical fact or quality that is detected by a

physician during a physical examination of a patient.

A measure of the degree and the manner in which

which something is toxic or poisonous to a living

organism.

An abnormal growth of tissue, originating from a

specific tissue of origin or ceU type, and having defined

characteristic properties, such as a recognized

histology.

Potential Source Topics With
of Terras Entity Type

MeSH 1

MeSH 3

MeSH 2

MeSH

Ad hoc

MeSH

MeSH

MeSH

1

MEDLINEplus 2

iHoP, Harvester 11

GO 2

MeSH 1

BioCarta, KEGG 2

MeSH 5
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Submissions

Submitted runs could contain up to 1000 passages per topic in ranked order that were predicted

to be relevant to answering the topic question. Passages had to be identified by the PMID, the

start offset into the text file in characters, and the length of the passage in characters.

Passages were required to be contiguous and not longer than one paragraph. This was

operationalized by prohibiting any passage from containing HTML markup tags, i.e.. those

starting with <P or </P. Any passage that included those tags was ignored in the relevance

judgment process but not omitted from the scoring process. (In other words, they were not

including in the pooling and judgment for creating the gold standard, but they could be scored

and may include some relevant characters.) Each participating group was be allowed to submit

up to three official runs, each of which was used for building the judgement pools. Each passage

also needed to be assigned a corresponding rank number and value, which was used to order

nominated passages for rank-based performance computations. Rank values could be integers or

floating point numbers, such as confidence values.

Each submitted run had to be submitted in a separate file, with each line defining one nominated

passage using the following format based loosely on trec_eval. Each line in the file had to

contain the following data elements, separated by white space (spaces or a tab characters):

• Topic ID - from 200 to 235.

• Doc ID - name of the HTML file minus the .html extension. This is the PMID that has

been designated by Highwire, even though we now know that this may not be the true

PMID assigned by the NLM (i.e., used in MEDLINE). But this is the official identifier

for the document.

• Rank number - rank of the passage for the topic, starting with 1 for the top-ranked

passage and preceding down to as high as 1000.

• Rank value - system-assigned score for the rank of the passage, an internal number that

should descend in value from passages ranked higher.

• Passage start - the byte offset in the Doc ID file where the passage begins, where the first

character of the file is offset 0.

• Passage length - the length of the passage in bytes, in 8-bit ASCII, not Unicode.

• Run tag - a tag assigned by the submitting group that should be distinct from all the

group's other runs (and ideally any other group's runs, so it should probably have the

group name, e.g., OHSUbaseline).

Here is an example of the submission file format:

200 12474524 1 1

.

. 0 1572 27 tagl
200 12513833 2 0 ,.373 1698 54 tagl
200 12517948 3 0 ,.222 99 159 tagl
201 12531694 1 0 ,. 907 232 38 tagl
201 12545156 2 0 ,.456 789 201 tagl

A Perl script that checked runs to insure that the submission file was in the proper format was

available (check_genomics.pl). Runs also needed to include a "dummy" passage for any topic for

which no passages were retrieved. It was recommended that the dummy passage use "0" as a

docid, "0" as the passage start, and "1" as the passage length. This worked for the Perl script and
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did not correspond to a document in the collection.

Runs were also classified based on amount of intervention in converting topics to queries. We
adopted the "usual" TREC rules (detailed at

http://trec.nist.gov/act_part/guidelines/trec8_guides.html) for categorizing runs:

• Automatic - no human modification of topics into queries for your system whatsoever

• Manual - human modification of queries entered into your system (or any other system)

but no modification based on results obtained (i.e., you cannot look at the output from

your runs to modify the queries)

• Interactive - human interaction with the system, including modification of the queries or

the system after viewing the output from your system or any other system (i.e., you look

at the output from the topics and corpus and adjust your system to produce different

output)

Relevance Judgments

The expertjudging for this evaluation used the pooUng method, with passages corresponding to

the same topic ID pooled together. The judges were presented with the text of the maximum-
length legal span containing each pooled passage, with pool composed of the top ranked 1000

passages for each topic. They then evaluated the text of the maximum-length legal span for

relevance, and identified the portion of this text that contains an answer. This could be all of the

text of the maximum legal span, or any contiguous substring. If a maximum legal span contained

more than one relevant passage, judges were instructed to select the minimum contiguous

passage that contained all relevant passages, even if the passages were separated by irrelevant

text. Maximum legal spans comprised of the journal article bibliography frequently generated

multiple relevant sub-passages that needed to all be included in the singe designated passage.

Judges were recruited from the institutions of track participants and other academic or research

centers. They were required to have significant domain knowledge, typically in the form of a

PhD in a life science. They were trained using a 1 2-page manual and a one-hour

videoconference, with the option of testing out of the videoconference by successfully judging a

mini-topic based on a practice topic from 2006 made up of an equal mix of definitely, possibly,

and not relevant maximum-length legal spans. The self-training option had the unexpected

benefit of highlighting and correcting potential problems with the judging tool or ambiguous

guidelines beforejudging began in earnest. The training manual is on the track Web site at:

http://ir.ohsu.edu/genomics/2007judgeguidelines.pdf

In summary, judges were given the following instructions:

1. Review the topic question and identify key concepts.

2. Identify relevant paragraphs and select minimum complete and correct excerpts.

3. Develop controlled vocabulary for entities based on the relevant passages and code

entities for each relevant passage based on this vocabulary.

Judgments were made using database files created and accessed via the OpenOffice Base

application. As shown in Figure 1, judges were presented passages as a form view of individual
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records in the database with the topic, question, and text of the full-text legal passage. If part or

all of the passage was relevant, the judges then:

1. Selected the level of relevance ("Definitely Relevant" or "Possibly Relevant").

2. Copied the relevant portion of the passage from the passage plain text field into the

answer text box.

3. Selected entities (ENTITY 1, ENTITY2, etc.) they had added using the Add Entities form

(not shown).

A gold standard was created by extracting out the relevance passages and entities from the

database file for each topic. Selected relevant text was transformed into file character offset and

length using a text alignment algorithm. A summary of the gold standard developed from the

results of the judging process is shown in Table 4. Topics ranged from a low of 1 relevant

passage to a high of 377. Individual topics had a range of 1 to 300 relevant entities, with an

average ranging between 1.0 to 3.5 entities assigned per relevant passage.

Figure 1 - Passage judgment form.
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Table 4 - Relevant passages, relevant documents, mean and standard deviation (SD) of relevant

passage length, number of aspects, and mean number of aspects per relevant passage.

Topic Relevant Relevant Mean SD of Aspects Mean
Passages Documents Relevant Relevant Aspects Per

Passage Passage Relevant

Length Length Passage

200 320 193 2380.58 5387.02 300 2.15

201 37 12 1701.86 2894.64 7 1.16

202 53 43 522.77 293.60 28 1.45

203 321 147 2163.60 4237.72 245 1.91

204 164 74 1989.90 4670.61 36 1.79

,205 , 93 65 788.67 1277.35 17 1.23

206 38 19 363.79 362.85 24 1.87

207 15 12 357.60 671.28 8 1.07

208 22 16 615.36 317.50 13 1.23

209 78 11 1239.63 720.81 15 1.50

210 - 71 57 669.79 623.70 21 1.10

211 57 42 191.68 217.10 29 1.14

212 358 133 1165.97 969.94 142 2.16

213 377 185 456.94 594.39 165 1.88

214 209 98 414.91 1095.21 54 1.42

215 137 73 750.96 580.54 80 1.66

216 42 34 1058.12 3141.51 13 1.12

217 38 34 1491.18 1019.48 34 1.03

218 163 74 632.23 635.55 80 1.28

219 22 16 623.64 503.66 43 3.41

220 16 6 425.75 218.10 6 1.75

221 183 87 1373.32 1705.58 108 1.44

222 57 42 1249.51 914.23 72 2.18

223 18 8 269.72 138.24 12 1.17

224 3 3 1009.33 666.59 1 1.00

225 1 1 745.00 0.00 1 1.00

226 152 57 753.82 1648.91 18 2.25

227 281 172 1307.02 863.14 183 2.25

228 15 14 632.20 413.79 13 1.87

229 150 57 528.81 978.41 34 1.79

230 82 29 1186.65 933.99 25 1.30

231 16 13 472.00 406.56 7 1.06

232 93 57 388.57 907.63 » 49 1.12

233 19 16 1186.68 1070.54 1 1.00

234 609 483 1777.02 3124.85 577 3.24

235 182 107 1963.25 1737.40 141 2.54

Mean 124.8 69.2 968.0 1276.2 72.3 1.63

Evaluation Measures

For this year's track, there were three levels of retrieval performance measured: passage

retrieval, aspect retrieval, and document retrieval. Each of these provides insight into the overall

performance for a user trying to answer the given topic questions. Each was measured by some
variant of MAP. We again measured the three types of performance separately. There was not

any summary metric to grade overall performance. A Python program to calculate these
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measures (http://ir.ohsu.edu/genomics/trecgen2007_score.py) with the appropriate gold standard

data files is available.

Passage-level retrieval performance - character-based MAP

The original passage retrieval measure for the 2006 track was found to be problematic in that

non-content manipulations of passages had substantial effects on Passage MAP, with one group

claiming that breaking passages in half with no other changes doubled their (otherwise low)

score. To this end, we defined an alternative measure (Passage2 MAP) that calculated MAP as if

each character in each passage were a ranked document. In essence, the output of passages was

concatenated, with each character being from a relevant passage or not. We used Passage2 MAP
as the primary passage retrieval evaluation measure in 2007.

The original Passage MAP measure was also calculated. This measure computed individual

precision scores for passages based on character-level precision, using a variant of a similar

approach used for the TREC 2004 HARD Track [2] . For each nominated passage, a fraction of

characters overlaps with those deemed relevant by thejudges in the gold standard. At each

relevant retrieved passage, precision was computed as the fraction of characters overlapping with

the gold standard passages divided by the total number of characters included in all nominated

passages from this system for the topic up until that point. Similar to regular MAP, remaining

relevant passages that were not retrieved at all were added into the calculation as well, with

precision set to 0 for relevant passages not retrieved. Then the mean of these average precisions

over all topics was calculated to compute the mean average passage precision.

Aspect-level retrieval performance - aspect-based MAP

Aspect retrieval was measured using the average precision for the aspects of a topic, averaged

across aU topics. For 2007, the aspects were the different named entities of the given type for

each question. To compute this, for each submitted run, the ranked passages were transformed to

two types of values, either:

• the aspects of the gold standard passage that the submitted passage overlaps with, or

• not relevant

This resulted in an ordered list, for each run and each topic, of aspects and not-relevant. Because

we were uncertain of the utility for a user of a repeated aspect (e.g., same aspect occurring again

further down the list), we discarded them from the output to be analyzed and only kept the first

appearance of an aspect. For these remaining aspects of a topic, we calculated Aspect MAP
similar to how it was calculated for documents.

Document-level retrieval performance - document-based MAP

For the purposes of this measure, any PMID that had a passage associated with a topic ID in the

set of gold standard passages was considered a relevant document for that topic. All other

documents were considered nonrelevant for that topic. System run outputs were similarly

collapsed, with the documents appearing in the same order as the first time the corresponding

PMID appears in a nominated passage for that topic. For a given system run, average precision
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was measured at each point of correct (relevant) recall for a topic, with Document MAP being

the mean of the average precision values across topics.

Results

A total of 66 runs were submitted by 27 groups. Of the submitted runs, 49 were classified as

automatic, 8 as manual, and 9 as interactive. Appendix 1 lists the type and description of each

submitted run. Table 5 lists the performance statistics for all of the runs and for the runs

subdivided by categories. Appendix 2 shows the overall scores for each run, sorted by each

measure.

We also measured correlation of the four measures (Passage2 MAP, Passage MAP, Aspect

MAP, and Document MAP) for each run. As is seen in Table 6. the new Passage2 MAP measure

was highly correlated with Aspect MAP and Document MAP (R^ > 0.8), with the older Passage

MAP measure less correlated.

Table 5 - Descriptive statistics for all runs and subdivided by categories.

All PassageZ MAP Passage MAP Aspect MAP Document MAP
Min 0.0008 0.0029 0.0197 0.0329

Median 0.0377 0.0565 0.1311 0.1897

Mean 0.0398 0.0560 0.1326 0.1862

Max 0.1148 0.0976 0.2631 0.3286

Automatic

Min 0.0008 0.0029 0.0197 0.0329

Median 0.0391 0.0587 0.1272 0.1954

Mean 0.0421 0.0582 0.1286 0.1891

Max 0.1097 0.0976 0.2494 0.3105

Manual
Min 0.0032 0.0177 0.0204 0.0541

Median 0.0149 0.0276 0.1136 0.1696

Mean 0.0169 0.0328 0.0964 0.1526

Max 0.0458 0.0654 0.1503 0.2309

Interactive

Min 0.0268 0.0394 0.1411 0.0892

Median 0.0384 0.0620 0.1865 0.1940

Mean 0.0475 0.0648 0.1868 0.2007

Max 0.1148 0.0968 0.2631 0.3286
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Table 6 - MAP measure correlation matrix using Pearson correlation coefficient (all values

significantly different from 0 with a significance level p < .05).

MAP PassageZ Passage Aspect Document
Passage2 1 0.656 0.845 0.812

Passage 0.656 1 0.591 0.830

Aspect 0.845 0.591 1 0.775

Document 0.812 0.830 0.775 1

We attempted to analyze the automatic runs to discern whether there was any association

between individual methods used (as reported in conference notebook papers and not final

proceedings papers) and overall performance as measured by PassageZ MAP. The task was

challenging since groups approached entity-based question answering with a myriad of methods.

Submissions employed multiple approaches for query expansion, various levels of passage

retrieval granularity, varying IR models with many different scoring schemes, and several

methods of post-processing. In all, these runs exercised over 70 different features, any of which

could have impacted Passage2 MAP separately or in combination. With so many features and a

limited number of runs (43) having a corresponding notebook paper describing methods, data

sparseness was an issue. We therefore distilled the features into high-level categories, or meta-

features shown in Table 7.

If retrieval was done in two steps, e.g., to pare down results for secondary concept-based

retrieval, and each step uses a different level of granularity for passage retrieval, we chose the

granularity level of the second one in order to focus on features of the core strategy rather than a

filtering step designed to reduce computer processing burdens. This only affected runs from ASU
and Tsinghua. Each run was represented as a vector of meta- features deemed either present (1) or

absent (0). The decision was binary since there is no uniform way to say something was partially

done, such as in the case of fusion runs, or to weigh the impact of a paring step for concept-based

retrieval. If fusion was done, the union of features used by the individual component runs was

chosen since they presumably all contributed to the ultimate result. AU meta-features were given

the same weight. A hierarchical clustering algorithm using a centroid similarity metric grouped

runs based on their meta-features, as shown in Figure 2. Runs were clustered as a "group" when

their correlation was > 70%. Clustering using Dice's coefficient similarity measure produced

similar results.

Originally, we had also clustered by statistical rank group. This simply revealed that many
different paths lead to roughly the same performance, and was less informative as far as whether

individual meta-features had an overall positive or negative impact. Although not used for

clustering, the rank group is included in the heat map to indicate how a run performed. Given

that the MAP measures were highly correlated (see Table 6), only PassageZ MAP rank is shown

for clarity.
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Table 7 - Meta-features of ru ns.

Meta-Feature Name
SynExp

OrthExp

ParGranuiarity

SentGranularity

BlckGranularity

ConcptIR

TermlR

FusionIR

TfldflR

OkapilR

DfrlR

LatentSemIR

LmIR
Feedback

FilterPostProc

TrimPostProc

Description

query expansion with synonyms

query expansion with orthographic variants using any source or method

passage retrieval by paragraph

passage retrieval by sentence

passage retrieval by block, including blocks of words or sentences

greater than a single sentence yet smaller than a paragraph

concept-based retrieval - a general retrieval strategy attempting to align

concepts and, for some runs, relationships between a topic and a

passage; uses external knowledge sources such as UMLS as a source of

"concepts"; and finds concepts in the results as an inherent part of the

retrieval process rather than a post-processing step to "trim" a passage

term-based retrieval - a general retrieval strategy focusing on terms

rather than concepts

fusion - combining results from 2 or more systems regardless of fusion

operator used

passage retrieval using a vector space model with any variant of TF-IDF

passage retrieval using a vector space model with any variant of Okapi

passage retrieval using a vector space model with any variant of

divergence from randomness (DFR)

passage retrieval using a vector space model with any variant of latent

semantic analysis

passage retrieval using any language model

feedback using pseudo-relevance feedback or a custom method

filter post-processing - removing passages for any reason

passage trimming - post-processing of passages by removing sentences

from the ends regardless of method
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Abstract

TREC 2007 was the second year of the Legal Track, which focuses on evaluation of search technology

for discovery of electronically stored information in litigation and regulatory settings. The track included

three tasks: Ad Hoc (i.e., single-pass automatic) search, Relevance Feedback (two-pass search in a

controlled setting with some relevant and nonrelevant documents manually marked after the first pass)

and Interactive (in which real users could iteratively reiine their queries and/or engage in multi-pass

relevance feedback). This paper describes the design of the three tasks and analyzes the results.

1 Introduction

The use of information retrieval techniques in law has traditionally focused on providing access to legislation,

regulations, and judicial decisions. Searching business records for information pertinent to a case (or "dis-

covery") has also been important, but searching records in electronic form was until recently the exception

rather than the norm. The goal of the Legal Track at the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) is to assess

the ability of information retrieval technology to meet the needs of the legal community for tools to help

with retrieval of business records, an issue of increasing importance given the vast amount of information

stored in electronic form to which access is increasingly desired in the context of current litigation. Ideally,

the results of a study of how well comparative search methodologies perform when tasked to execute types

of queries that arise in real litigation will serve to better educate the legal community on the feasibility of

automated retrieval as well as its limitations. The TREC Legal Track was held for the first time in 2006,

when 6 research teams participated in an ad hoc retrieval task. This year, 13 research teams participated in

the track, which consisted of three tasks: 1) Ad Hoc, 2) Interactive, and 3) Relevance Feedback.

The results of the Legal Track are especially timely and important given recent changes in the U.S.

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure that went into effect on December 1, 2006. The amended rules introduce a

new category of evidence, namely, "Electronically Stored Information" (ESI) in "any medium," intended to

stand on an equal footing with existing rules covering the production of "documents." Against the backdrop

of the Federal Rules changes, the status quo in the legal profession, even in large and complex litigation, is
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continued reliance on free-text Boolean searching to satisfy document (and now ESI) production demands [6].

An important aspect of e-discovery and thus of the TREC Legal Track is an emphasis on recall over precision.

In light of the fact that a large percentage of requests for production of documents (and now ESI) routinely

state that "all" such evidence is to be produced, it becomes incumbent on responding parties to attempt to

maximize the number of responsive documents found as the result of a search.

The key goal of the TREC Legal Track is to apply objective benchmark criteria for comparing search

technologies, using topics that approximate how real lawyers would go about propounding discovery in civil

litigation, and a large, representative (unstructured and heterogeneous) document collection. Given the

reality of the use of Boolean search in present day litigation, comparing the efficacy of Boolean search using

negotiated queries with alternative methods is of considerable interest. The Legal Track has shown that

alternative methods do identify many relevant documents that were missed by a reference implementation

of a Boolean search, though no single alternative method has yet been shown to consistently outperform

Boolean search without increasing the number of documents to review.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Ad Hoc task, Section 3

describes the Interactive and Relevance Feedback tasks, Section 4 lists the individual topic results. Section 5

summarizes the workshop discussions and analysis conducted after the conference, and Section 6 concludes

the paper.

2 Ad Hoc Task

In the Ad Hoc task, the participants were given requests to produce documents, herein called "topics" , and

a set of documents to search. The following sections provide more details, but an overview of the differences

from the previous year is as follows:

• At the time of topic release, the B value (the number of documents matching the final negotiated

Boolean query) was provided for each topic in 2007, along with an alphabetical list (by document-id)

of the documents matching the Boolean query (the "refLOTB" run) for optional use by participants.

• A new evaluation measure, Eistimated Recall@B, where B is the number of documents matching the

Boolean query, was established as the principal measure for the track (although other measures are

also reported). The legal community is interested in knowing whether additional relevant documents

(those missed by a Boolean query) can be found for the same number of retrieved documents.

• A new sampling method (herein called "L07") was used to produce estimates of the main measure for

each topic for all submitted runs. All runs submitted to the Ad Hoc task were pooled this year, and

all pooled runs were treated equally by the sampling procedure.

• The new topics were vetted to ensure that the B value for any topic was in the 100 to 25,000 range.

(In 2006, B ranged from 1 to 128,195.)

• Participating teams were allowed to submit up to 25,000 documents for each topic (up from 5,000 in

2006).

• To facilitate cross-site comparisons, a "standard condition" run which just used the (typically one-

sentence) request text field was requested from all groups. Additional runs which used other topic

fields were also welcome, and encouraged.

• Three different Boolean queries were provided for each topic (defendant, plaintiff and final). In 2006,

the plaintiff and final queries had (usually) been the same.
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2.1 Document Collection

The 2007 Legal Trsu^k used the same collection as the 2006 Legal Track, the IIT Complex Document Informa-

tion Processing (CDIP) Test Collection, version LO (referred to here as "IIT CDIP 1.0") which is based on

documents released under the tobacco "Master Settlement Agreement" (MSA). The MSA settled a range of

lawsuits by the Attorneys General of several US states against seven US tobacco organizations (five tobacco

companies and two research institutes). One part of this agreement required those organizations to make
public all documents produced in discovery proceedings in the lawsuits by the states, as well as all docu-

ments produced in a number of other smoking and health-related lawsuits. Notable among the provisions is

that the organizations were required to provide to the National Association of Attorneys General (NAAG)
a copy of metadata and the scanned documents from the websites, and are forbidden from objecting to any

subsequent distribution of this material.

The University of California San Francisco (UCSF) Library, with support fi-om the American Legacy

Foundation, has created a permanent repository, the Legacy Tobacco Documents Library (LTDL) , for tobacco

documents [10]. The IIT CDIP 1.0 collection is based on a snapshot, generated between November 2005

and January 2006, of the MSA subcollection of the LTDL. The snapshot consisted of 1.5 TB of scanned

document images, as well as metadata records and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) produced from the

images by UCSF. The IIT CDIP project subsequently reformatted the metadata and OCR, combined the

metadata with a slightly different version obtained from UCSF in July 2005, and discarded some documents

with formatting problems, to produce the IIT CDIP 1.0 collection [8]. The IIT CDIP 1.0 collection consists

of 6,910,192 document records in the form of XML elements.

IIT CDIP 1.0 has had strengths and weaknesses as a collection for the Legal Track. Among the strengths

are the wide range of document genres (including letters, memos, budgets, reports, agendas, minutes, plans,

transcripts, scientific articles, and email) and the large number of documents. Among the weaknesses are

that the documents themselves were released as a result of tobacco-related discovery requests, and thus may
exhibit a skewed topic distribution when compared with the larger collections from which they were initially

selected. See the 2006 TREC Legal Track overview paper for additional details about the IIT CDIP 1.0

collection [3].

2.2 Topics

Topic development in 2007 continued to be modeled on U.S. civil discovery practice. In the litigation context,

a "complaint" is filed in court, outlining the theory of the case, including factual assertions and causes of

action representing the legal theories of the case. In a regulatory context, often formal letters of inquiry serve

a similar purpose by outlining the scope of the proposed investigation. In both situations, soon thereafter

one or more parties create and transmit formal "requests for the production of documents" to adversary

parties, based on the issues raised in the complaint or letter of inquiry. See the TREC 2006 Legal Trade

overview for additional background [3].

A survey of case law issued subsequent to the adoption of the new Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

in December 2006 suggests that increasing attention is being paid by judges and lawyers to the idea of

adversaries in litigation negotiating some form of "search protocol," including coming to consensus on what

keywords will be used to search for relevant documents. In one reported case, a judge suggested to the parties

that they reach consensus on what form of Boolean queries should be used [13]. In another case, a judge

urged the parties to reflect upon recent scholarship discussing the use of "concept searches" to supplement

traditional "keyword" searching [7, 9]. Although it remains unclear whether and to what extent lawyers are

fully incorporating Boolean and other operators (e.g., proximity operators) in their proposed searches, as

an example of best practices the TREC 2007 Legal Track chose to highlight the importance of negotiating

Boolean queries by including for ea^h newly created topic a three-stage Boolean query negotiation, consisting

of (i) an initial Boolean query^ as proposed by the receiving party on a discovery request, usually reading

the request narrowly; (ii) a "counter" -proposal by the propounding party, usually including a broader set

^Although often referred to as "Boolean," these queries contain additional operators (e.g., proximity and truncation opera-

tors) that are commonly found in the query languages of commercial search systems that employ Boolean logic.
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of terms; and (iii) a final "negotiated" query, representing what was deemed the consensus arrangement as

agreed to by the parties without resort to further judicial intervention.

For the TREC 2007 Legal TVcick, four new hypothetical complaints were created by members of the

Sedona Conference® Working Group on Electronic Document Production, a group of lawyers who play a

leading role in the development of professional practices for e-discovery. These complaints described: (1)

a wrongful death and product liability action based on the use of a certain type of radioactive phosphate

resulting in contaminated candy and drinking water; (2) a patent infringement Eiction on a device going

by the name "Suck out the Bad, Blow in the Good," designed to ventilate smoke; (3) a shareholder class

action suit alleging securities fraud and false advertising in connection v/ith a fictional "Sjjioke Longer,

Feel Younger" campaign relying on "60s-era folk music;" and (4) a fictional Justice Department antitrust

investigation looking in to a planned merger and acquisition of a casualty and property insurance company by

a tobacco company. As in 2006, in using fictional names and jurisdictions, the track coordinators attempted

to ensure that no third party would mistake the academic nature of the TREC Legal Track for an actual

lawsuit involving real-world companies or individuals, and any would-be link or association with either past

or present real litigation was entirely unintentional.

For each of these four complaints, a set of topics (formally, "requests to produce" ) were initially created

by the creator of the complaint, and revised by the track coordinators. The final topic set contained 50

topics, numbered from 52 to 101. An XML formatted version of the topics (fullL07_vl.xml) was created for

(potentially automated) use by the participants.

2.3 Participation

12 research teams participated in this year's Ad Hoc task. The teams experimented with a wide variety of

techniques including the following:

• Carnegie Mellon University: structured queries, Indri operators, Dirichlet smoothing, Okapi BM25,
boolean constraints, wildcards.

• Dartmouth College: Combination of Expert Opinion (CEO) algorithm, Lemur/Indri, Lucene.

• Pudan University: Indri 2.3, Yatata, word distribution model, corpus pre-processing methods, query

expansion, query shrink.

• Open Text Corporation: negotiated boolean queries, defendant boolean, plaintiff boolean, word prox-

imity distances, vector query runs, blind feedback, fusion.

• Sabir Research, Inc.: SMART 16.0, statistical vector space model, Itu.Lnu weighting, Rocchio feedbadc

weighting.

• University of Amsterdam: query formulations, run combinations, LUCENE engine version 1.9, vector-

speice retrieval model, parsimonious language modeling techniques.

• The University of Iowa (Eichmann): analysis of OCR, 3-4 ngram analysis, translation of boolean query,

pseudo-relevance feedback on persons (authors, recipients and mentions) and production boxes.

• The University of Iowa (Srinivasan): Lucene library, Okapi reranking, metadata, wildcard expansion,

blind feedback, query reduction.

• University of Massachusetts, Amherst: Indri, term dependence, Markov Random Field (MRF) model,

pseudo-relevance feedback. Latent Concept Expansion (LCE), phrase dictionaries, synonym classes,

proximity operators.

• University of Missouri, Kansas City: query formulations, vector space model, language model, Lucene,

query expansion model, conceptual relevance framework.
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• University of Waterloo: Wumpus search engine, cover density ranking, Okapi BM25 ranking, boolean

terms, character 4-grams, pseudo-relevance feedback, logistic regression, fusion, CombMNZ connbina-

tion method, proximity-ranked boolean queries, relaxed boolean.

• Ursinus College: document normalization, log normalization, power normalization, cosine normaliza-

tion, enhanced OCR error detection, generalized vector space retrieval, query pruning.

The teams submitted a total of 68 experimental runs by the Aug 5, 2007 deadline (each team could

submit a maximum of 8 runs). Please consult the individual team papers in the TREC proceedings for

the details of the experiments conducted. Also, please check the track web site [1] for the slides of many
of the participant presentations at the conference, along with links to the aforementioned individual team
members' papers in the TREC proceedings.

2.4 Evaluation

2.4.1 Background on Estimating Precision and Recall

The most straightforward way to produce an unbiased estimate of the number of relevant documents retrieved

would be to use simple random sampling (i.e., sampling in which all samples have an equal chance of being

selected). Unfortunately, for our purpose, the individual estimates would usually be too inaccurate. For

example, suppose the target collection has 7 million documents, and for a particular topic 700 of these are

relevant. Suppose further that we have the resources to judge 1,000 documents. If we pick those 1,000

documents from a simple random sample of the collection, most likely 0 of the documents will be judged

relevant, producing an estimate of 0 relevant documents, which is far too low. If 1 of the documents were to

be judged relevant, then we would produce an estimate of 7,000 relevant documents, which is far too high.

TREC evaluations have typically dealt with this issue by using an extreme variant of stratified sampling.

The primary stratum, known as the pool, is typically the set of documents ranked in the toF>-100 for a

topic by the participating systems. Traditionally, all of the documents in the pool are judged. Contrary

to the usual approach to stratified sampling, typically none of the unpooled documents are judged (these

documents are just assumed non-relevant). For the older TREC collections of about 500,000 documents, [15]

found that the results for comparing retrieval systems are reasonably reliable, even though that study also

found that probably only 50%-70% of relevant documents for a topic were assessed, on average.

Traditional pooling can be too shallow for larger collections. As the judging pools have become relatively

shallower, either from TREC collections becoming larger and/or the judging depth being reduced, concerns

have been expressed with the reliability of results. For example, [4] recently reported bias issues with

depth-55 judging for the 1 million-document AQUAINT corpus, and [12] estimated that fewer than 20% of

the relevant documents were judged on average for the 7 million-document TREC 2006 Legal Track test

collection. The TREC 2006 Terabyte Track [5] experimented with taking simple random samples of 200

documents from (up to) depth-1252 pools, and estimated the average precision score for each run based on

this deeper pooling by using the "inferred average precision" (infAP) measure suggested by [14]. They found

that infAP scores were highly correlated with Mean Average Precision (MAP) scores based on traditional

depth-50 pooling.

2.4.2 The L07 Method

The L07 method for estimating recall and precision was based on how the recall and precision components

are estimated in the infAP calculation. What distinguishes the L07 method is support for much deeper

pooling by sampling higher-ranked documents with higher probability. For legal discovery, recall is of central

concern. It was found last year by [12] that marginal precision exceeded 4% on average even at depth 9,000

for standard vector-based retrieval approaches. Hence we used depth-25000 pooling this year to get better

coverage of the relevant documents. A simple random sample of a depth-25000 pool, however, would be

unlikely to produce accurate estimates for recall at less deep cutoflF levels. Hence we sampled higher-ranked
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documents with higher probability in such a way that recall estimates at all cutoff levels up to max(25000,B)

should be of similar accuracy. (Details are provided in the following sections.)

The L07 method was developed independently from the similar "statAP" method evaluated by North-

eastern University in the TREC 2007 Million Query Track [2]. (The common ancestor was the infAP method,

which also came from Northeastern.) Both methods associate a probability with each document judgment.

The differences are in how the probabilities are assigned (which should not matter on average) and in the

measures being estimated (we are estimating the recall and precision of a set, whereas statAP is estimating

the "average precision" measure which factors in the ranks of the relevant documents). The L07 formulas are

provided below, but please consult the Northeastern work for a more thorough discussion of the theoretical

underpinnings of measure estimation than we aim to provide here.

2.4.3 Ad Hoc Task Pooling

As stated earlier, a total of 68 runs were submitted by the 12 research teams for the Ad Hoc task by the Aug
5, 2007 deadline. Each run included as many as 25,000 documents (sorted in a putative best-first order) for

each of the 50 topics. All submitted runs, plus a 69th run described below, were pooled to depth 25,000 for

each topic and then each pool was sampled. The pool sizes before sampling ranged from 195,688 (for topic

76) to 476,252 (for topic 84). (The pool sizes for all of the topics are listed in Section 4.)

The initial plan (given in the Ad Hoc task guidelines) was to assign judging probability p(d) = min(C

/ hiRank(d), 1) to each submitted document d, where hiRank(d) is the highest (i.e., best) rank at which

any submitted run retrieved document d, and C is chosen so that the sum of all p(d) (for all submitted

documents d) was the number of documents that could be judged (typically 500). It was hoped that C
would be at least 10 for all topics, so that we would have the accuracy of at least 10 simple random sample

points for estimates at all depths. After the runs came in, it turned out the C values would range from only

1.6 to 3.3 if judging only 500 documents, substantially limiting the accuracy of the estimates of all measures.

Running some experiments, it turned out for specific depths we could get greater accuracy. For example,

if all resources went to a simple random sampling for estimating precision at depth-B, we could get the

accuracy of at least 17 sample points for each topic. If instead all resources were directed to just depth-

25000, we could get at least 26 sample points for each topic. Of course, if we targeted just one deep measure,

we wouldn't have a lot of top-documents for training future systems or for contrasting our measure with

traditional rank-based IR measures. Experiments also found that if we just did traditional depth-k pooling,

we could only go to at least depth- 12 for each topic. But if all resources went to top- 12 documents, we
wouldn't have the ability to estimate deeper measures.

The sampling process that we ultimately adopted was a hybrid of all of the above. The final p(d) formula

for the probability of judging each submitted document d was as follows:

If (hiRaiik(d) <= 5) { p(d) = 1.0; >

Else if (hiRankCd) <= B) { p(d) = mind.O, ((5/B) + (C/hiRaiik(d)))) ; >

Else { p(d) = mind.O, ( (5/25000) + (C/hiRankCd) ))) ; }

This formula causes the the first judging bin of 500 documents to contain the top-5 documents from

each run, and it causes measures at depths B and 25000 to have the accuracy of approximately 5-l-C simple

random sample points. Measures at other depths will have the accuracy of approximately (at least) C simple

random sample points. If C is set to the largest multiple of 0.01 which produces a bin of at most 500

documents, C ranges from 0.34 (topic 82) to 2.42 (topic 76). So by just dropping C by approximately 1

compared to the original plan, we gained more top document judging and at least 5-sample accuracy for

depth-B and depth-25000.

To allow for the possibility that some assessors could judge more than 500 documents, the above process

was adapted to have a first bin of approximately 500 documents and 5 additional bins of approximately 100

documents each, using the following approach. The C values were set so that the p(d) values would sum to

1,000, and an initial draw of approximately 1000 documents was done. Then the C values were set so that

the p(d) values would sum to 900, and approximately 900 documents were drawn from the initial draw of

1000 (using the ratio of the probabilities); the approximately 100 documents that were not drawn became
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"bin 6"
. This process was repeated to create "bin 5"

, "bin 4"
, "bin 3" and "bin T . The approximately 500

documents drawn in the last step became "bin 1"

.

When the judgments were received from the assessors (as described in the next section), the final p(d)

values were based on how many bins the assessor had completed (e.g., if 3 bins had been completed, then

the p(d) values from choosing C so that the p(d) sum to 700 were used). If there had been partial judging

of deeper bins, the judged documents from these bins were also kept, but with their p(d) reset to 1.0. Note

that if the 1st bin was not completed, the topic had to be discarded. For each completed topic, the final

number of assessed documents and corresponding C values are listed in Section 4.

Two "runs" deserve special mention. First, the reference Boolean run (refLOTB), which would have been

the 69th run, was not included in the poohng because it had been created by simply resorting one of the

pooled runs (otLOTfb) alphabetically by docno. Instead, a 69th run called randomLO? was created, which for

each topic had 100 randomly chosen documents that were not retrieved by any of the other 68 runs for the

topic. We only included 100 random documents per topic, not 25000, to reduce the number of judgments

taken away from submitted runs. After the draw, it turned out that the 1st bin of 500 documents to be

judged contained between 5 and 15 random documents (average 9.38).

2.5 Relevance Judgments

For the TREC 2007 Legal Track, the track coordinators primarily sought out second-year and third-year

law students who would be willing to volunteer as assessors in order to fulfill a law school requirement or

expectation to perform some form of pro bono service to the larger community. Based on a nationwide

solicitation in mid-August 2007, we received an enthusiastic response from students at a variety of U.S. law

schools. All 50 new Ad Hoc task topics for the second year were assigned to assessors, but judgments for 7

topics were not available in time for use in the evaluation.^ Most of the assessors (42) were law students from

a wide variety of institutions: Loyola-L.A. (23 volunteers), University of Indiana-Indianapolis (5), George

Washington (3), Case Western Reserve (3), Loyola^New Orleans (2), Boston University (2), University of

Dayton (2), University of Maryland (1), and University of Texas (1). Additionally, one Justice Department

attorney and one archivist on staff in NARA's Office of the General Counsel participated.

This year, the assessors used a Web-based platform developed by NIST that was hosted at the University

of Maryland to view scanned documents and to record their relevance judgments. Assessors found the

interface easy to navigate, with the only reported problem being a technical one involving an inability to read

or advance screens properly (due to use of a Web browser other than Firefox, the only one supported). Each

assessor was given a set of approximately 500 documents to assess, which was labeled "Bin 1." Additional bins

2 through 6, each consisting of 100 documents, were available for optional additional assessment, depending

on willingness and time. (It turned out that 8 of the assessors completed at least 1 of the optional bins, and

5 assessors completed all 5 optional bins.) In total, 24,404 judgments were produced for the 43 topics. The

assessment phase extended from August 17, 2007 through September 24, 2007.

As in 2006, we provided the assessors with an updated "How To Guide" that explained that the project

was modeled on the ways in which lawyers make and respond to real requests for documents, including in

electronic form. Assessors were told to assume that they had been requested by a senior partner, or hired

by a law firm or another company, to review a set of documents for "relevance." No special, comprehensive

knowledge of the matters discussed in eax;h complaint was expected (e.g., no need to be an expert in federal

election law, product liability, etc.). The heart of the exercise was to look for relevant and nonrelevant

documents within a topic. Relevance, consistent with all known legal definitions from Wigmore to Wikipedia,

was to be defined broadly. Special rules were to be applied for any document of over 300 pages. The same

process was used for assessment for the interactive and relevance feedback tasks (which had different topics,

as described below). See the TREC 2006 Legal Track overview for additional background (including a

discussion of inter- assessor agreement which was measured in 2006 but not in 2007) [3].

On the whole, there was less confusion reported by assessors as to the definitional scope of the assigned

^The assessments for one additional topic were completed after the deadline, and are available for research use, but results

are reported in this paper for 43 topics.
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topics in 2007 than in 2006, although some questions did arise. For example, for topic 75 ("All documents

that memorialize any statement or suggestion from an elected federal public official that further research

is necessary to improve indoor environmental air quality"), the assessor questioned whether "memorialize"

would be broad enough to include a mere reference to a Superfund bill, without a quotation as such from the

official. We responded that a quotation or allusion to an actual statement made by an official was necessary

for the document to be responsive. On the same topic, the assessor wondered if a quote from an appointed

federal official (e.g., from the EPA) would qualify, in light of the fact that the negotiated Boolean contained

the term "public official" without further qualification. We responded that the topic, not the Boolean string,

controlled interpretation, and that the topic contained the additional condition "elected," hence a mere quote

from an EPA official without more would not be responsive.

In the case of topic 62, involving press releases concerning water contamination related to irrigation,

the assessor reported afterwards that in performing the evaluation "it was sometimes difficult to determine

what constituted a press release." Another post-assessment comment stated that because "assessments for

responsiveness were done in different sessions, the triggers for responsiveness may not have been consistent,"

i.e., "sometimes a single word" convinced this assessor that the document was relevant, "while at other

intervals I read on to see whether [a finding of relevance] would make more sense in the narrower context of

the complaint."

The assessor of topic 80 found it difficult to determine if certain types of radio and magazine advertising

were sufficiently clear so as to say that the document made "a connection between folk songs and music and

the sale of cigarettes," as the topic required. In the words of the assessor: "While it was easy to identify

a connection when a music magazine contained a cigeu-ette ad or when a cigarette magazine contained a

music article, other magazines were less obvious. An outdoor magazine[] that contains an interview with a

musician as well as a cigarette ad, for example. Or a general interest]] magazine that contains a cigarette ad

near its music section." In wondering "how close" the connection had to be, the assessor went on to conclude

that "Ultimately, unless the cigarette ad was on the same page as the music section, or in the middle of it,

I had to say there was no connection."

One assessor found an error in Complaint C, noting a one-time stray reference to a "Defendant Jones"

(at Second Claim for Relief preceding paragraph 46), where all other references in the complaint were to

"Defendant Smaug." This circumstance led to a lively debate among track coordinators as to whether the

complaint should be left as is, amended for assessors still engaged, or alternatively discarded (we decided to

leave it as is given the de minimis nature of the error). However, some form of sensitivity analysis might be

profitably applied to see if eliminating the anomalous reference changed any run results.

The track coordinators asked assessors to record how much time they spent on their task. Based on 23

survey returns, assessors averaged 25 hours in accomplishing their review of the 500 documents in Bin 1, for an

average of 20 documents per assessor per hour. (In 2006 the review rate averaged to 25 documents per hour.)

Based on the 2007 returns, the total time devoted works out to approximately 1400 total hours spent on this

year's Legal Track tasks (based on 28,141 total judgments divided by 20, including the 24,404 judgments for

the 43 Ad Hoc topics, 3,238 judgments for the 10 Interactive/RF topics, and a bin of 499 judgments received

after the official results went out). If second-year and third-year law student time were billed at the same

rate as summer associates at law firms ($150/hour), those 1400 hours roughly translate to $200,000 in pro

bono effort for performing combined relevance assessments during the Ad Hoc and Interactive/RF tasks in

2007.

Not only did the greater cadre this year of law students perform conscientiously during the compressed

period of mid-August through mid-September for completing assessments, they appeared to enjoy and benefit

from the exercise. Comments from pos1>assessment surveys included students saying: (i) "On a personal

level, the documents were quite interesting. If I had had the time, I gladly would have done another bin of

500, but the semester is starting to get very busy." (ii) "I know more about the eflFects of cigarettes and
smoking than I could have ever thought possible . .

." (iii) "I would love to help out in the future. I found

my topic very interesting and enjoyed assessing documents." (iv) "I thought I was getting the short end of

the stick because the U.S. Beet Sugar Association had to be the lamest topic of all time. But the documents
were really interesting and I learned a lot about the sordid political wrangling over sugar." (v) "I thought
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that the project was worthwhile from a purely practical standpoint, in that learning how to review massive

amounts of information as efficiently as possible is a skill that all lawyers need to work on."

2.6 Results

Each reviewed document was judged relevant, judged non-relevant, or left as "gray." (Our "gray" category

includes all documents that were presented to the assessor, but for which a judgment could not be determined.

Among the most conamon reasons for this were documents that were too long to review (more than 300 pages,

according to our "How To Guide" ) or for which there was a technical problem with displaying the scanned

document image.)

A qrelsLOT.normal file was created in the common trec_eval qrels format. Its 4th colunrn was a 1 (judged

relevemt), 0 (judged non-relevant), -1 (gray) or -2 (gray). (In the assessor system, -1 was "unsure" (the

default setting for all documents) and -2 was "unjudged" (the intended label for gray documents)
.

)

A qrelsL07.probs file was also created, which was the same as qrelsLO?.normal except that there was a

5th column which listed the p(d) for the document (i.e., the probability of that document being selected for

assessment from the pool of all submitted documents). qrelsLOT.probs can be used with the experimental

I07.eval utility to estimate precision and recall to depth 25,000 for runs which contributed to the pool.

2.6.1 Estimating the Number of Relevant Documents for a Topic

To estimate the number of relevant, non-relevant and gray documents in the pool for each topic, the following

procedure was used:

Let D be the set of documents in the target collection. For the Legal Track, |£)|=6,910,912.

Let 5 be a subset of D.

Define JudgedRel{S) to be the set of documents in S which were judged relevant.

Define JudgedNonrel{S) to be the set of documents in S which were judged non-relevant.

Define Gray{S) to be the set of documents in S which were reviewed but not judged relevant nor non-

relevant.

Define estRel{S) to be the estimated number of relevant documents in 5:

estRtl{S) = min
j j ^ 'Jd)]

'

~ \J^d9edN(mrd{S)\)
J

(1)

Note that tstRd{S) is 0 if \JudgedRel{S)\ = 0.

Define estNonrel{S) to be the estimated number of non-relevant documents in S:

estNanreliS) = min
[ [

^ )
' ^l"^'

~ \JudgedRd{S)\)
j

(2)

Note that estNonrel(S) is 0 if \JudgedNonrel{S)\ = 0.

Define estGray{S) to be the estimated number of gray documents in 5:

estGray{S) = min
( ( ^ )

, (|5| - {\JudgedRd{S)\ + \JudgedNonrd{S)\)) I (3)

Note that estGrayiS) is 0 if \Gray{S)\ = 0.

Applying the above formulas, the estimated number of relevant documents in the pool, on average per

topic, was 16,904(1). The number varied considerably by topic, from 18 (for topic 63) to 77,467 (for topic

71). (The estimates for all of the topics are listed in Section 4.) Obviously, traditional top-ranked pooling

would not have been sufficient to cover the high numbers of relevant documents. On average (per topic)

,

the estimated number of non-relevant documents in the pool was 298,678, and the estimated number of gray

documents in the pool was 4,303.
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2.6.2 Estimating Recall

The L07 approach to estimating recall is similar to how infAP estimates its recall component (i.e., it's based

on the run's judged relevant documents found to depth k compared to the total judged relevant documents).

In our case, we have to weight the judged relevant documents to account for the sampling probability.

For a particular ranked retrieved set S:

Let S{k) be the set of top-k ranked documents of S. (Note that \S{k)\ — min(A;, \S\).)

Define estRecaU@k to be the estimated recall of S at depth k:

estRecaimk='-^^^^^ (4)
estRel{D) ^

'

The mean estimated recall of the reference Boolean run (refLOTB) was just 22%. Hence the final nego-

tiated boolean query was missing about 78% of the relevant documents (on average aicross all topics). Note

that the estimated recall of refLOTB varied considerably per topic, from 0% (topic 77) to 100% (topic 84).

Figure 1 illustrates the breakdown of the estimated relevant documents into those matching the Boolean

query and those only found by at least one of the ranked systems.

Section 4 lists the final Boolean query's estimated recall for each topic; it also lists several relevant doc-

uments (underlined) which did not match the final Boolean query. For example, it shows that for topic 74

("All scientific studies expressly referencing health effects tied to indoor air quality") the final negotiated

Boolean query of "(scien! OR stud! OR research) AND ("air quality" w/15 health)" missed match-

ing relevant document vkm92d00 . This document did not contain required Boolean terms such as "air" or

"health" , but it was judged relevant presumably because it referred to the "largest study ever" on whether

"secondary smoke causes cancer" and also to a study of the "carcinogenic eflFects" of the "gas released fi-om

volatile organic compounds in shower water" ^.

Despite the low recall of the final Boolean query, none of the 68 submitted runs had a higher mean
estimated Recall@B than the reference Boolean run (as Table 1 shows). This is a surprising result, since

the refL07B run had been available to the participants since early July and thus could have been used by

participating systems as one source of evidence. At least one participant (Open Text, which contributed

the reference Boolean run) reported that combining other techniques with the Boolean run did not increase

average recall at depth B. We anticipate that more participants will attempt to make use of the reference

Boolean run next year.

One factor that may be limiting average recall across topics is that our Boolean queries targeted a B
range between 100 and 25,000 to keep the size of submitted runs manageable. We should perhaps review

whether our Boolean queries might be higher precision (and hence lower recall) than the Boolean queries

used in practice.

Table 1 also lists mean estimated Recall@25000. The highest score (47%) was by a run which used both

the final Boolean and request text fields (watlfuse).

Section 4 lists the median scores for each topic in both Recall@B and Recall@25000. Although the final

Boolean query had a higher recall than the median Recall@B for 31 of the 43 topics (and 4 tied), the median

Recall@25000 was higher than the Boolean query's recall for 33 of the 43 topics (and 1 tied). The median

run typically could not match the precision of the Boolean query to depth B, but by retrieving deeper it

typically would find more relevant documents. (Table 1 shows that the average B value was 5004, while most
of the nms retrieved the allowed maximum of 25,000 per topic.)

2.6.3 Estimating Precision

The L07 approach to estimating precision is similar to how infAP estimates its precision component (i.e., it's

based on the precision of the run's judged documents to depth k). In our case, we have to weight the judged

documents to account for the sampling probability. We also multiply by a factor to ensure that unretrieved

documents are not inferred to be relevant.

^In the OCR output used by the participants, this latter phrase actually appeared as "Ras released f rom volatile organtc

compounds in .houer water".
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Avg. Est. Est. Est. Est. Est. Est. (riW;
Run Fields Ret. R@B R25000 P5 P(§B P25000 GrayOB SIJ GSIOJ R-l'rcc

reiLOTB bM 5004 o.2ir> 0.292 0.042
otL07fb bM 5004 0.216 0.216 0.507 0.292 0.056 0.042 24/43 0.863 0.201
OtLiU / IDZx bM 6053 0.209 0.242 0.486 0.282 0.065 0.031 21/43 0.837 0.193
L/MULU7ibs bM 25000 0.208 0.392 0.452 0.267 0.137 0.022 24/43 0.832 0.151

watSnofeed brM 24999 0.196 0.447 0.537 0.263 0.159 0.016 24/43 0.864 0.204

CMULOTirs bM 25000 0.194 0.395 0.372 0.242 0.149 0.013 23/43 0.813 0.133
otLOTfrw brM 25000 0.193 0.428 0.550 0.278 0.150 0.015 26/43 0.883 0.224
/"III if I TT rtTlLi bM 25000 0.187 0.391 0.495 0.261 0.136 0.024 23/43 0.847 0.175
OtijU ( pD pM 18555 0. 186 0.327 0.424 0.235 0.119 0.025 17/43 0.792 0.147

watlfuse brM 25000 0.186 0.469 0.529 0.271 0.155 0.012 21/43 0.837 0.197

CMULOTibp bM 25000 0.183 0.392 0.472 0.252 0.131 0.026 26/43 0.859 0.178

watTbool bM 7059 0.172 0.198 0.420 0.250 0.064 0.047 18/43 0.761 0.140

CMUL07o3 bdpM 25000 0.170 0.400 0.491 0.236 0.146 0.009 23/43 0.867 0.190

otL07fbe bM 25000 0.169 0,369 0.492 0.273 0.160 0.015 22/43 0.792 0.178
IowaSL0704 bdpr 20071 0.167 0.382 0.461 0.232 0.123 0.015 21/43 0.760 0.173
UMassl5 r 25000 0.165 0.354 0.465 0.2i29 0.122 0.006 23/43 0.789 0.172

IowaSL0703 bdpr 25000 0.164 0.403 0.451 0.216 0.139 0.009 19/43 0.808 0.181

otL07fv bM 25000 0.163 0.357 0.467 0.225 0.129 0.005 20/43 0.856 0.176

UMassio Dr 25000 0. 162 0.322 0.442 0.195 0.118 0.007 20/43 0.861 0.175

IowabL0705 dpr 7396 0.161 0.260 0.502 0.243 0.066 0.017 22/43 0.799 0.184

UMKC4 d 24419 0.157 0.412 0.391 0.253 0.145 0.014 16/43 0.749 0.144

IowaSL0706 br 7396 0.153 0.247 0.428 0.252 0.067 0.012 21/43 0.792 0.176

otL07rvl rM 25000 0.153 0.420 0.471 0.235 0.151 0.010 15/43 0.850 0.187

CMUL07ol bM 25000 0.152 0.361 0.467 0.204 0.133 0.009 24/43 0.848 0.168
T TH r 1 oUMassl2 b 24028 0.150 0.285 0.350 0.197 0.117 0.005 21/43 0.804 0.125

oabLO/arbn bdpr 25000 0.149 0.321 0.393 0.203 0.117 0.009 19/43 0.790 0.132

UMassl4 r 25000 0.147 0.362 0.464 0.208 0.113 0.010 25/43 0.813 0.167

watSgram bM 25000 0.142 0.389 0.419 0.256 0.143 0.009 21/43 0.781 0.137

lowao L/U 1 u 1 5004 n 1 /toU. 14Z 0.409 0.237 0.053 0.013 20/43 0.781 U . 1 / a

wat6qap bM 17179 0. 142 0.239 0.385 0. 194 0.089 0.031 13/43 0.733 0.1 13

UMK06 b 25000 0.137 0.400 0.371 0.258 0.161 0.020 20/43 0.794 0.149

UMassl 1 r 25000 0.137 0.325 0.377 0.191 0. 104 0.007 14/43 0.764 0.145

UMKCl d 24419 0.135 0.426 0.436 0.241 0. 153 0.019 20/43 0.752 0.1 24

IowaoL0702 bdpr 25000 0. 134 0.363 0.429 0.205 0.132 0.007 19/43 0.816 0.183

SabL07abl bdpr 25000 0.132 0.316 0.371 0.204 0.123 0.013 18/43 0.747 0.119

CMUL07irt bM 25000 0.132 0.294 0.467 0.189 0.115 0.013 22/43 0.829 0.158

UMassiu rM 23649 0. 131 0.306 0.489 0.207 0.117 0.016 23/43 0.800 U. 1 OD
r 25000 0.126 0.411 0.370 0.260 0.1T2 0.012 18/43 0.750 U. 1 10

watSdesc rM 24999 0.124 0.394 0.426 0.235 0. 143 0.010 20/43 0.775 U.iuU

CMULOYsta rM 25000 0.123 0.314 0.451 0.191 0.115 0.006 22/43 0.833 u.lt).3

iawim7xj rM 25000 0.113 0.354 0.408 0.180 0.114 0.017 22/43 0.781 0.142

ursinusl r 25000 0.113 0.329 0.340 0.195 0.125 0.016 16/43 0.751 0.131

ursinus2 r 25000 0.112 0.314 0.307 0.154 0.117 0.008 14/43 0.685 0.099

ursinus6 r 25000 0.110 0.298 0.242 0.153 0.108 0.009 10/43 0.628 0.089

IowaSL07Ref r 25000 0.108 0.343 0.366 0.148 0.120 0.009 15/43 0.754 0.130

UMKC3 b 25000 0.107 0.391 0.444 0.243 0.161 0.031 17/43 0.790 0.131

fdwim7rs r 25000 0.106 0.319 0.431 0.210 0.126 0.013 21/43 0.790 0.142

UIowa07LegE2 b 16708 0.106 0.268 0.283 0.224 0.114 0.021 11/43 0.651 0.109

UIowa07LegE0 r 24997 0.103 0.318 0.312 0.156 0.120 0.009 19/43 0.736 0.118

fdwim7ss cir 25000 0.102 0.309 0.409 0.170 0.115 0.014 17/43 0.788 0.1 29

fdwim7sl cir 25000 0.101 0.288 0.422 0.164 0.120 0.010 20/43 0.783 0.120

UMKC2 r 25000 0.100 0.409 0.416 0.226 0.171 0.016 17/43 0.770 0.125

ursinus7 bM 25000 0.099 0.283 0.265 0.161 0. 109 0.010 12/43 0.601 0.086

SabL07ar2 r 25000 0.098 0.295 0.364 0.178 0.105 0.016 16/43 0.789 0.102

SabL07arl r 25000 0.097 0.288 0.369 0.174 0.105 0.015 15/43 0.784 U. i U 1

ursinus4 r 25000 0.096 0.315 0.332 0.233 0.139 0.131 14/43 0.714 0.066

Dartmouthl r 25000 0.083 0.275 0.285 0.137 0.102 0.010 15/43 0.682

wat2nobool brM 25000 0.082 0.320 0.327 0.217 0.131 0.018 12/43 0.713 U.U /

1

UTsinusS bM 0.071 0.191 0.093 0.101 0.085 0.018 4/43 0.416 0.032

fdwim7ts r 25000 0.070 0.177 0.163 0.109 0.067 0.012 6/43 0.592 0.044

ursinus3 r 25000 0.063 0.213 0.072 0.084 0.078 0.008 3/43 0.401 0.024

ursinus5 r 25000 0.063 0.220 0.072 0.081 0.083 0.009 3/43 0.396 0.023

wat4feed brM 25000 0.061 0.224 0.261 0.151 0.092 0.025 9/43 0.600 0.063

catchup0701p r 24016 0.061 0.171 0.126 0.130 0.098 0.023 5/43 0.528 0.041

UIowa07LegEl r 24996 0.031 0.083 0.206 0.067 0.057 0.004 11/43 0.651 0.036

UIowa07LegE3 b 24999 0.028 0.110 0.194 0.090 0.070 0.012 9/43 0.550 0.035

otL07db dM 368 0.027 0.027 0.301 0.026 0.006 0.003 15/43 0.576 0.074

UIowa07LegE5 b 24992 0.003 0.019 0.105 0.018 0.026 0.017 6/43 0.324 0.011

UIowa07LegE4 b 9879 0.002 0.004 0.023 0.012 0.009 0.010 1/43 0.101 0.002

randomL07 100 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0/43 0.038 0.001

Table 1: Mean scores for submitted Ad Hoc task runs.
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Run
Depths

1-5000

Depths

5001-10000

Depths

10001-15000

Depths

15001-20000

Depths

20001-25000

Ad Hoc - high

Ad Hoc - median

0.238

0.178

0.182

0.127

0.183

0.110

0.168

0.101

0.199

0.099

RF - high

RF - median

0.218

0.126

0.197

0.118

0.146

0.069

0.197

0.055

0.150

0.052

Table 2: High and Median Estimated Marginal Precision Rates

Define estPrec@k to be the estimated precision of 5 at depth k:

estRel{S{k))
estPrec@k = \Sik)\

estRel{S{k)) + estNonrel{S{k))
(5)

Note: we define estPrec@k as 0 if both estRel(S{k)) and estNonrel{S{k)) are 0.

The mean estimated precision of the reference Boolean run (refL07B) was just 29%. Again, this varied

by topic, from 0% (topic 77) to 97% (topic 69) (Section 4 lists the precision scores for all of the topics). As
Table 1 shows, none of the 68 submitted runs had a higher mean estimated Precision@B than the reference

Boolean run. The submitted run with the highest mean estimated Precision@25000 (17%) just used the

request text field (UMKC5).

2.6.4 Marginal Precision Rates to Depth 25,000

Table 2 shows how precision falls with retrieval depth for the Ad Hoc task runs. The table includes the

highest and median estimated marginal precision rates of the Ad Hoc task runs for depths 1-5000, 5001-

10000, 10001-15000, 15001-20000 and 20001-25000. The median run was still maintaining 10% precision at

the deepest stratum (depths 20001-25000), and some runs were close to 20% precision in this stratum. It

appears for this test collection that depth 25,000 was not deep enough to cover all of the relevant documents

that a run could potentially find.

We note however that the median precision in the deepest stratum exceeded 10% for only 6 of the 43

topics. These included topics 69, 74 and 71, which also had among the highest number of estimated relevant

documents (as per the listing in Section 4). 13 of the 43 topics had more than 25,000 estimated relevant

documents (hence 100% recall was not possible for these topics at depth 25,000). Perhaps it would be better

for reusability to discard these 13 topics, but additional analysis will be needed before we can draw firm

conclusions.

We hope to investigate reusability issues with the collection as (near) future work. But generally speaking,

for runs that did not contribute to the pools, if the 25,000 documents retrieved for a topic are mostly

a subset of the (approximately) 300,000 documents that were pooled for the topic, or if the unpooled

documents contain few relevant documents, then the estimated measures from the I07_eval utility should

still be comparable to the pooled systems' scores, particularly at deeper depths (e.g., at depth 25,000).

2.6.5 Estimated Gray Percentages

Table 1 also lists the estimated percentage of gray documents at depth B. The ursinus4 run retrieved a lot

more gray documents (13%) than the other runs; we therefore suspect this run's approach favored longer

documents. Boolean runs retrieved 4-59o gray, perhaps because the Boolean constraints matched some long

documents. Most other runs retrieved less than 2% gray. These systematic differences suggest that it may be

productive to reconsider the techniques being used for dealing with long documents, both in system design

and in our assessment process.
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2.6.6 Random Run Results

It was hoped that the randomLO? run would give us at least a rough indication of the number of relevant

documents that may have been outside of the pooled results of participating systems. A total of 446 of the

randomLO? documents were judged (over 43 topics), and 3 of these were judged relevant (0.7%). Typically,

about 6.5 million documents of the almost 7 million documents in the collection were not submitted by any

participating system and thus not included in our pooling process. If 0.7% of those are relevant, that would

suggest another 50,000 relevant documents (per topic). However, when we reviewed the 3 judged relevant

documents from the randomLO? run (zsm67e00 for topic 58, cdf53e00 for topic 70 and dkb?4dOO for topic

71), none of them appeared to actually be relevant to us (though the official qrels have not been altered).

So perhaps the overall precision of the unpooled documents is actually much less than 0.7% (though even

0.1% would represent more than 5,000 relevant documents per topic).

There were 6 randomLO? documents that were considered "gray" (i.e., not judged relevant nor non-

relevant). None of these 6 documents were very long. For one of them, the PDF document would not display

(bev?ldOO for topic 84). 2 of the 6 were non-English documents (tpv?7e00 and xyu37e00 for topic 52). The
other 3 had relatively little text (Ikf03d00 and xqx21a00 for topic 69, and qgel2c00 for topic 89). However,

these documents do not seem to be typical of the gray documents retrieved by system runs, which generally

were very long documents.

2.6.7 Table Glossary

Table 1 lists the mean scores for each of the 68 submitted runs for the Ad Hoc task and the 2 additional

reference runs. The following glossary explains the codes used in that table.

"Fields" : The topic fields used by the run: 'b' Boolean query (final negotiated), 'c' complaint, 'd' defendant

Boolean (initial proposal), 'i' instructions and definitions, 'p' plaintiff Boolean (rejoinder query), 'r' request

text, 'M' manual processing was involved, 'F' feedback run (2006 relevance assessments were used, applicable

to RF task only)

.

"Avg. Ret.": The Average Number of Documents Retrieved per Topic.

"R@B" and "R@25000": Estimated Recall at Depths B and 25000.

"P5", "P@B" and "P25000": Estimated Precision at Depths 5, B and 25000.

"Gray@B" : Estimated percentage of Gray documents at Depth B.

"SlJ": Success of the First Judged Document.

"GSIOJ": Generalized Success@10 on Judged Documents (1.08^~^ where r is the rank of the first relevant

document, only counting judged documents, or zero if no relevant document is retrieved). GSlOJ is a

robustness measure which exposes the downside of blind feedback techniques [11]. Intuitively, it is a predictor

of the percentage of topics for which a relevant document is retrieved in the first 10 rows.

"R-Prec" : R-Precision (raw Precision at Depth R, where R is the raw number of known relevant docu-

ments). Estimation is not used for this measure. It is provided so that we can see if the results differ with

a traditional IR measure.

For the reference Boolean run (refLO?B), only measures at depth B are shown so that the ordering of

Boolean results does not matter.

3 Interactive and Relevance Feedback Tasks

In 2006, most teams applied existing information retrieval systems to obtain what might best be characterized

as baseline results. Moreover, in 2006 the relevance assessment pools were (with two exceptions) drawn from

near the top of submitted ranked retrieval runs. Both factors tend to reduce the utility of the available

relevance judgments for the 2006 topic set somewhat. We therefore created two opportunities for teams to

contribute runs that would permit us to enrich the 2006 relevance judgments: a Relevance Feedback task,

and an Interactive task. The same document collection was used in 2006 and 2007, so participation in these

tasks did not require indexing a new collection.
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The objective in the Relevance Feedback task was to automatically discover previously unknown relevant

documents by augmenting the evidence available from the topic description with evidence available from the

relevance assessments that were created in 2006. Teams could use positive and/or negative judgments in

conjunction with the metadata for and/or full text from the judged documents to refine their models. This

task provides a simple and well controlled model for assessing the utility of a two-pass search process.

Interax^tive searchers have an even broader range of strategies available for enhancing their results, in-

cluding iteratively improving their query formulation (based on their examination of search results) and/or

performing more than one iteration of relevance feedback. There is, therefore, significant scope for research

on processes by which specific search technologies can best be employed. Participants in the Interactive task

could use any combination of: systems of their own design, the Legacy Tobacco Document Library system

(LTDL, a Web-based system provided by the University of California, San Francisco), or the Tobacco Doc-

uments Online system (TDO, the same Web-based system that was used for relevance assessment in the

TREC 2006 LegaJ Track). Standardized questionnaires were used to collect information about the search

process from the perspective of individual participants, and research teams could employ additional methods

(e.g., observation or log file analysis) to collect complementary information at their option.

3.1 Topics

Twelve topics out of the first year's 39 completed topics were selected for the Interactive task. These topics

were chosen by the track coordinators based on a variety of factors, including (i) not being too closely tied to

a "tobacco-related" topic, so as to mitigate whatever inherent bias exists; (ii) the absolute number of relevant

documents found for each topic in year one, with topics returning under a threshold of 50 documents being

considered lesser priority; (iii) relatively high kappa scores from year 1 on inter- assessor agreement, and (iv)

their inherent interest. The top three interactive topics ended up, in priority order, involving the subjects of

pigeon deaths (topic 45), memory loss (topic 51), and the placement of tobacco products in G-rated movies

(topic 7). A totaJ of 10 of the 12 interactive topics were completely assessed by volunteers. These same 10

topics were used for the Relevance Feedback task in 2007.

3.2 Evaluation

Eight Relevance Feedback runs were submitted by 3 research teams. Participating teams were allowed to

submit up to max(25000,B)-|-1000 documents per topic. "Residual evaluation" was used for the Relevance

Feedback task. Hence, before pooling, any documents that were judged last year (of which there were at most

1000 per topic) were removed from the Relevance Feedback runs. For topics with Br>25000, which was the

case for two of the Relevance Feedback topics, depth-B^ pooling was used; other topics were pooled to depth

25,000. The resulting ranked lists were therefore truncated at max(25000,Br), where B^ is the number of

documents matching the reference Boolean query (refL06B) after last year's judged documents are removed.

Because Br>25000 for two topics, R@Br scores can exceed R@25000 in the Relevance Feedback task, which

is not possible for the Ad Hoc task.

The pools were then enriched before judgment with three additional runs:

• A special "oldrel07" run was added which included 25 relevant documents (or all if less than 25 were

available) randomly chosen from last year's judgments for each topic.

• A special "oldnon07" run was added which included 25 non-relevant documents randomly chosen fi-om

last year's judgments for each topic.

• A special "randomRF07" run was added which included 100 randomly chosen documents that were

not otherwise pooled (or judged last year).

Finally, all documents from the Interactive task runs were included in this year's pools (even if they were

judged in 2006).

The p(d) formula for the Relevance Feedback task was the same as for the Ad Hoc task except that: (1)

all documents from the Interactive task and from the oldrel07 and oldnon07 runs were assigned probability
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1.0 so that they would all be presented to the assessor, (2) topics with Br>25000 were sampled to depth

Br, with p(d) of min(1.0, ((5/25000)+(C/hiRank(d))) for documents with hiRank;(d) between 6 and 25000

inclusive, and (3) the sum of the p(d) could be just 250 instead of 500 for some of the topics (because fewer

documents needed to be judged to maintain the same accuracy (C value) as in the Ad Hoc task).

For the Interactive task, teams could submit as many as 100 documents per topic, but submission of

nonrelevant documents was penalized. A simple utility function (the number of submitted relevant documents
minus half the number of submitted nonrelevant documents) was chosen as the principal evaluation measure
for the Interactive task in order to encourage participants to submit fewer than 100 documents when that

many relevant documents could not be found.

3.3 Interactive Task Results

Table 3 shows the results for each Interactive task team. Eight teams from three sites participated:

Long Island University (LIU). Nine participants worked in groups of three, with one group assigned to

each of the highest priority topics. All three groups searched only the LTDL. A tenth participant

reviewed each group's top 100 retrieved results and only those considered relevant were submitted.

The estimated total search time (across all three searchers in a team) was 39 hours for topic 51, 39

hours for topic 45, and 25 hours for topic 7. Results were reported as both Bates numbers and URL's;

the DOCNO was extracted from the URL for pooling and scoring. The reported results for LIU were

corrected after they were initially distributed to remove 14 LTDL documents that axe not contained

in the TREC Legal Track test collection.

Sabir Research (Sabir). One participant worked alone to search the eight liighest priority topics. Multiple

relevance feedback iterations were performed based on judgments from 2006, plus judgments for an

additional 10 previously unjudged documents that were added at each iteration. The limited multi-pass

interaction in this process was intended as a contrastive condition to the one-pass relevance feedback

runs from the same site; comparison with results from other sites may be less informative because

manual query refinement was not perfonned in this case. The process required an average of about 16

minutes per topic. Results were reported as both Bates numbers and URL; the DOCNO was therefore

extracted from the URL.

University of Washington (UW). Sixteen participants worked in six teams, each consisting of two or

three participants, and the results for each team were submitted and scored separately. The average

time per topic was not reported. Results were submitted as Bates numbers and were automatically

mapped to DOCNO values based on exact string match. This process resulted in frequent failures (44%

of all values reported as Bates numbers proved to be unmappable); inspection of the values revealed

that some were very similar to valid Bates numbers that were present in the collection (e.g., with a

dash in place of a slash or with a brief prefix indicating the source), but that others were not. After

relevance judgments were completed, the mapping script was modified to accommodate some patterns

that were detected by inspection and the UW runs were rescored. The rescored values are shown in

italics in Table 3 where they differ from the initially computed (completely assessed) results.

The evaluation design that we chose can in some sense be thought of as comparing the opinion of one

person (the relevance assessor) with the opinion of one or more other people (the experiment participants)

.

Prom the LIU results, we can see that a moderately good level of agreement can be achieved, with agreement

on 96 (81%) of the 118 positive judgments made by the participants. Perhaps the most interesting conclusion

that we can draw from comparing the results from the seven LIU and UW teams that tried a fully interactive

process is that searchers exhibited substantial variation. For example, among the six UW teams (which were

given consistent instructions) we see a variation of at least a factor of two in the number of relevant documents

found (in the opinion of the relevance assessor) for each of the three topics. Of course, we must caveat this

result by noting that the process used for recording Bates numbers by UW participants exhibited substantial

variation both by team and by topic, so variations in the effectiveness of the mapping process are a possible

confounding factor.
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Team Score
I

45S 45R 45N
|

51S 51R 51N
| 7S 7R 7N

LIU 85.0 13.5 18 9 20.0 24 8 51.5 54 5

UW6 66.5 28.0 35 14 15.0 19 8 23.5 38 29

UW2 51.5 24.5 32 15 15.5 31 31 11.5 2i 25

UWl 48.0 17.0 28 22 24.0 35 22 7.0 10 6

UW3 43.0 16.0 17 2 9.5 23 27 17.5 30 25
UW5 39.0 12.5 21 17 15.0 23 16 11.5 23 23

UW4 36.0 18.0 28 20 5.5 17 23 12.5 20 15
Sabir -10.5 -7.0 11 36 -0.5 0 1 3.0 3 12

oldrel07 14.5 5.5 12 13 12.0 16 8 -3.0 6 18

refL06B 12.0 6.5 71 129 7.0 73 132 -1.5 16 35
randoinRF07 -23.5 -10.0 0 20 -5.0 1 12 -8.5 0 17

oldnon07 -34.5 -11.5 0 23 -10.5 1 23 -12.5 0 25

Table 3: Mean scores for all Interactive task teams (S=Score, R=relevant. N=Not relevant).

Table 3 also lists the scores of the reference Boolean run (refL06B). Most of the Interactive teams scored

higher than the Boolean run on all 3 topics. It should be noted that, unlike the participants, the Boolean

run was not limited to 100 retrieved documents, and its results were sampled unevenly (it includes the

documents selected for the residual RF evaluation along with the documents from the Interactive, oldrelO?

and oldnonOT runs).

3.4 Relevance Feedback Task Results

Table 4 shows the results for the 10 Relevance Feedback runs. Three research teams participated, and two

additional reference reference runs were also scored (refL06B and randomRFOT). The following summarizes

each team's submissions:

Carnegie Mellon University (CMU07). The CMU team treated the Relevance Feedback task as a su-

pervised learning problem and retrieved documents using Indri queries that approximated Support

Vector Machines (SVMs) learned from training documents. Both keyword features and simple struc-

tured "term.field" features were investigated. Named-Entity tags, the LingPipe sentence breaker, and

metadata provided in the collection with each document were used to generate the field information.

The CMU07RSVMNP run included negative and positive weight terms, while the CMURFBSVME
run was formulated using only terms with positive weights.

Open Text Corporation (ot). The two runs submitted by Open Text performed the Relevance Feedback

task, but without actually using the available positive or negative assessments. Run otRFOTfb ranked

the documents in the reference Boolean run (refL06B). Run otRFOTfv performed ranked retrieval using

the query terms from the same Boolean query.

Sabir Research (sab07). Sabir 's runs provided a baseline for multi-pass relevance feedback runs that were

submitted for the Interactive task.

Mean scores over just 10 topics may not be very reliable, so little should be read from the result that no

participating system outperformed the reference Boolean run on the mean Est. R@Bt. measure or that every

run (other than the random run) outperformed the reference Boolean run on the mean Est. P@Br measure.

An encouraging result from this pilot study is that the median of the 5 feedback runs outscored the reference

Boolean run in Est. R@Br for 7 of the 10 topics, in contrast with the Ad Hoc task in which the median

run outscored the reference Boolean run in just 8 of the 43 topics. Of course, these results were obtained

on different topics, by different numbers of teams, and 10 topics remains a small sample however you slice

it (the track hopes to conduct a larger study in the upcoming year). Some useful insights may come from

failure analysis of the topics for which the feedback runs were still outscored by the reference Boolean run.
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Avg. Est. Est. Est. Est. Est. Est. (raw;

Run Fields Ret. R@Br R25000 P5 P@Br P25000 Gray@Br SlJ GSlOJ R-Prec

re(L06B bM 20185 0.386 0.106 0.051
otRFOTfb bM 20185 0.386 0.367 0.380 0.106 0.044 0.051 3/10 0.735 0.100

CMU07RSVMNP F-bM 25159 0.380 0.598 0.570 0.170 0.155 0.007 5/10 0.870 0.182

CMU07RBase bM 25100 0.353 0.578 0.500 0.115 0.102 0.024 7/10 0.843 0.117

CMU07RFBSVME F-bM 25116 0.334 0.578 0.570 0.118 0.072 0.034 6/10 0.855 0.173

sab071egrf2 F-bdpr 36625 0.333 0.515 0.500 0.173 0.099 0.012 4/10 0.788 0.199

sab071egrf3 F-bdpr 36625 0.321 0.616 0.520 0.194 0.117 0.012 4/10 0.814 0.202
sab071egrfl F-brM 25106 0.278 0.475 0.480 0.132 0.072 0.013 5/10 0.802 0.197

otRF07fv bM 36625 0.248 0.444 0.355 0.156 0.064 0.007 3/10 0.612 0.065

randomRFOT 100 0.002 0.002 0.040 0.004 0.000 0.000 0/10 0.159 0.004

Table 4: Mean scores for submitted Relevance Feedback task runs.

4 Individual Topic Results

This section provides summary information for each of the assessed topics of the Ad Hoc and Relevance

Feedback tasks.

The 44 assessed Ad Hoc topics are listed first (including one topic (#62) whose judgments arrived after

the official results had been released). The information provided is as follows:

Topic : The topic numbers range from 52 to 101. In parentheses are the year of the topic set (2007), the

label of the complaint (A, B, C or D), and the request number inside the complaint. (The complaints

run several pages and are available on the track web site [l].)

Request Text : The one-sentence statement of the request.

Initial Proposal by Defendant, Rejoinder by Plaintiff cind Final Negotiated Boolean Query :

The following syntax was used for the Boolean queries:

• AND, OR, NOT, (): As usual.

• X BUT NOT y: Same meaning as (x AND (NOT (y) )

)

• x: Match this word exactly (case-insensitive).

• x!: Truncation - matches all strings that begin with substring x.

• ! x: Truncation - matches all strings that end with substring x.

• x?y: Single-character wildcard - matches all strings that begin with substring x, end with sub-

string y, and have exactly one-character in between x and y.

• x+y: Muliple-character wildcard - matches all strings that begin with substring x, end with

substring y, and have 0 or more characters between x and y.

• "x", "x y", "x y z", etc.: Phrase - match this string or sequence of words exactly (case-

insensitive).

• "y x! ", "x! y", etc.: If ! is used internal to a phrase, then do the truncated match on the words

with ! , and exact match on the others. (The * and ? wildcard operators may gdso be used inside

a phrase.)

• w/k: Proximity - x w/k y means match "x a b . . . c y" or "y a b . . . c x" if "a b . .

.

c" contains k or fewer words.

• X w/kl y w/k2 z; Chained proximity - a match requires the same occurrence of y to satisfy x

w/kl y and y w/k2 z.
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Sampling and Est. Rel. : The number of pooled documents is given (i.e., all distinct documents from all

of the submitted runs for the topic), followed by the number presented to the assessor, the number the

assessor judged relevant, the number the assessor judged non-relevant, and the number the assessor left

as "gray" (defined earlier). The "C" value of the p(d) formula is given (the measures at depths B and

25000 have approximately the accuracy of S+C simple random sample points, as described earlier).

"Est. Rel." is the estimated number of relevant documents in the pool for the topic (based on the

sampling results).

Final Boolean Result Size (B), Est. Recall and Est. Precision : "B" is the number of documents

matching the final negotiated Boolean query (which always was between 100 and 25000 in 2007). "Elst.

Recall" is the estimated recall of the final negotiated Boolean query result set. "Est. Precision" is the

estimated precision of the final negotiated Boolean query result set.

Participant High Recall®B and Median Recall@B : The highest estimated recall at depth B of the

participant runs is listed, followed in parentheses by the run's identifier; if more than one run tied

for the highest score, just one of them is listed (chosen randomly) and the number of other tied runs

is stated. The median estimated recall at depth B is based on the median score of 70 runs (the 68

participant runs along with the refL07B and randomL07 runs).

Participant High Recall@25000 and Median Recall@25000 : Same as previous line except that the

measures are at depth 25000 instead of depth B.

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents : The identifiers of the 5 deepest sampled documents that

were judged relevant axe listed in descending depth order. The identifier is underlined if the document

was not retrieved by the final negotiated Boolean query. Each identifier is followed by its weight in the

estimation formulas (i.e., the estimated number of relevant documents it represents) which is l/p(d)

(i.e., the reciprocal of the probability of being selected for judging). In parentheses is the identifier of the

run which retrieved the document at the highest rank, followed by that rank (which can range from 1

to 25000); if multiple runs retrieved the document at that rank, just one of them is listed. For example,

for topic 52, the entry of "hdz83f00-93.4 (otL07fbe-515)" indicates that the hdzBSfOO document was

judged relevant and, because it is not underlined, it matched the final Boolean query. It counts as

93.4 estimated relevant documents in the estimation formulas (because it was selected for judging with

probability 1 /93.4). The otL07fbe run retrieved this document at rank 515; any other run that retrieved

the document did so at the same or deeper rank (i.e., if the pooling had been to less than depth 515,

the document would not have been in the pool). Note that the document content and metadata can

be found online by appending the document identifier to the url "http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/"

(e.g., http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/hdz83f00). One can do failure analysis for the final

Boolean query for most topics by reviewing the underlined document identifiers.

Topic 52 (2007-A-l)

Request Text: Please produce any and all documents that discuss the use or introduction of high-phosphate fertilizers

(HPF) for the specific purpose of boosting crop yield in commercial agriculture.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "high-phosphate fertilizer!" AMD (boost! w/5 "crop yield") AND (commercial w/5

agricultur!

)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (phosphat! OR hpf OR phosphorus OR fertiliz!) AMD (yield! OR output OR produc! OR crop

OR crops)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (("high-phosphat! fertiliz!" OR hpf) OR ((phosphat! OR phosphorus) w/15

(fertiliz! OR soil))) AND (boost! OR increas! OR rais! OR augment! OR affect! OR effect! OR multipl! OR

doubl! OR tripl! OR high! OR greater) AND (yield! OR output OR produc! OR crop OR crops)

Sampling: 361264 pooled, 1000 assessed, 55 judged relevant, 941 non-relevant, 4 gray, "C"=4.68, Est. Rel.: 257.4

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 3078, Est. Recall: 97.6%, Est. Precision: 10.6%

Participant High RecallOB: 100.0% (watSnofeed), Median RecaU®B: 48.2%

Participant High Recall@25000: 100.0% (watlfuse and 10 others). Median Recall@25000: 73.1%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: hd283fOO-93.4 {otL07fbe-515), dud53d00-21.8 (UMassl5-106), huw23d00-
18.8 (UMKC2-91), zge78d00-17.0 (SabL07arl-82), ehe58c00-13.4 (wat5nofeed-64)

Topic 53 (2007-A-2)
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Request Text: Please produce any and all documents concerning the effect of Maleic hydrazide (MH) on the tumori-
genicity in hamsters.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "maleic hydrazide" AND tunorigenicity AND hanster!

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: ("maleic hydr?zide" OR HH OR pesticid! OR "weed killer" OR herbicid! OR ( (grovth OR
sprout!) «/3 (inhibitor! OR retardant)) OR "potassium salt" OR De-cut OR "Drexel MH" OR Gro-taro OR C4N2H402)
AND (hanster! OR mice OR mouse OR rat OR rats OR rodent! OR subject! OR animal!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ("maleic hydr?zide" OR (HH AND (pesticid! OR "weed killer" OR herbicid! OR
(growth OR sprout!) v/3 (inhibitor! OR reteurdant) ) ) OR "potassium salt" OR De-cut OR "Dreiel MH" OR Cro-taxo
OR C4N2H402) AND (tumor! OR oncogenic OR oncology! OR pathology! OR pathogen!) AND (hanster! OR mice OR mouse
OR rat OR rats OR rodent!)

Sampling: 309106 pooled, 499 assessed, 140 judged relevant, 359 non-relevant, 0 gray, "C"=2.26, Est. Rel.: 31632.5

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 4066, Est. Recall: 8.3%, Est. Precision: 60.7%

Participant High Recall@B: 12.0% (UMKC6), Median RecalKSB: 3.0%

Participant High Recall®25000: 44.7% (ursinus4). Median Recall®25000: 16.7%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: piq79c00- 3407.2 (otL07rvl-24173), cdn65eOO-3009.0 (UIowa07LegE5-

17078), bin58d0Q- 2556.7 (otL07fbe-11824), urb90dOO- 2284.6 (wat6qap-9507), pcp77c00- 2194.5 (UMKC2-8839)

Topic 55 (2007-A-4)

Request Text: Please produce any and all documents concerning the known radioactivity of apatite rock.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: apatite u/15 radioactiv!

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (Apatite OR "CA5(P04)30H" OR "CA5(P04)3F" OR "CA5(P04)3C1" OR Fluorapatite OR
Chlorapatite OR Hydroxylapatite) OR ((rock OR geolo!) AND (radioactiv! OR unstable OR instabil! OR radiat!

OR radium OR polonium OR lead))

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (Radioactiv! OR unstable OR instabil! OR radiat! OR radium OR polonium

OR lead) AND (apatite OR "CA5(P04)30H" OR "CA5(P04)3F" OR "CA5(P04) 3C1" OR Fluorapatite OR Chlorapatite OR
Hydroxylapatite)

Sampling: 380213 pooled, 496 assessed, 46 judged relevant, 440 non-relevant, 10 gray, "C" = 1.27, Est. Rel.: 5564.7

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 580, Est. Recall: 1.7%, Est. Precision: 22.5%

Participant High Recall®B: 6.4% (wat4feed), Median Recall@B: 0.6%

Participant High Recall@25000: 52.2% (fdwim7ss), Median Recall®25000: 3.8%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: vwc40e00-1871.6 (wat4feed-3799), dmm74e00- 1507.2 (fdwim7ss-2740),

jwr99d00- 1289.2 (fdwim7ss-2206), qsj72f00-92.3 (UMKCl-574), dtnOleOO-91.4 {wat4feed-548)

Topic 56 (2007-A-5)

Request Text: Please produce any and all documents concerning soil water management as it pertains to commercial
irrigation.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: ("soil water" w/10 manage!) AND "commercial irrigation"

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (Soil! OR sewage OR sewer! OR septic OR drain! OR dirt OR field! OR groundwater OR

(ground w/3 water) ) AND (memage ! OR control ! ) AND irrigat

!

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (((Soil! OR sewage OR sewer! OR septic OR drain! OR dirt OR field! OR

groundwater OR (groond v/3 water)) AND (manage! OR "control system")) AND irrigat!)

Sampling: 319017 pooled, 499 assessed, 112 judged relevant, 361 non-relevant, 26 gray, "C"=2.02, Est. Rel.: 2461.0

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 3288, Est. Recall: 46.8%, Est. Precision: 42.0%

Participant High RecalKSB: 64.5% (UMKC5), Median RecaIl@B: 26.0%

Participant High Recall(a25000: 87.3% (otL07frw), Median Recall@25000: 56.3%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: nxw38d00-445.2 (ursinus8-2785) , Imz34c00-421.3 (fdwim7ts-2369),

amxllcOO- 291.1 (UMKC6-1055), rin34d00-283.6 (wat3desc-1007), cyp41a00-255.1 (UMKC2-842)

Topic 57 (2007-A-6)

Request Text: Please produce any and all documents that discuss methods for decreasing sugar loss in sugar-beet crops.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "sugar beet" AND "sugar loss"

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: sugar! AND (beet OR beets OR crop OR crops) AND (lost OR loss OR losses OR decreas! OR

wane! OR rednc! OR prevent!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (sugar-beet OR sugarbeet OR beet OR beets OR crop OR crops) w/75 (lost OR

loss OR losses OR decreas! OR wane! OR reduc! OR prevent!) w/75 sugar!

Sampling: 307648 pooled, 1000 assessed, 340 judged relevant, 643 non-relevant, 17 gray, "C"=4.67, Est. Rel.: 49048.1

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 3006, Est. Recall: 3.2%, Est. Precision: 64.4%

Participant High RecallOB: 5.7% (ursinus6). Median Recall@B: 2.9%

Participant High RecaU®25000: 39.0% (wat4feed), Median Recall®!25000: 13.4%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: vet80a00-2564.3 (wat4feed-24583), urp52dOO-2502.5 (wat4feed-23396),'

vxrSlaOO- 2436.5 (fdwim7ss-22194), rrx98e00- 2423.5 (catchup0701p-21963), fgo02a00-2354.2 (wat4feed-20777)

Topic 58 (2007-A-7)

Request Text: Please produce any and all documents that discuss health problems caused by HPF, including, but

not limited to immune disorders, toxic myopathy, chronic fatigue syndrome, liver dysfunctions, irregular heart-beat,

reactive depression, and memory loss.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: phosphat! AND ("immune disorder!" OR "toxic myopathy" OR "chronic fatigue
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syndrome" OR "liver dysfunction!" OR "irregular heart-beat" OR "reactive depression" OR "nenory loss") AND

(cause OR relate OR associate! OR derive! OR correlate!)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (HPF OR phosphat! OR phosphorus OR fertiliz!) AND (illness! OR health OR disorder! OR

toiic! OR "chronic fatigue" OR dysfunction! OR irregular OR msnor! OR imnuc! OR myopath! OR liver! OR kidney!

OR heart! OR depress! OR loss OR lost))

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: Phosphat! m/75 (caus! OR relat! OR assoc! OR derive! OR correlat!) w/75

(health OR disorder! OR toxic! OR "chronic fatigue" OR dysfunction! OR irregular OR meoor! OR ininun! OR

oyopath! OR liver! OR kidney! OR heart! OR depress! OR loss OR lost)

Sampling: 346836 pooled, 495 assessed, 41 judged relevant, 454 non-relevant, 0 gray, "C" = 1.37, Est. Rel.: 1150.6

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 8183, Est. Recall: 94.0%, Est. Precision: 11.8%

Participant High RecallOB: 94.0% (watTbool and 1 other), Median RecallOB: 7.0%

Participant High Recall(a25000: 94.9% (otL07fb2x), Median Recall®25000: 9.4%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: rmw20d00-571.8 (otL07fb-1204), niqo61a00- 284.1 (wat6qap-471),
riy94d00-70.5 (wat8gram-101), bcxOldOO-66.5 (wat8gram-95), zyd58c00- 23.7 (wat4feed-33)

Topic 59 (2007-A-8)

Request Text; Please produce any and all studies, reports, discussions or analyses of the limestone quicklime wastewater
treatment method that discusses this treatment's effectiveness in minimizing water contamination.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (limestone OR quicklime) AND "wastewater treatment"

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (Limestone OR qaickline) AND (wastewater OR weiste! OR water! OR sewage OR sewer! OR
dispos! OR irrigate! OR well OR wells OH treat! OR purify! OR purification OR reduc! OR septic OR clean! OR
steril! OR minim!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (Limestone OR quicklime) w/75 (wastewater OR waste! OR water! OR sewage OR

sewer! OR dispos! OR irrigate! OR well OR wells) w/75 (treat! OR purify! OR purification OR reduc! OR septic

OR clean! OR steril! OR minim!)

Sampling: 329585 pooled, 499 assessed, 15 judged relevant, 482 non-relevant, 2 gray, "C" = 1.09, Est. Rel.: 111.8

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 240, Est. Recall: 0.9%, Est. Precision: 0.8%

Participant High RecallQB: 60.8% (UMKC4), Median Recall@B: 7.2%

Participant High Recall(S125000: 100.0% (CMUL07ibp and 12 others), Median Recall@25000: 63.7%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: yuz34fOO-38.1 (UMKC4-202), uql43d00- 29.6 (CMUL07ibp-84), aqo33d00-

13.3 (CMUL07std-20), bti91f00- 11.2 (CMUL07ol-16), eex53eOO-9.6 (SabL07arl-13)

Topic 60 (2007-A-9)

Request Text: Please produce any and all documents that discuss phosphate precipitation as a method of water
purification.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (phosphate w/3 precipitation) AND (water w/3 purification)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: phosphat! AND (precip! OR septic OR method!) AND purif

!

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (phosphat! w/75 (precip! OR septic OR method!)) AND ((water! OR waste!) w/75

purif !

)

Sampling: 279129 pooled, 700 assessed, 10 judged relevant, 669 non-relevant, 21 gray, "C"=2.49, Est. Rel.: 83.2

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 1496, Est. Recall: 7.2%, Est. Precision: 0.5%

Participant High Recall@B: 71.8% (UMassll and 1 other), Median RecallOB: 7.6%

Participant High Recall@25000: 100.0% (CMUL07ibp and 16 others). Median Recall@25000: 90.6%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: ake51c00-53.7 (UMasslO-163), tcg42d00- 18.1 (ursinus3-48), rbc63dO0-4.4

(ursinusl-11), oma59c00-1.0 (UMassl3-3), bmc55c00-1.0 (otL07fbe-3)

Topic 61 (2007-A-lO)

Request Text: Please produce any and all waste treatment schedules that discuss phosphate concentrations in water.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: ("waste treatment" w/3 schedule!) AND (phosphate w/5 water)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: schedul! AND (phosphat! OR phosphor!) AND (water OR waste! OR runoff OR irrigat! OR

drain! OR sewage OR sewer OR liquid!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: Treat! w/150 schedul! w/150 (phosphat! OR phosphor!) w/150 (water OR waste!

OR runoff OR irrigat! OR drain! OR sewage OR sewer OR liquid!)

Sampling: 252532 pooled, 507 assessed, 64 judged relevant, 440 non-relevant, 3 gray, "C" = l.ll, Est. Rel.: 372.1

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 296, Est. Recall: 43.9%, Est. Precision: 50. 1%
Participant High RecallOB: 57.0% (otL07frw), Median Recall®B; 8.0%

Participant High Recall<a25000: 98.9% (otL07fv), Median Recall@25000: 78.7%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: bz283eOO-37.8 (wat6qap-116), una63e00-34.4 (otL07fb2x-91), nwe73e00-
34.1 (otL07fb2x-89), txe73e00-29.4 (wat3desc-65), hpo02a00-27.0 (fdwim7sl-55)

Topic 62 (2007-A-ll) (This topic 's assessments were completed too late for inclusion in the official set of 43 topics.)

Request Text: Please produce any and all documents relating to any and all press releases concerning water contami-

nation related to irrigation.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "press release!" AND "water contamination" AND irrigation

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: ("press release" OR "press releases" OR news! OR report! OR public! OR announce! OR
noti!) AND (contaaina! ORtoiic! OR pollut ! ) AND (irrigat! OR water)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ("press release" OR "press releases" OR news! OR report! OR public! OR
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announce! OR noti!) w/150 water w/100 (contanina! OR tojtic! OR pollut!) u/150 irrigat!

Sampling: 355008 pooled, 499 assessed, 25 judged relevant, 466 non-relevant, 8 gray, "C"=0.50, Est. Rel.; 271.0

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 354, Est. Recall: 1.1%, Est. Precision: 1.9%

Participant High RecallSiB: 47.5% (otL07fbe), Median RecallSB: 1.1%

Participant High RecalimSOOO: 67.3% (otL07fbe), Median Recan®25000: 30.3%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: ahq25e00-64.0 (otL07fbe-334), aov39e00-59.6 (otL07ft>e-189), bei86c00-

57.8 (CMUL07ol-157), cullOaQO-35.2 (UMKC6-35), ufm82c00- 13.1 (CMUL07ibp-8)

Topic 63 (2007-A-12)

Request Text: Please produce any and all documents that specifically discuss an exclusivity clause in a sugar contract.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "sugar contract" AND "exclusivity clause"

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: Sugar AND (contract! OR agreement! OR deal! OR exclusiv!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (Sugar u/20 (contract! OR agreenent! OR deal!)) AND exclusiv!

Sampling: 341624 pooled, 506 assessed, 11 judged relevant, 479 non-relevant, 16 gray, "C"=0.79, Est. Rel.: 18.6

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 294, Est. Recall: 26.8%, Est. Precision: 2.4%

Participant High RecaJlOB: 89.3% (UMassl3), Median Recall@B: 16.1%

Participant High Recall@25000: 100.0% (otL07fv and 7 others). Median Recall(a25000: 83.9%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: hko97e00-8.6 (otL07pb-8), whv93d00-1.0 (watlfuse-5), avt49c00- 1.0

(otL07fv-4), gko97eOO- 1.0 (otL07pb-3), ajcbSgeOO-l.O (UIowa07LegEl-3)

Topic 64 (2007-A- 13)

Request Text: Please produce any and all documents that specifically discuss any and all deceptive implied health

claims related to sugar.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: deceptive AND (health w/5 claim!) w/75 sugar

Rejoinder by PlaintilT: (Decept! OR deceive OR false OR inaccurate OR mislead! OR misinform! OR misguid! OR

untrue OR claim! OR state! OR declar! OR inform!) AND sugar

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (Decept! OR deceive OR false OR inaccurate OR mislead! OR misinform! OR

misguid! OR untrue) u/15 (claim! OR state OR statement! OR declare! OR inform!) v/75 sugar

Sampling: 335933 pooled, 594 assessed, 16 judged relevant, 558 non-relevant, 20 gray, "C" = 1.64, Est. Rel.: 159.1

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 131, Est. Recall: 6.9%, Est. Precision: 8 3%
Participant High RecallQB: 41.0% (wat4feed). Median Recall@B: 0.6%

Participant High Recall(ai25000: 99.4% (watlfuse). Median RecaU@25000: 3.8%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: fzw07dOO-79.8 (wat4feed-133), ubd22d00-18.2 (wat4feed-97), bbb63e00-
14.1 (wat4feed-50), bhe58c00- 13.1 (wat4feed-43), hvh77e00-n.9 (wat4feed-36)

Topic 65 (2007-A-14)

Request Text: Please produce any and all documents that explicitly discuss candy packaging, the labeling of candy, or

which provide examples of candy packages or wrappers.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: cauidy w/5 (packag! OR label! OR wrapper!)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: Candy AND (pack! OR label! OR wrap! OR adverti! OR box OR ingredient! OR contain!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: Candy w/15 (pack! OR label! OR wrap! OR adverti! OR box OR ingredient! OR

contain!

)

Sampling: 338958 pooled, 500 assessed, 58 judged relevant, 425 non-relevant, 17 gray, "C" = 1.04, Est. Rel.: 609.7

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 8700, Est. Recall: 67.2%, Est. Precision: 7.8%

Participant High Recall@B: 97.0% (otL07rvl), Median RecallOB: 65.7%

Participant High RecaU(a25000: 99.2% (watlfuse), Median Recall@25000: 68.8%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: abh6aa00- 159.8 (CMUL07ibp-183), aue3aa00- 143.0 (SabL07abl-162),

c2pl5d00-75.4 (wat5nofeed-82), gtt92d00-41.3 (otL07fbe-44), rimOOeOO-35.8 (UMKC6-38)

Topic 66 ( 200 7-A- 15)

Request Text; Please produce any and all documents concerning the formation of the U.S. Beet Sugar Association.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: ((U.S. OR US) w/3 "Beet Sugar Association") AND (impact OR policy OR policies OR

legislation)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: ("beet sugar" w/30 association!) AND (form OR formed OR start! OR create! OR founded OR

began OR first OR initiat! OR initial OR begin! OR conceive!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: "beet sugar" AND association! AND (form OR formed OR start! OR create! OR

founded OR began OR first OR initiat! OR initial OR begin! OR conceive!)

Sampling: 415787 pooled, 488 assessed, 25 judged relevant, 455 non-relevant, 8 gray, "C" = 1.01, Est. Rel.: 454.6

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 162, Est. Recall: 9.0%, Est. Precision: 27.1%

Participant High RecallQB: 9.0% (otL07(b2x and 1 other), Median RecallOB: 1.8%

Participant High Recall@25 000: 99.1% (UMassll), Median Recan@25000: 6.7%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: hls25eOO-400.7 (UMasslO-440), jgu96dOO-21.4 (CMUL07ibt-64), ewn59e00-

6.4 (wat6qap-8), ogi57d00-5.0 (wat7bool-6), apk48c00-1.0 (otL07pb-5)

Topic 67 (2007-A- 16)

Request Text: Please produce any and all documents that explicitly refer to "The Sugar Program," and/or discuss the
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formation, contemplation or existence of a sugar cartel, or that discuss the sugar lobby in the context of Sugar Acts

passed by Congress.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "Sugar Program" AHD "sugar cartel"

Rejoinder by PlaintifT: "Sugar Program" OR (Sugar AND (lobby! OR Congress OR "sugar acts" OR law! OR polic! OR

legis! OR regulat! OR ordinance! OR control! OR cartel! OR combine OR syndicate OR trust OR conspir!))

Pinal Negotiated Boolean Query: "Sugar Program" OR ((sugar OR sucrose) AND (cartel OR combine)) OR ((Sugar

OR sucrose) w/15 (lobby! OR Congress OR "sugar acts" OR law! OR polic! OR legis! OR regulat! OR ordinance! OR

control ! )

)

Sampling: 383624 pooled, 493 assessed, 75 judged relevant, 418 non-relevant, 0 gray, "C" = 1.01, Est. Rel.: 41189.6

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 13241, Est. Recall; 1.4%, Est. Precision: 5.7%

Participant High Recall®B: 13.0% (UMassl2), Median Recall®B: 3.8%

Participant High Recall@25000: 26.9% (ursinus8). Median RecaU(S25000: 8.0%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: Igol8d00-4085.5 (ursinus8-22561), idj24d00-3706.9 (UIowa07LegE3-

14476), gog85a00-3670.2 (UMKC3- 13938), izo81d00-3627.2 (SabL07ar2- 13343), clc07e00-2190.5 (UIowa07LegE0-

12801)

Topic 69 (2007-B-l)

Request Text: All documents referring or relating to indoor smoke ventilation.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "indoor smoke ventilation"

Rejoinder by Plaintifl: (indoor OR inside) AND ("smoke ventilation" OR filtration)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (indoor OR inside) u/2S ("smoke ventilation" OR filtration)

Sampling: 226267 pooled, 495 assessed, 280 judged relevant, 110 non-relevant, 105 gray, "C" = 1.55, Est. Rel.: 37457.5

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 5123, Est. Recall: 8.3%, Est. Precision: 96.9%

Participant High Recall@B: 13.7% (wat2nobool). Median Recall®B: 11.5%

Participant High Recall®125000: 61.0% (UMKC3), Median RecaU<a25000: 39.6%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: khk42d00-3732.5 (catchup0701p-22822), vyh91f00- 2931.7 (SabL07arl-

10985), bfm91f00-2212.0 (UMKC3-6149), mjf08d00-2122.2 (otL07fbe-5715), art52c00-2042.9 (CMUL07ibs-5354)

Topic 70 (2007-B-2)

Request Text: All documents that make reference to the smell of baked goods, including but not limited to baked
cookies.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: smell w/3 ("beJted goods" OR "baked cookie!")

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (smell OR aroma) AND baked OR pie! OR bread! OR cake OR food!

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (smell OR aroma) w/15 ("baked good!" OR "baked cookie!" OR pie! OR bread! OR

cake! OR foodstuff!)

Sampling: 352690 pooled, 499 assessed, 43 judged relevant, 452 non-relevant, 4 gray, ''C" = 1.26, Est. Rel.: 19828.1

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 1381, Est. Recall: 0.1%, Est. Precision: 1.7%

Participant High RecallOB: 1.1% (UIowa07LegE2), Median Recall®B: 0.1%

Participant High Recall@25000: 35.4% (ursinus4). Median Recall@25000: 1.6%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: ajk32d00-3551.3 (ursinus4- 15444), eth06c00-2631.9 (UIowa07LegEl-7002),

bueSOcOO- 2388.1 (otL07fbe-5760), fyl99d00- 2202.2 (UIowa07LegEl-4959), eli23e00- 1957.4 (ursinusl-4053)

Topic 71 (2007-B-3)

Request Text: All documents discussing the condition of bromhidrosis (a/k/a body odor).

Initial Proposal by Defendant: bromhidrosis

Rejoinder by PlaintifT: bromkidrosis OR ((body OR human OR person) AMD odor!))

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: bromhidrosis OR ((body OR human OR person) w/3 odor!)

Sampling: 356441 pooled, 697 assessed, 308 judged relevant, 376 non-relevant, 13 gray, "C"=2.28, Est. Rel.: 77466.9

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 4527, Est. Recall: 4.3%, Est. Precision: 69.5%

Participant High Recall@B: 5.8% (CMUL07ibt and 2 others), Median Recall@B: 3.4%

Participant High Recall@25000: 23.1% (otL07pb), Median Recall@25000: 11.2%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: myoOldOO-3 186.1 {wat4feed- 20024) , rsi55d00-3112.8 (ursinu£5- 18803),

cqr42e00-3084.7 (fdwim7xj-18361), tfp94a00-3049.7 (IowaSL07Ref-17826), dns25eOO- 2710.8 (UMKC5-13499)

Topic 72 (2007-B-4)

Request Text: All documents referring to the scientific or chemical process(es) which result in onions have the effect of

making persons cry.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: ("scientific process! OR "chemical process!") AND onion AND cry

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: ((scien! OR research! OR chemical) AND onion!) AND (cries OR cry! OR tear!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ((scien! OR research! OR chemical) w/25 onion!) AND (cries OR cry! OR tear!)

Sampling: 400625 pooled, 499 assessed, 11 judged relevant, 477 non-relevant, 11 gray, "C"=0.60, Est. Rel.: 97.7

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 119, Est. Recall: 77.9%, Est. Precision: 43.0%

Participant High Recall®B: 77.9% (otL07fb), Median Recall@B: 3.1%

Participant High Recall@25000: 100.0% (UMKC5 and 6 others), Median Recall@25000: 50.5%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: tmj97c00-20.7 (otL07fb-94), hes71f00-20.6 (otL07fbe-91), brqlOeOO-18.8
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(wat7bool-5-4), cmj97c00-12.6 {otL07frw- 16), vlj97c00-12.2 {CMUL07ibp-15)

Topic 73 (2007-B-5)

Request Text: Any advertisements or draft advertisements that target women seen in the kitchen or cooking.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: advertisement AND "target! women"

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (("ad campaign" OR advertis!) AND (woman OR women OR girl OR female) AND (kitchen OR
cook!

)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (("ad canpaign" OR advertis!) w/25 (woman OR women OR girl OR female)) AND
(kitchen OR cook!)

Sampling: 370452 pooled, 498 assessed, 72 judged relevant, 426 non-relevant, 0 gray, "C"=0.74, Est. Rel.: 31894.5

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 4085, Est. Recall: 4.9%, Est. Precision: 41.5%

Participant High RecaU®B: 8.7% {UMKC5), Median RecaU®B; 1.0%

Participant High RecaU@125000: 51.6% (UMKC2), Median Recall®25000: 4.9%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: tdc58e00-4345.7 (UMKC2- 24574), qyf46e00-4279.2 (UIowa07LegE5-

21967), nth79d00-4259.8 (CMUL07irs-21294), mycSlaO 0-4067. 3 (Ulowa07LegE5-16135), djv94c00-3504.2 (wat6qap-

8668)

Topic 74 (2007-B-6)

Request Text: All scientific studies expressly referencing health effects tied to indoor air quality.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "health effect!" u/10 "air quality"

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (scien! OR stud! OR research) AND ("air quality" OR health)

Pinal Negotiated Boolean Query: (scien! OR stud! OR research) AND ("air qneaity" w/15 health)

Sampling; 225883 pooled, 499 assessed, 299 judged relevant, 196 non-relevant, 4 gray, "C" = 1.50, Est. Rel.: 62406.2

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 20516, Est. Recall: 22.2%, Est. Precision: 77.2%

Participant High Recall®B: 32.8% (wat3desc). Median Recall®B: 24.3%

Participant High RecalimsOOO: 40.0% (UMKC4), Median Recall®25000: 29.2%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: vkm92d00-3123.0 (Dartmouthl- 19609), gew24e00-3095.9 (SabL07abl-

18917), ljq87c00-3070.3 (otL07fbe-18296), mhf57d00- 2942.7 (Ulowa07LegE3- 15606), bof25d0C'-2912. 1 (otL07pb-

15048)

Topic 75 (2007-B-7)

Request Text: All documents that memorialize any statement or suggestion from an elected federal public official that

further research is necessary to improve indoor environmentail air quality.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "public official" AND research w/10 ("indoor air quality" OR "indoor

environisent ! air quality")

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (("public official" OR senator OR representative OR congressman OR congresswoman OR

president OR vice-president OR VP) AND ((research OR scienc! OR stud!) AND (indoor AND (environment! w/S "air

quality") AND (statement OR "public debate" OR suggestion OR remark!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ("public official" OR senator OR representative OR congressman OR

congresswoman OR president OR vice-president OR VP) AND ((research OR scienc! OR stud!) w/25 indoor w/2S

environaent ! w/5 "air quality") AlfD (statement OR "public debate" OR suggestion OR remark!)

Sampling: 263784 pooled, 499 assessed, 23 judged relevant, 469 non-relevant, 7 gray, "C"=0.91, Est. Rel.: 228.1

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 788, Est. Recall: 13.5%, Est. Precision: 5.3%

Participant High RecallQB: 45.6% (SabL07abl and 1 other). Median Recall®B: 4.0%

Participant High RecaU®25000: 100.0% (fdwjm7ss and 11 others). Median Recall®25000: 86.1%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: bxc52c00-89.4 (UMKC4-188), zku96d0&-60.8 (SabL07abl-90), kiu34e00-

30.2 (SabL07abl-34), tvirh67c00-28.7 (otL07fb2x-32), iifl2f00-1.0 {CMUL07ol-5)

Topic 76 (2007-B-8)

Request Text: All documents that make reference to any public meeting or conference held in Washington, D.C. on

the subject of indoor air quality.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: ("public meeting" OR conference) AND "Washington, D.C." AND "indoor air quality"

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: ((meeting OR conference OR event OR symposium) AND (Washington! OR "D.C." OR "District

of Columbia") AND (indoor AND "air quality")

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (meeting OR conference OR event OR synposiua) AND (Washington! OR "D.C." OR

"District of Columbia") AND (indoor w/S "air quality")

Sampling: 195688 pooled, 1000 assessed, 254 judged relevant, 730 non-relevant, 16 gray, "C"=6.49, Est. Rel.: 4408.9

Final Boolean Result Size (B); 22518, Est. Recall: 50.8%, Est. Precision: 10.9%

Participant High Recall@B: 77.8% (CMUL07std), Median RecallSB: 50.8%

Participant High Recan®25000: 78.4% (ursinus2). Median Recall®25000: 52.1%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: ijz83e00-415.2 (UIowa07LegE3-2968), qwfOOaOO-403.1 (UIowa07LegEl-

2873), agq30c00-396.2 (UIowa07LegE3-2819), bwf69d00-345.7 (fdwim7ts-2430), jxp57d00-304.8 (SabL07arl-2122)

Topic 77 (2007-B-9)

Request Text: All documents that refer or relate to the effect of smoke on bystanders, excluding studies on cigarette

smoking or tobacco smoke.
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Initial Proposal by Defendant: (effect AND smoke) w/5 bystander BUT NOT (tobacco OR cigarette)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (snok! OR effect) AND (bystander! OR "third party" OR passive!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (smok! AND bystander!) BUT NOT (tobacco OR cigairette)

Sampling: 345347 pooled, 499 assessed, 11 judged relevant, 477 non-relevant, 11 gray, "C"=0.83, Est. Rel.: 11233.8

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 154, Est. Recall: 0.0%, Est. Precision: 0.0%

Participant High RecallOB: 0.2% (wat4feed). Median Recall@B: 0.0%

Participant High Recall®25000: 53.1% (wat4feed). Median RecaU@25000: 0.0%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: ivm59c00-4n6.8 (otL07rvl- 19345), zul52d00-3883.9 (wat4feed-14441),

usn97c00- 1805.7 (wat4feed-2346), gof44c00- 1153.1 (IowaSL0706-1244), rrp87d00- 250.6 (wat4feed-219)

Topic 78 (2007-B-lO)

Request Text: All documents referencing patents on odors, excluding tobacco or cigarette related patents.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (patent! v/15 odor!) BUT NOT (tobacco OR cigarette)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: patent! AND odor!

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (patent! AND odor!) BUT NOT (tobacco OR cigarette!)

Sampling: 288711 pooled, 499 assessed, 24 judged relevant, 440 non-relevant, 35 gray, "C" = 1.30, Est. Rel.: 835.4

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 1611, Est. Recall: 25.3%, Est. Precision: 11.7%

Participant High RecallOB: 61.3% (otL07pb), Median Recall@B: 7.7%

Participant High Recall(a25000: 99.9% (CMUL07ibt and 7 others), Median Recall®25000: 38.4%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: ancl3c00- 232.2 (wat8gram-1081), agul5d00- 191.2 (IowaSL0704-611),

xph02a00- 130.5 (UIowa07LegE2-285), wau60c00-52.2 (otL07£v-81), gnb97c00-45.0 (otL07pb-68)

Topic 79 (2007-01)

Request Text: All documents making a connection between the music and songs of Peter, Paul, and Mary, Joan Baez,

or Bob Dylan, and the sale of cigarettes.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (nnsic OR songs) AND (((peter w/2 paul AND (paul v/2 naury)) OR "bob Dylan" OR
"joan baez") AND sale

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: ((peter AND paul AND mary) OR dylan OR baez) AND (sale! OR sell! OR advertis! OR pronot!

OR market!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (((peter w/3 paul) AND (paul «/3 mary)) OR (simon w/3 garfunkel) OR "Bob

Dylan" OR "Joan Baez") AND (sale! OR sell! OR advertis! OR pronot! OR market!)

Sampling: 409225 pooled, 491 assessed, 35 judged relevant, 448 non-relevant, 8 gray, "C" = 1.03, Est. Rel.: 1486.6

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 317, Est. Recall: 6.5%, Est. Precision: 50.2%

Participant High Recall®B: 9.5% (otL07frw), Median RecallOB: 3.3%

Participant High Recall®25000: 100.0% (otL07fbe), Median Recall@25000: 10.9%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: thrllaOO-766.2 (otL07fbe-932), ecp25d00-478.5 (IowaSL0706-545),

bea05d00-51.9 (otL07fbe-294), goq26e00-48.3 (SabL07arbn-208), dhv36cO0-28.4 (fdwim7xj-53)

Topic 80 (2007-02)

Request Text: All documents making a connection between folk songs and music and the sale of cigcirettes.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "folk songs" AND (sale! OR sell! OR promot! OR advertis! OR market!)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: folk AND (sale OR sell! OR promot! OR advertis! OR market!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ("folk songs" OR "folk music" OR "folk artists") AND (sale! OR sell! OR

promot! OR advertis! OR market!)

Sampling: 364619 pooled, 999 assessed, 391 judged relevant, 602 non-relevant, 6 gray, "C"=4.40, Est. Rel.: 38649.9

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 331, Est. Recall: 0.6%, Est. Precision: 81.9%

Participant High Recall®B: 0.8% (otL07rvl and 1 other). Median RecallOB: 0.6%

Participant High Recall@25000: 39.9% (otL07rvl and 1 other), Median Recall@25000: 15.8%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: vxf58c00-2519.3 (UIowa07LegE0-22342), oxb28d00- 2496.5 (ursinus5-

21938), cwq61c00- 2392.0 (IowaSL0702-20178), iyb70fOO- 2362.3 (UMKC6-19703), bcm43f00-2074.0 (wat4feed- 15594)

Topic 82 (2007-04)

Request Text: All documents discussing the color of the paper used to make cigarettes in connection with increasing

sales.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (color! w/2 paper) AND (increas! w/3 sales)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (color! OR shade! OR pastel! OR tint!) AND paper AND (sale! OR sell!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ((color! OR shade! OR pastel! OR tint!) w/5 paper) AND (increas! w/15 (sale!

OR sell!))

Sampling: 418281 pooled, 491 assessed, 176 judged relevant, 310 non-relevant, 5 gray, "C"=0.34, Est. Rel.: 75558.9

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 888, Est. Recall; 0.8%, Est. Precision: 61.2%

Participant High Recall®B: 1.1% (otL07pb), Median RecallOB: 0.4%

Participant High Recall@25000: 33.1% (otL07fbe), Median Recall®25000: 4.7%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: nlq90aO

0

-4664. 5 (UMasslO-23634), bim31f00-4627.1 (otL07fbe-21093),

qwf74f00-4596.9 (otL07fbe-19384), dmv71d00-4396.0 (CMUL07irs-12373), hko20f00-4366.2 (otL07fbe-11712)
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Topic 83 (2007-C-5)

Request Text: All documents discussing using psychedelic colors to increase sales of cigarettes.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "psychedelic color!" AND (incroas! w/3 sales)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: psychedelic AND (sale! OR sell! OR promot! OR advertis! OR market

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: psychedelic AND color! AND (sale! OR sell! OR promot! OR advertis! OR
oaxket !

)

Sampling: 385402 pooled, 496 assessed, 44 judged relevant, 452 non-relevant, 0 gray, "C"=0.52, Est. Rel.: 13987.5

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 281, Est. Recall: 0.8%, Est. Precision: 32.1%

Participant High RecallOB: 1.2% (otLOTfrw), Median RecallQB: 0.4%

Participant High RecallOZSOOO: 33.3% (wat4feed). Median Recall®25000: 1.6%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: bcoOleOO-4467.9 (wfat4feed-21831), aqm49d00- 4228.5 (UMasslO-14250),

xnclOdOO-3935.5 (fdwim7sl-9612), ait55f00-967.7 (ursintls4-624), ect68cOO-45.9 (SabL07abl-131)

Topic 84 (2007-C-6)

Request Text: All documents referencing "Bonnie and Clyde" or a James Bond film or the films of Stanley Kubrick in

connection with sales of cigjirettes.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (Bonnie v/2 Clyde) OR "Janes Bond filn" OR "Stanley Kubrick"

Rejoinder by PlaintiflF: ((Bonnie w/3 Clyde) OR ("Janes Bond" OR "Agent 007" OR Goldfinger OR "Dr. No"

OR "Dr No" OR "From Russia With Love" OR Thunderball OR "Sean Connery" OR "Roger Moore") OR ("Stanley
Kubrick" OR (Kubrick w/3 (novie! OR filn)) OR "2001: A Space Odyssey" OR HAL OR Lolita OR "Janes Hason" OR
"Dr Strangelove" OR "Dr. Strangelove" OR "Peter Sellers")) AND (sale! OR sell! OR prooot! OR advertis! OR
narket !

)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ((Bonnie w/3 Clyde) OR ("Janes Bond" OR "Agent 007" OR Goldfinger OR "Dr
No" OR "Dr. No" OR "Fron Russia With Love" OR Thunderball) OR ("Stanley Kubrick" OR (Kubrick w/3 (movie! OR
filn)) OR "2001: A Space Odyssey" OR Lolita OR "Dr Strangelove" OR "Dr. Strangelove")) AMD (sale! OR sell! OR
prooot! OR advertis! OR narket!)

Sampling: 476252 pooled, 498 assessed, 63 judged relevant, 431 non-relevant, 4 gray, "C"=0.73, Est. Rel.: 450.1

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 2493, Est. Recall: 100.0%, Est. Precision: 18.6%

Participant High Recall©B: 100.0% {CMUL07ibp and 3 others). Median Recall@B: 38.3%

Participant High Recall®25000: 100.0% (CMUL07ibp and 7 others), Median Recall®25000: 155.7%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: mrj70e00-137.8 (CMUL07ibs-139), qcm09c00-71.6 (otL07fb-61),

gqd62d00-41.4 (wat5nofeed-33), mel03f00-41.4 (ursinus7-33), gsdl9d00-29.6 (otL07db-23)

Topic 85 (2007-07)

Request Text: All documents discussing or referencing generally accepted accounting principles in connection with the

decision to record as sales products shipped to distributors on a sale-or-return basis, and the implementation thereof.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: ("gaap" OR "generally accepted accounting principle!") AND (revenue! OR records

OR recording OR account!)) AND (sale w/5 return)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: ("gaap" OR "generally accepted accounting principle!" OR "fasb" OR "financial accounting

standards board" OR "sab" OR "Staff accounting bulletin" OR "sas" OR (statenent w/2 "auditing standards"))

AND ((sale! OR allowance OR reserve! OR right! OR entitle! OR could) w/5 return!)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ("gaap" OR "generally accepted accounting principle!" OR "fasb" OR "financial

accounting standards board" OR "sab" OR "Staff accounting bulletin" OR "sas" OR (statenent w/2 "auditing

standards")) AND (revenue! OR recording OR records OR account!) AND (sale! OR allowance OR reserve!) AND

((right! OR entitle! OR could) w/5 return!)

Sampling: 361317 pooled, 497 assessed, 96 judged relevant, 392 non-relevant , 9 gray, "C"=0.80, Est. Rel.: 3890.7

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 1305, Est. Recall: 13.8%, Est. Precision: 44.3%

Participant High Recall®B: 31.6% (IowaSL0705 and 1 other), Median Recall®B: 9.8%

Participant High Recall@25000: 77.5% (ursinus7), Median Recall®25000: 42.8%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: Imal4c00-221.5 (otL07fbe-1170), yipl2d00- 214.3 (ursinus3-957),

ynzSldOO-206.1 (SabL07ar 1-783), yde76d00-203.7 fotL07fb-742). xsh35f0 0-20 1.7 (UIowa07LegE2-710)

Topic 86 (2007-C-8)

Request Text: All documents discussing or referencing both generally accepted accounting principles and the defendants'

decision to restate its financial results.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: restate AND ("gaap" OR "generally accepted accounting principle!" OR "financial

accounting standsirds board" OR "staff accounting bulletin" OR (statement w/2 "auditing standards")) AND

(revenue! OR records OR recording)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (restate! OR revise!) AND (gaap OR "generally accepted accounting principle!" OR fasb OR

financial OR sab OR accounting OR sas OR auditing

Final Negotiated Boolean Query; (restate! OR revise!) AND ("gaap" OR "generally accepted accounting

principle!" OR "fasb" OR "financial accounting standards board" OR "sab" OR "steiff accounting bulletin" OR

"sas" OR (statement w/2 "auditing standards")) AND (revenue! OR records OR recording)

Sampling: 370179 pooled, 499 assessed, 21 judged relevant, 465 non-relevant, 13 gray, "C" = 1.21, Est. Rel.: 8830.1

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 6446, Est. Recall: 4.8%, Est. Precision: 8.2%

Participant High Recall@B: 24.2% (UIowa07LegE0), Median RecallQB: 4.8%

Participant High Recall®25000: 51.2% (IowaSL07Ref), Median Recall®25000: 6.9%
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5 Deepest Sampled Rele-^ant Documents; gnl85a00-3408.1 (otL07fbe-12953), vgm85c00-981.3 (wat4feed-4971),

ohk68c00-830.7 {wat3desc-2826), jbmSScOO- 755.8 (UIowa07LegE0-2210), rsc58c00-607.5 (catchup0701p-1390)

Topic 87 (2007-C-9)

Request Text: All documents discussing Securities and Exchange Commission lOb-5 reports or reporting requirements.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "lOb-5 Report!" AND (Securities w/3 "exchange commission")

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: 10! AMD (SEC OR (Securities u/3 "Exchange Conmission")

)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: lOb-5 AND (SEC OR (securities w/3 "exchange eommission")

)

Sampling: 351913 pooled, 496 assessed, 41 judged relevant, 444 non-relevant, 11 gray, "C" = 1.36, Est. Rel.: 875.3

Pinal Boolean Result Size (B): 138, Est. Recall: 3.8%, Est. Precision: 40.1%

Participant High RecallOB: 6.5% (UMKC5 and 1 other), Median Recall@B: 1.8%

Participant High Recall®25000: 100.0% (UMKC2 and 6 others). Median Recall@25000: 11.0%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: bgb65a00-758.0 (UMKCS-1215), hse51c00-21.5 (UMassl2-132), ckq92f00-

18.0 (fdwim7ts-70), xbn93c00- 13.1 (UMKCl-34), cqp92e00- 7.5 (wat8granv- 14)

Topic 89 (2007-D-l)

Request Text: Submit all documents listing monthly and/or annual sales for companies in the property and casualty

insurance business in the United States between 1980 and the present.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (("monthly sales" OR "annual sales") AND ("property insurance" OR "casualty

insurance")) AND (Dnited States OR U.S.) AND (198* OR 199*)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (month! OR annual!) AND (sales OR sell! OR revenue) AND insurance AND (198* OR 199*)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (((month! OR annual! ) w/15 (saLles OR sell! OR revenue)) AND ((property OR

casualty) AND insurance)) BUT NOT (England OR "Great Britain" OR U.K. OR UK)

Sampling: 345011 pooled, 496 assessed, 78 judged relevant, 392 non-relevant, 26 gray, "C" = 1.16, Est. Rel.: 6083.6

Final Boolean Result Size (B); 3636, Est. Recall: 9.9%, Est. Precision: 16.8%

Participant High Recall@B: 21.0% (wat3desc). Median Recall@B: 8.9%

Participant High Recall®25000: 91.9% (otL07fbe), Median Recall@25000: 17.1%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: mwv44d00-3850.5 (otL07fbe- 19428), qxd35a00-561.1 (SabL07abl-2850),

qhc48c00-495.2 (lowaSL0707-1800), jyll3d00-259.1 (otL07fbe-467), Itq35f00-203.1 (SabL07abl-327)

Topic 90 (2007-D-2)

Request Text: Submit all documents listing monthly and/or annual sales for companies in the property and casualty

insurance business in England for all available years.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (("monthly sales" OR "annual sales") AND ("property insurance" OR "casualty

insurance")) AND England

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (month! OR annual!) AND (sales OR sell! OR revenue) AND Insurance AND (England OR Brit!

OR U.K. OR UK)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (((month! OR annual!) w/15 sales) AND ((property OR casualty) AND insnremce))

AND (England OR "Great Britain" OR U.K. OR UK)

Sampling: 330155 pooled, 492 assessed, 34 judged relevant, 458 non-relevant, 0 gray, "C" = 1.30, Est. Rel.: 1066.1

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 2665, Est. Recall: 10.3%, Est. Precision: 9.0%

Participant High Recall®B: 63.9% (otL07fbe), Median Recall@B: 14.6%

Participant High Recall@25000: 99.3% (otL07fbe), Median Recall®25000: 33.7%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: fds95c00-393.5 (otL07fbe-1954), umo55a00- 159.9 (CMUL07irt-297),
wyu71f00- 153.4 (wat4feed-280), cmr03f00- 91.2 (otL07pb-143), hre33f00-85.8 (otL07fbe-133)

Topic 92 (2007-0-4)

Request Text: Submit all documents relating to competition or market share in the property and casualty insurance

industry, including, but not limited to, market studies, forecasts and surveys.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: ("market stud!" OR forecast! OR survey!) AND "market share" AND ("property

insurance" OR "casualty insurance")

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (competition OR market OR share) AND insurance

Pinal Negotiated Boolean Query: ("market stud!" OR forecast! OR survey!) AND (competition OR share) AND

(property OR casualty) AND insurance

Sampling: 313137 pooled, 498 assessed, 117 judged relevant, 369 non-relevant, 12 gray, "C"=1.63, Est. Rel.: 18070.2

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 9401, Est. Recall: 12.8%, Est. Precision: 21.0%

Participant High Recall@B: 18.6% (ursinus6), Median Recall®B: 8.6%

Participant High Recall@25000: 36.0% (UMassl5), Median Recall®25000: 13.5%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: ahe53c00-3532.2 (UMassl3- 19613), ggr75d00-3 162.8 (watSgram- 14031),

pkr48dOO-2733.5 (CMUL07irt-9829), cxu05d00-1413.5 (SabL07abl-9283), ams51d00-1309.8 (ursinus6-7038)

Topic 94 (2007-D-6)

Request Text: Submit all documents relating to insurance price lists, pricing plans, pricing policies, pricing forecasts,

pricing strategies, pricing analyses, and pricing decisions.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: ("price lists" OR "pricing plems" OR "pricing policies" OR "pricing forecasts"

OR "pricing strategies" OR "pricing analyses" OR "pricing decisions") AND ("property insurance" OR "casualty
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insurance")

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: ((price OR pricing) AND (list! OR plan! OR polic! OR Forecast! OR strateg ! OR analysl OR
decision!)) AND insurance

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ((price OR pricing) w/15 (list! OR plan! OR polic! OR forecast! OR strateg!
OR analys! OR decision!)) AND insurance

Sampling: 279484 pooled, 500 assessed, 104 judged relevant, 391 non-relevant, 5 gray, "C" = 1.36, Est. Rel.: 40068.5

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 12080, Est. Recall: 6.7%, Est. Precision: 23.7%

Participant High RecallOB: 21.4% (CMUL07irs), Median RecallOB: 4.5%

Participant High Recall®25000: 45.5% (CMUL07irs), Median Recall®25000: 7.5%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: nhw23f00-3901.8 (UMKC3- 24159), fek48d00-3813.1 (CMUL07irs-21845),
bsv84a0Q-3521.7 (wat6qap-16200), clg85a00-3281.1 (wat6qap- 12980), ayy84a00- 1831.4 (UIowa07LegEi-10294)

Topic 95 (2007-D-7)

Request Text: Submit all documents discussing or relating to the historical, current, or future financial impact of

tobacco usage on the property and casualty insurance industry.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: ("historical" OR "current" OR "future") AND "financial impact" KSD usage AMD

("property insurance" OR "casualty insurance")

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (financial OR (increas! u/3 cost!) OR (smoking w/S (illness OR sick! OR death!)) AND

insurance

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ("financial impact" OR (increas! u/3 cost!) OR ("smoking-related" u/5

(illness OR sick! OR death!)) AND insurance

Sampling: 315430 pooled, 499 assessed, 120 judged relevant, 379 non-relevant, 0 gray, "C" = 1.53, Est. Rel.: 34111.6

Pinal Boolean Result Size (B): 16324, Est. Recall: 18.5%, Est. Precision: 33.5%

Participant High RecallOB: 27.1% (CMUL07ibt), Median Recall®B: 8.7%

Participant High Recall@25000: 36.6% (CMUL07ibt), Median Recall®25000: 12.9%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: qns51a00-3690.8 (otL07fbe-21566), gvn44a00-3435.7 (CMUL07irs-16802),

pem65a00-2424.3 (UMKCl-14407), yns76d00- 2418.1 (CMUL07ibp-14266), yxbl5a00- 2363.2 (UMasslO-13092)

Topic 96 (2007-D-8)

Request Text: Submit all documents that discuss entry conditions into the property and casualty i.Tsurance industry.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "entry condition!" AND ("property insurance" OR "casualty insurance"

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (entry AND (barrier! OR condition!)) AND ((property OR casualty) u/10 insurance)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (entry w/10 (barrier! OR condition!)) AND ((property OR casualty) u/10

insurance)

Sampling: 279511 pooled, 499 assessed, 140 judged relevant, 349 non-relevant, 10 gray, "C" = 1.62, Est. Rel.: 43945.8

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 103, Est. Recall: 0.1%, Est. Precision: 38.3%

Participant High RecallOB: 0.2% (IowaSL0706), Median RecallOB: 0.1%

Participant High RecallO25000: 39.4% (UMKCl), Median Recall@25000: 14.7%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: bts05fOO-3598.7 (UMKCl-20802), ypn31e00-3594.6 (otL07fbe-20717),

wgp97d00-3427.9 (UMKC5-17662), gyd20e00-3425.8 (UIowa07LegE5-17627), wpc45cOO- 3297.4 (UIowa07LegE3-15687)

Topic 97 (2007-D-9)

Request Text: Submit all documents that relate to any plans of, interest in, or efforts undertaken for any acquisition,

divestiture, joint venture, alliance, or merger of any kind within or related to the property and casualty insurance

industry.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (plan OR interest OR effort) AND (acquisition OR divestiture OR "joint venture"

OR alliance OR merger) AND ("property insurance" OR "casualty insurance")

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (acquisition OR divestiture OR venture OR alliance OR merger) AND insurance

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (acquisition OR divestiture OR "joint venture" OR alliance OR merger) AND

((property OR casualty) AND insurance)

Sampling: 256752 pooled, 499 assessed, 90 judged relevant, 404 non-relevant, 5 gray, "C"=2.36, Est. Rel.: 9032.0

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 13296, Est. Recall: 29.4%, Est. Precision: 18.1%

Participant High RecallOB: 33.0% (CMUL07ibs), Median RecallOB: 10.1%

Participant High Recall@25000: 71.7% (otL07pb), Median RecaUO25000: 11.6%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: bib83c00- 2696.3 (otL07pb-13811), cht55f00 - 1758.8 (CMUL07ibs- 12259),

rnr35f00- 1451.4 (ursinus4-7542), czr93f00- 1100.7 (otL07Db-4432). oht84f00- 779.0 (UIowa07LegE3-2600)

Topic 98 (2007-D- 10)

Request Text: Submit all documents that describe the policies and procedures relating to the retention and destruction

of documents (hard copy or electronic) for any company in the property and casualty insurance industry.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: record w/2 (schedule OR retention OR destruction) AND ("property insurance" OR

"casualty insurance")

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (schedule OR retention OR destr!) AND insurance

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (record u/5 (schedule OR retention OR destr!)) AND ((property OR casualty)

AND insurance)

Sampling: 256036 pooled, 499 assessed, 100 judged relevant, 385 non-relevant, 14 gray, "C"=1.33, Est. Rel.: 26640.9
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Final Boolean Result Size (B): 682, Est. Recall: 0.5%, Est. Precision: 19.2%

Participant High RecallOB: 2.3% (wat4feed), Median RecallOB: 0.4%

Participant High Recall@2500O: 39.1% (fdwim7sl), Median RecalimsOOO: 15.4%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: lbh20f00-3725.4 (otL07pb-19437), yav99c00-3613.9 (catchup0701p-17338),

pvl48d0O- 3389.9 (ursinusS- 14001), aqUOfOO- 2878.1 (UIowa07LegE5-9020), qfb94a00-2747.0 (UMassl2-8108)

Topic 99 (2007-D-ll)

Request Text: Submit all documents describing natural disasters leading to claims handled by the property and casualty

insurance industry.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "natural disaster" AND ("property insurance" OR "casualty insurance")

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: ("natural disaster!" OR devastation OR catastroph ! ) AMD insurance

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ("natural disaster!" OR earthquake! OR fire! OR flood!) AND {(property OR

casualty) AND insurance)

Sampling: 286700 pooled, 498 assessed, 84 judged relevant, 414 non-relevant, 0 gray, "C"=2.36, Est. Rel.: 7484.0

Pinal Boolean Result Size (B): 19716, Est. Recall: 20.6%, Est. Precision: 8.2%

Participant High RecallQB: 52.1% (CMUL07o3), Median Recall@B: 31.1%

Participant High Recall<a25000: 55.0% (CMUL07ol), Median RecaU(§l25000: 33.8%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: pzl46e00-3320.6 (Ulowa07LegE3-23332), fex21c00-1283.7 (fdwim7sl-4492),

frz84a00-695.5 (otL07fbe-1993), oqc77e00-613.0 (UMKC5-1713), yhc77e00-440.1 (UMKC5-1169)

Topic 100 (2007-D-12)

Request Text: Submit all documents representing or referencing a formjj statement by a CEO of a tobeicco company
describing a company merger or acquisition policy or practice.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "fomal statement" AMD (CEO OR C.E.O. OR "CHiief Executive Officer") AND (merger

OR acquisition)

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (CEO OR C.E.O. OR chief OR head) AND (merger OR acquisition)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (CEO OR C.E.O. OR "Chief Executive Officer") AND (merger OR acquisition)

Sampling: 310268 pooled, 497 assessed, 93 judged relevant, 404 non-relevant, 0 gray, "C" = 1.31, Est. Rel.: 8710.0

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 11480, Est. Recall: 43.9%, Est. Precision: 31.6%

Participant High RecallOB: 45.0% (watSnofeed), Median RecalliSiB: 19.7%

Participant High Recall(§!25000: 61.2% (watlfuse), Median Recall®25000: 24.0%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: qjh54d00-3378.7 (UIowa07LegEl-13650), bek21f00-719.2 (otL07pb-1372),

hzl04e00-651.3 (ursinus4-1191), oqa08c00-528.8 (IowaSL0707-900), rrk60d00-518.3 (wat7bool-877)

Topic 101 (2007-D-13)

Request Text: Submit all documents specifically referencing a lawsuit filed against a neimed property and casualty

insurance company (as either sole or joint defendant).

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (lawsuit OR "complaint filed") AND ("property insurance" OR "casualty

insureudce")

Rejoinder by Plaintiff: (lawsuit OR complaint OR pleading) AND insurance

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (lawsuit OR "complaint filed") AND ((property OR casualty)) AND insurance

Sampling: 204551 pooled, 1000 assessed, 184 judged relevant, 785 non-relevant, 31 gray, "C"=6.68, Est. Rel.: 8950.9

Final Boolean Result Size (B): 6008, Est. Recall: 22.0%, Est. Precision: 27.4%

Participant High RecallOB: 30.8% (wat8gram). Median Recall@B: 10.0%

Participant High RecalimSOOO: 81.5% (watSdesc), Median Recall®!25000: 25.3%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: vhv39e00- 1403.1 (wat4feed- 13029), ihj31e00-492.2 (IowaSL0707-5569),

rvl21f00-484.4 (wat3desc-5421), kon90d00-480.0 (wat8gram-5340), dsq44a00-478.4 (UMKC5-5310)

The 10 assessed Relevance Feedback topics are listed next. The summary information differs from that

given earlier for the Ad Hoc topics as follows:

Topic : The 10 topics were selected from 2006, whose numbers ranged from 6 to 51. There were 5 complaints

in 2006 (labelled A, B, C, D and E).

Initial Proposal by Defendant and Final Negotiated Boolean Query :

The "Rejoinder by Plaintiff" is not listed because it was usually the same as the Final Negotiated

Boolean Query in 2006.

Sampling and Est. Rel. : The number of pooled documents includes not just the the residual output of

the relevance feedback runs but also all of the documents submitted by the Interactive runs and the

special oldrelO? and oldnonO? runs. The number presented to the assessor, the number the assessor

judged relevant, the number the assessor judged non-relevant, and the number the assessor left as
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"gray" axe based on the full pool and hence includes rejudging of some documents judged in 200G

(particularly from the oldrelO? and oldnonO? runs). But the "Est. Rel." is just the estimated number
of residual relevant documents in the pool for the topic (i.e. , the number of relevant documents after

those judged in 2006 are removed). Hence, unlike for the Ad Hoc topics, "Est. Rel." can be (and

sometimes is) lower than "judged relevant"

.

Final Boolean Result Size B^, Est. Recall and Est. Precision : "B^" is the number of documents

matching the final negotiated Boolean query after the documents judged in 2006 are removed; for 2

topics, Br exceeded 25,000. "Est. Recall" and "Est. Precision" are for the residual Boolean result set.

Feedback High Recall@Br and Median Recall@Br : Only the 5 runs which used feedback (i.e., the

runs which made use of the 2006 judgments) are considered for this listing.

Feedback High Recall@25000 and Median Recall@25000 : Again, only the 5 runs which used feed-

back are considered for this listing.

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents : Only residual relevant documents are listed. The ranks

following the run identifiers are residual ranks. For Interactive runs, all documents were assigned rank

1.

Topic 7 (2006-A-2)

Request Text: All documents discussing, referencing, or relating to company guidelines, strategies, or internal approval

for placement of tobacco products in movies that are mentioned as G-rated.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (guidelines OR strategies OR "internal approval") AMD placement AND "G-rated

novie"

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ((guide! OR strateg! OR approv!) AND (place! or pronot!)) AND (("G-rated" OR

"G rated" OR family) W/5 (novie! OR film! OR picture!))

Sampling: 119645 pooled, 500 assessed, 170 judged relevant, 318 non-relevant, 12 gray, "C"=2.58, Est. Rel.: 1280.2

Final Boolean Result Size (Br): 425, Est. Recall: 0.9%, Est. Precision: 4.8%

Feedback High RecallOBr: 16.7% (sab071egrfl), Median RecallSB^: 10.3%

Feedback High Recall®25000: 95.0% (CMU07RFBSVME), Median Recall@25000: 88.4%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: mak24d00-640.7 {CMU07RSVMNP-1896), Ipd41a0 0- 194.5

(CMU07RSVMNP-522), gvc91c00-55.7 (CMU07RFBSVME-416), czc42e00-50.0 (sab071egrf1-313), vwj35c00-44.2

(CMU07RFBSVME-238)

Topic 8 (2006- A-3)

Request Text: All documents discussing, referencing or relating to company guidelines, strategies, or internal approval

for placement of tobacco products in live theater productions.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (guidelines OR strategies OR "internal approval") AND placement AND ("live

theater" OR "live theatre")

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ((guide! OR strateg! OR approv!) AND (place! or pronot!) AND (live W/5

(theatre OR theater OR audience"))

Sampling: 119011 pooled, 244 assessed, 100 judged relevant, 143 non-relevant, 1 gray, "C"=2.12, Est. Rel.: 10983.9

Final Boolean Result Size (B^): 623, Est. Recall: 1.7%, Est. Precision: 37.1%

Feedback High RecallQBr: 4.2% (sab071egrf3). Median Recall®Br: 2.5%

Feedback High Recall@25000: 50.0% (sab071egrf3), Median Recall®25000: 17.4%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: cyySTdOO- 1942.2 (sab071egrf3-6733), jwf04e00- 1695.8 (sab071egrf2-5440),

eifTlcOO- 1166.4 (CMU07RSVMNP-3225), ahw04cOO- 1129.4 (sab071egrf3-3093), cqs81e00-1015.9 (CMU07RBase-2703)

Topic 13 (2006-A-9)

Request Text: All documents to or from employees of a tobacco company or tobacco organization referring to the

marketing, placement, or sale of chocolate candies in the form of cigarettes.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (marketing OR placement OR sale) AND "chocolate cigarettes" AND candy

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (cand! OR chocolate) vi/10 cigarette!

Sampling: 123630 pooled, 250 assessed, 28 judged relevant, 212 non-relevant, 10 gray, "C"=3.01, Est. Rel.: 288.8

Final Boolean Result Size (Br): 20240, Est. Recall: 99.3%, Est. Precision: 1.4%

Feedback High RecallOBr: 100.0% (CMU07RFBSVME and 1 other). Median RecalKaBr: 76.7%

Feedback High Recall@25000: 100.0% (CMU07RFBSVME and 1 other). Median Recall@25000: 76.7%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: egg72c00-153.4 (CMU07RFBSVME-480), exg09cOO-67.3

(CMU07RFBSVME-206), xej32eOO-35.2 (otRF07fb-107), akq55a00-12.3 (sab071egrf3-37), oyz23a00-4.3

(CMU07RFBSVME-13)
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Topic 26 (2006-C-2)

Request Text: All documents discussing or referencing retail prices of tobacco products in the city of San Diego.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "retail prices" AND tobacco AND California

Pinal Negotiated Boolean Query: ((retail OR net) u/2 pric!) AND ("San Diego" or ("S.D." u/3 Calif!))

Sampling: 104952 pooled, 250 assessed, 95 judged relevant, 152 non-relevant, 3 gray, "C" = 2.11, Est. Rel.: 15466.3

Final Boolean Result Size (Br): 2301, Est. Recall: 3.1%, Est. Precision: 20.9%

Feedback High RecallOBr: 11.2% (sab071egrf3). Median RecallOBr: 3.9%

Feedback High Recall@25000: 71.0% (sab071egrf3), Median RecaU(a25000: 47.6%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: dkm65e00- 2785.0 (sab071egrf2- 13265), mqp25d00-2650.1 (sab071egrf3-

11898), ubo68cOO- 1820.0 (CMU07RFBSVME-6038), gcd65e00- 1670.5 (CMU07RBase-5293), Ipk24d00- 1055.2

(sab071egrf2-2822)

Topic 27 (2006-a3)

Request Text: All documents discussing or relating to the placement of product logos at events held in the State of

California.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "product placement" AND "logos" AND (^lifomia

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ("product placenent" OR advertis! OR market! OR pronot!) AND (logo! OR symbol

OR mascot OR aarqne OR mark) AND (California OR cal. OR calif. OR "OA")

Sampling: 335971 pooled, 249 assessed, 120 judged relevant, 129 non-relevant, 0 gray, "C" = 1.96, Est. Rel.: 23229.7

Pinal Boolean Result Size (Br): 127525, Est. Recall: 36.7%, Est. Precision: 6.9%

Feedback High RecallQBr: 64.0% (sab071egrf2). Median RecaIl@Br: 49.1%

Feedback High Recall®25000: 59.1% (CMU07RSVMNP), Median RecaU®25000: 20.0%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: ofg48e00-3543.2 (CMU07RSVMNP- 23835), uzn25d00-3455.1

(CMU07RBase- 21917), berl9c00-3292.7 (sab071egrf2- 18900), urt66d00-3156.6 (CMU07RSVMNP-16781), dahlSdOO-
2441.8 (CMU07RSVMNP-9354)

Topic 30 (2006-06)

Request Text: All documents discussing or referencing the CaJifornia Cartwright Act.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "California Cartwright Act"

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: California w/3 (antitrust OR monopol! OR anticompetitive OR restraint OR
"unfair competition" OR "Cartwright")

Sampling: 125617 pooled, 250 assessed, 24 judged relevant, 226 non-relevant, 0 gray, "C"=2.34, Est. Rel.: 7.0

Pinal Boolean Result Size (Br): 202, Est. Recall: 28.6%, Est. Precision: 1.8%

Feedback High RecallOBr: 57.1% (CMU07RFBSVME and 1 other). Median RecallQBr: 42.9%

Feedback High Recall@25000: 100.0% (CMU07RFBSVME and 2 others). Median Recall@!25000: 100.0%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: idc90e00- 1.0 (sab071egr£l-5), zce78c00- 1.0 (CMU07RSVMNP-5),
phhTlcOO-l.O (CMU07RSVMNP-3), dzk44cOO-1.0 (CMU07RBase-3), pbx64d00-1.0 (CMU07RBase-l)

Topic 34 (2006-D-1)

Request Text: AU documents discussing or referencing payments to foreign government oflficials, including but not

limited to expressly mentioning "bribery" and/or "payoffs."

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (bribery OR payoffs) AND payments AND "foreign government officials"

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (payment! OR transfer! OR wire! OR fund! OR kickback! OR payola OR grease OR

bribery OR payoff!) AND (foreign w/S (official! OR ministr! OR delegat! OR representative!))

Sampling: 122598 pooled, 248 assessed, 105 judged relevant, 140 non-relevant, 3 gray, "C"=2.41, Est. Rel.: 20113.0

Final Boolean Result Size (Br): 2380, Est. Recall: 1.8%, Est. Precision: 16.5%

Feedback High Recall@Br: 6.5% (CMU07RSVMNP), Median RecallOBr; 2.0%

Feedback High Recall@25000: 54.7% (CMU07RSVMNP), Median Recall@25000: 16.3%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: rutl5e00-2950.9 (C:MU07RSVMNP- 17353), yph30a00- 2910.5

(CMU07RBase-16784), oyf37c00-2719.0 (sab071egrfl-14364), uva40f00-2686.7 (sab071egrf3-13995), nnjl4e00-2587.3

(CMUO7RSVMNP- 1 2922)

Topic 37 (2006-D-4)

Request Text: All documents relating to defendants' tobacco advertising, marketing or promotion plans in China's
capital.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (advertising OR marketing OR "promotion plans") AND (China OR Beijing)

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (advertis! OR market! OR promot! OR encourag! OR incentiv!) AND (China OR

Beijing OR Peking)

Sampling: 149493 pooled, 250 assessed, 74 judged relevant, 175 non-relevant, 1 gray, "C"=2.85, Est. Rel.: 7086.3

Final Boolean Result Size (Br): 38723, Est. Recall: 59.0%, Est. Precision: 13.6%

Feedback High RecaU@Br: 50.6% (sab071egrfl), Median RecallOBr: 49.2%

Feedback High Recall@25000: 50.6% (sab071egrfl). Median Recall®25000: 49.2%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: rgd60a00-2384.7 (CMU07RSVMNP-12994), aerl9e00-1178.8 (sab071egrf2-

4396), jmy90d00-1100.0 (otRF07fb-4019), awk95c00-1018.2 (CMU07RBas^3644), zivl9e00-519.1 (sab071egrfl- 1651)

Topic 45 (2006-E-4)
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Request Text- All documents that refer or relate to pigeon deaths during the course of animal studies.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: "animal studies" AND "pigeon deaths"

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: (research OR stud! OR "in vivo") AND pigeon AND (death! OR dead OR die! OR
dying)

Sampling: 112239 pooled, 498 assessed, 91 judged relevant, 400 non-relevant, 7 gray, "C"=4.97, Est. Rel.: 83.2

Final Boolean Result Size (Br): 2507, Est. Recall: 70.0%, Est. Precision: 2.4%

Feedback High Recall®Br: 97.6% (sab071egrf2). Median Recall®Br: 94.5%

Feedback High Recall@25000: 100.0% (CMU07RSVMNP and 2 others). Median Recall®25000: 100.0%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: qwll6d00- 16.0 (CMU07RSVMNP-82), jbrlOaOO-15.4 (otRF07fb-79),

ivvi/OOaOO-8.3 (CMU07RSVMNP-42), wzn20a00-7.9 (otRF07n>-40), phg81d00-3.6 (otRF07fb- 18)

Topic 51 (2006-E-lO)

Request Text: All documents referencing or regarding lawsuits involving claims related to memory loss.

Initial Proposal by Defendant: (lawsuits OR "tort claims") AND "memory loss"

Final Negotiated Boolean Query: ((memory w/2 loss) OR amnesia OR Alzheimer! OR dementia) AND (lawsuit! OR
litig! OR case OR (tort w/2 claiol) OR complaint OR allegation!)

Sampling: 108434 pooled, 499 assessed, 83 judged relevant, 400 non-relevant, 16 gray, "C"=4.01, Est. Rel.: 65.7

Final Boolean Result Size (Br): 6927, Est. Recall: 84.8%, Est. Precision: 0.8%

Feedback High Recall@Br: 84.8% (CMU07RFBSVME), Median RecallQBr: 23.9%

Feedback High Recall®25000: 84.8% (CMU07RFBSVME), Median Recall®25000: 46.7%

5 Deepest Sampled Relevant Documents: qcmlOdOO-7.7 (CMU07RBase-31), war78e00- 1.0 (randomRF07-4),
ptn85d00- 1.0 (uw07T2-l), bee61eOO-1.0 (uw07T2-l), sfw87e00- 1.0 (liu07-l)

5 Workshop Discussion

There were several opportunities for interaction among the participants from the research and legal com-

munities during the conference, culminating in the Thursday, November 8 workshop which discussed future

plans for the track (which will continue for a 3rd year in 2008).

At the workshop, two smaller document sets were considered for 2008. One option was a collection of

State Department cables from the 1970's, which would be a cleaner collection to work with (e.g., no OCR
issues), but there were concerns about whether the legal community would accept results based on it. The
other option was an Enron collection, which would feature email resembling modern e-discovery scenarios,

but it was considered a difficult collection to work with (e.g., attachments in proprietary formats). It was

decided to continue in 2008 with the same IIT CDIP collection as the past couple years, particularly since

there were a lot of new participants in 2007 who would like the chance to fully focus on research issues in

2008 rather than deal with the details of using a new collection.

There were concerns raised at the workshop about the appropriateness of the Recall@B measure which

was used as the primary measure in 2007; e.g., the real goal of discovery is to produce the set of relevant

documents, not just to maximize success at a particular given size B. (We followup on the choice of measure

in the next section.)

More focus on relevance feedback was suggested at the workshop, both to encourage more use of metadata

(e.g., author, Bates number) and to enrich the relevance judgments for past topics to further improve their

re-usability. Deeper and denser assessing was also suggested, even if it meant fewer new topics.

A proposal also discussed among track coordinators before and during the workshop concierned whether

in future years the Legal Track should introduce and evaluate the concept of "highly relevant" documents,

as a third category for purposes of assessment along with not relevant and relevant. The problem of isolating

a true set of "hot" or "material" documents for use in later phases of discovery (e.g., depositions) and at

trial, amongst a large universe of merely potentially tangentially relevant documents, remains a key concern

for the legal profession. This issue will be explored further in Year 3 of the track.

We look forward to continuing the discussion in 2008!

5.1 Post-Workshop Analysis

After the conference, we analyzed the Ad Hoc runs from the perspective of trying to produce a set as close

as possible to the desired set of R relevant documents. In particular, we looked at the Fl measure whicli
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combines recall and precision into one measure (Fl = 2*Prec*Recall / (Prec+Recall)).

The reference Boolean run averaged an Fl of 0.14 over the 43 topics, whereas if we cutoff the Ad Hoc
runs at their top-ranked R retrieved (where R is the estimated number of relevant documents, rounding

up fractional estimated R values to the next integer) several Ad Hoc runs scored higher (to a high of 0.22

(otLOTfrw); the median was also 0.14). Hence, if the Ad Hoc runs can pick a good cutoff value, they

apparently can produce a closer set to the optimal set of R documents than the reference Boolean run's set

of B documents, taking both recall and precision into account.

This result suggests that we should enhance the Ad Hoc task in 2008 to require eax:h system to additionally

specify a cutoff" value K for each topic. (Unfortunately, in 2007, we did not ask the Ad Hoc systems to specify

a cutoff value before R was known.) A measure which balances recall and precision (such as Fl) could then

be used to evaluate whether automated approaches can produce a set of K documents closer to the optimal

set of R relevant documents than the reference Boolean query result set (for which K=B). We would still

ask the systems to submit their top-25,000 ranked documents (or whatever the agreed limit is in 2008) to

enrich the pools and enable post hoc analysis of different choices of K.

6 Conclusion

In its second year, the TREC Legal Track made several advances. The Ad Hoc task developed a much
deeper sampling approach to more accurately estimate recall and precision and evaluated a wider variety of

automated search techniques thanks to a doubling in participation. A separate Interactive task was created

for studying the effectiveness of "expert" searchers. A new Relevance Feedback task was created to study

automated ways of making use of judgments from an initial sample. Baseline results for each task were

established and several resources are now available to support further study going forward.

For the Ad Hoc task, 50 new topic statements, i.e., requests for documents with associated negotiated

Boolean queries, were created. 12 research teams used a wide variety of (mostly automated) techniques to

search the IIT CDIP collection (a complex collection of almost 7 million scanned documents) and submit

a total of 68 result sets of 25,000 top-ranked documents for each topic. These submissions were pooled,

producing a set of approximately 300,000 documents per topic. A new sampling scheme was used to select

between 500 and 1000 documents from the pool for each topic. Volunteers from the legal conamunity assessed

43 of the 50 result samples in time for reporting the results at the conference. Based on the samples, we
can estimate that there were on average almost 17,000 relevant documents per topic, and that this number

varied considerably by topic (from a low of 18 to a high of more than 77,000).

The deep sampling allows us to estimate the recall and precision of the final negotiated Boolean query

more accurately than before. On average (over the 43 topics), the reference Boolean query found just 22% of

the relevant documents that are estimated to exist. Its precision averaged 29%. Again, these numbers varied

considerably by topic (the recall ranged from 0% to 100%, while the precision ranged from 0% to 97%). It

is quite striking that, on average per topic, 78% of the relevant documents were only found by participant

research techniques and not by the reference Boolean query.

Surprisingly, when recall was estimated at depth B, where B is the number of documents matched by the

reference Boolean query, no system participating in the Ad Hoc task submitted results that improved over

the reference Boolean run (on average), despite the systems' collective success at finding relevant documents

missed by the Boolean query. However, post hoc analysis using the Fl measure (which balances recall and

precision) found that the Ad Hoc systems potentially can produce a set of results closer to the optimal set

of R relevant documents than the reference Boolean result set. Unfortunately, this latter possibility was not

properly evaluated in 2007 because the systems were not asked to specify a cutoff value before R was known
(where R is the estimated number of relevant documents). We should consider refining the methodology in

2008 to require each system to specify a cutoff value K for each topic for targeting a measure (such as Fl)

which balances the demand for recall with the cost of reviewing unresponsive documents.

A new Interactive task was created in 2007 to followup on an interesting result from 2006, which was
that the sole expert searcher achieved a higher mean R-precision than any of the automated runs in 2006

(albeit based on the shallower sampling used in 2006, which underestimated R considerably). In 2007, 8
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Figure 1: Estimated relevant documents found by the reference Boolean query (black) and found only by

one or more ranked systems (white) for the 43 Ad Hoc topics.

teams from 3 sites took up the Interactive challenge. Some teams invested several hours per search topic, and

most teams completed just 3 topics. It was found that there was substantial variation in the results of the

participating teams, but most of them outscored the reference Boolean query in the task's utility measure

for each of the 3 topics. This result is another encouraging one for expert searching, albeit one with many

caveats. For instance, the participating teams in 2007 were limited to submitting 100 documents per topic

(as was the sole expert searcher in 2006). We intend to remove this limit in 2008 so that the experts' ability

to recall much larger numbers of relevant documents can be evaluated.

In the new Relevance Feedback task of 2007, 10 of the previous year's Ad Hoc topics were re-used.

Participants were encouraged to use the previous year's document assessments as feedback to improve their

results. 3 teams submitted a total of 8 runs, including 5 feedback runs. Residual evaluation was used,

i.e., documents judged in the previous year were removed from the result sets before evaluating. The deep

sampling approach of the Ad Hoc task was likewise applied to the Relevance Feedback task. An encouraging

result from this pilot study was that the median of the 5 feedback runs found more relevant documents than

the reference Boolean run by depth B^ for 7 of the 10 topics (where B^ is the number of documents matched

by the reference Boolean query after removing documents judged the previous year), in contrast with the

Ad Hoc task in which the median run outscored the reference Boolean run at depth B for just 8 of the 43

topics. We hope to run a larger study of Relevance Feedback (more test topics and more participants) in

2008.

The evaluation of e-discovery approaches remains a daunting challenge. The findings so far are very

preliminary. Automated approaches can improve upon the recall of negotiated Boolean results, but typically

at the expense of reviewing additional documents. Experts can improve upon automated approaches, but
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they also vary a lot in performance. Feedback approaches are promising, but a larger study is needed. We
are heartened that so many volunteers have contributed to the track's endeavours in 2006 and 2007 and look

forward to working with everyone to make further advances in 2008.
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The Million Query (IMQ) track ran for the first time in TREC 2007. It was designed to serve two

purposes. First, it was an exploration of ad-hoc retrieval on a large collection of documents. Second, it

investigated questions of system evaluation, particularly whether it is better to evaluate using many shallow

judgments or fewer thorough judgments.

Participants in this track were assigned two tasks: (1) run 10,000 queries against a 426Gb collection of

documents at least once and (2) judge documents for relevance with respect to some member of queries.

Section 1 describes how the corpus and queries were selected, details the submission formats, and provides

a brief description of all submitted runs. Section 2 provides an overview of the judging process, including

a sketch of how it alternated between two methods for selecting the small set of documents to be judged.

Sections 3 and 4 provide details of those two selection methods, developed at UMass and NEU, respectively.

The sections also provide some analysis of the results.

In Section 6 we present some statistics about the judging process, such as the total number of queries

judged, how many by each approach, and so on. We present some additional results and analysis of the

overall track in Sections 7 and 8.

1 Phase I: Running Queries

The first phase of the track required that participating sites submit their retrieval runs.

1.1 Corpus

The IMQ track used the so-called "terabyte" or "G0V2" collection of documents. This corpus is a collection

of Web data crawled from Web sites in the .gov domain in early 2004. The collection is believed to include

a large proportion of the .gov pages that were crawlable at that time, including HTML and text, plus the

extracted text of PDF, Word, and PostScript files. Any document longer than 256Kb was truncated to that

size at the time the collection was built. Binary files are not included as part of the collection, though were

captured separately for use in judging.

The G0V2 collection includes 25 million documents in 426 gigabytes. The collection was made available

by the University of Glasgow, distributed on a hard disk that was shipped to participants for an amount

intended to cover the cost of preparing and shipping the data.

1.2 Queries

Topics for this task were drawn from a large collection of queries that were collected by a large Internet search

engine. Each of the chosen queries is likely to have at least one relevant document in the G0V2 collection
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because logs showed a clickthrough on one page captured by G0V2. Obviously there is no guarantee that

the clicked page is relevant, but it increases the chance of the query being appropriate for the collection.

These topics are short, title-length (in TREC parlance) queries. In the judging phase, they were developed

into full-blown TREC topics.

Ten thousand (10,000) queries were selected for the official run. The 10,000 queries included 150 queries

that were judged in the context of the 2005 Terabyte Track [12] (though one of these had no relevant

documents and was therefore excluded).

No quality control was imposed on the 10,000 selected queries. The hope was that most of them would

be good quality queries, but it was recognized that some were likely to be partially or entirely non-English,

to contain spelling errors, oi" even to be incomprehensible to anyone other than the person who originally

created them.

The queries were distributed in a text file where each Une has the format "Nrquery word or words". Here,

N is the query number, is followed by a colon, and immediately followed by the query itself. For example,

the line (from a training query) "32:barack obama internships" means that query number 32 is the 3-word

query "barack obama internships" . All queries were provided in lowercase and with no punctuation (it is

not clear whether that formatting is a result of processing or because people use lowercase and do not use

punctuation).

1.3 Submissions

Sites were permitted to provide up to five runs. Every submitted run was included in the judging pool and

all were treated equally.

A run consisted of up to the top 1,000 documents for each of the 10,000 queries. The submission format

was a standard TREC format of exactly six columns per line with at least one space between the columns.

For example:

100 QO ZF08- 175-870 1 9876 mysysl

100 QO ZF08-306-044 2 9875 mysys2

where:

1. The first column is the topic number.

2. The second column is unused but must always be the string "QO" (letter Q, number zero).

3. The third column is the official document number of the retrieved document, found in the <DOCNO>
field of the document.

4. The fourth column is the rank of that document for that query.

5. The fifth column is the score this system generated to rank this document.

6. The six column was a "run tag," a unique identifier for each group and run.

If a site would normally have returned no documents for a query, it instead returned the single document

"GXOOO-00-0000000" at rank one. Doing so maintained consistent evaluation results (averages over the same

number of queries) and did not break any evaluation tools being used.

1.4 Submitted runs

The following is a brief summary of some of the submitted runs. The summaries were provided by the sites

themselves and are listed in alphabetical order. (When no full summary is available, the brief sunmiary

information from the submissions has been used.)

ARSC/University of Alaska Fairbanks The ARSC multisearch system is a heterogeneous distributed

information retrieval simulation and demonstration implementation. The purpose of the simulation is

to illustrate performance issues in Grid Information Retrieval applications by partitioning the G0V2
collection into a large number of hosts and searching ea^h host independently of the others. Previous
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TREC Terabyte Track experiments using the ARSC multisearch system have focused on the IR per-

formance of multisearch result-set merging and the efficiency gains from truncating result-sets from a
large cpllection of hosts before merging.

The primary task of the ARSC multisearch system in the 2007 TREC Million Query experiment is to

estimate the number of hosts or subcollections of G0V2 that can be used to process 10,000 queries

Avithin the TREC Million Query Track time constraints. The secondary and ongoing task is to construct

an effective strategy for picking a subsets of the G0V2 collections to search at query-time. The host-

selection strategy used for this experiment was to restrict searches to hosts that returned the most
relevant documents in previous TREC Terabyte Tracks.

Exegy Exegy's submission for the TREC 2007 million query track consisted of results obtained by run-

ning the queries against the raw data, i.e., the data was not indexed. The hardware- accelerated

streaming engine used to perform the search is the Exegy Text Miner (XTM), developed at Exegy,

inc. The search engine's architecture is novel: XTM is a hybrid system (heterogeneous compute plat-

form) employing general purpose processors (GPPs) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) in

a hardware-software co-design architecture to perform the search. The GPPs are responsible for in-

putting the data to the FPGAs and reading and post-processing the search results that the FPGAs
output. The FPGAs perform the actual search and due to the high degree of parallelism available

(including pipelining) are able to do so much more efficiently than the GPP.

For the million query track the results for a particular query were obtained by searching for the exact

query string within the corpus. This brute force approach, although naive, returned relevant results

for most of the queries. The mean-average precision for the results was 0.3106 and 0.0529 using the

UMass and the NEU approaches, respectively. More importantly, XTM complet'^d the search for the

entire set of the 10,000 queries on the unindexed data in less than two and a half hours.

Heilongjiang Institute of Technology, China Used Lemur.

IBM Haifa This year, the experiments of IBM Haifa were focused on the scoring function of Lucene, an

Apache open-source search engine. The main goal was to bring Lucene's ranking function to the

same level as the state-of-the-art ranking formulas like those traditionally used by TREC participants.

Lucene's scoring function was modified to include better document length normalization, and a better

term-weight setting following to the SMART model.

Lucene then compared to Juru, the home-brewed search engine used by the group in previous TREC
conferences. In order to examine the ranking function alone, both Lucene and Juru used the same

HTML parser, the same anchor text, and the same query parsing process including stop-word removal,

synonym expansion, and phrase expansion. Based on the 149 topics of the Terabyte tracks, the results

of modified Lucene significantly outperform the original Lucene and are comparable to Juru's results.

In addition, a shallow query log analysis was conducted over the lOK query log. Based on the query

log, a specific stop-list and a synonym-table were constructed to be used by both search engines.

Northeastern University We used several standard Lemur built in systems (tfidf-bm25, tfidfJog, kl-abs,kLdir,inquery,cos,

okapi) and combined their output (metasearch) using the hedge algorithm.

RMIT Zettair Dirichlet smoothed language model run.

SablR Standard smart Itu.Lnu run.

University of Amsterdam The University of Amsterdam, in collaboration with the University of Twente,

participated with the main aim to compare results of the earlier Terabyte traicks to the Million Query-

track. Specifically, what is the impact of shallow pooling methods on the (apparent) effectiveness of

retrieval techniques? And what is the impact of substantially larger numbers of topics? We submitted

a number of runs using different document representations (such as full-text, title-fields, or incoming

anchor-texts) to increase pool diversity. The initial results show broad agreement in system rankinjs

over various measures on topic sets judged at both Terabyte and Million Query tracks, with runs using

the full-text index giving superior results on all measures. There are some noteworthy upsets: measures

using the Million Query judged topics show stronger correlation with precision at early ranks.
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University of Massachusetts Amherst The base UMass Amherst submissions were a simple query like-

lihood model and the dependence model approach fielded during the terabyte track last year. We also

tried some simple automatic spelling correction on top of each baseline to deal with errors of that kind.

All runs were done using the Indri retrieval system.

University of Melbourne Four types of runs were submitted:

1. A topic-only run using a similarity metric based on a language model with Dirichlet smoothing

as describe by Zhai and Laiferty (2004).

2. Submit query to public web search engine, retrieve snippet information for top 5 documents,

add unique terms from snippets to query, run expanded query using same similarity metric just

described.

3. A standard impact-based ranking.

4. A merging of the language modeling and the impact runs.

2 Phase I: Relevance judgments and judging

After all runs were submitted, a subset of the topics were judged. The goal was to provide a small number

of judgments for a large number of topics. For TREC 2007, over 1700 queries were judged, a large increase

over the more typical 50 queries judged by other tracks in the past.

2.1 Judging overview

Judging was done by assessors at NIST and by participants in the track. Non-participants were welcome

(encouraged!) to provide judgments, too, though very few such judgments occurred. Some of the judgments

came from an Information Retrieval class project, and some were provided by hired assessors at UMass. The
bulk of judgments, however, came from the NIST assessors.

The process looked roughly like this from the perspective of someone judging:

1. The assessment system presented 10 queries randomly selected from the evaluation set of 10,000 queries.

2. The assessor selected one of those ten queries to judge. The others were returned to the pool.

3. The assessor provided the description and narrative parts of the query, creating a full TREC topic.

This information was used by the assessor to keep focus on what is relevant.

4. The system presented a G0V2 document (Web page) and asked whether it was relevant to the query.

Judgments were on a three-way scale to mimic the Terabyte Track from years past: highly relevant,

relevant, or not relevant. Consistent with past practice, the distinction between the first two was up
to the assessor.

5. The assessor was required to continue judging until 40 documents has been judged. An assessor could

optionally continue beyond the 40, but few did.

The system for carrying out those judgments was built at UMass on top of the Drupal content management

platform^ The same system was used as the starting point for relevance judgments in the Enterprise track.

2.2 Selection of documents for judging

Two approaches to selecting documents were used:

Minimal Test Collection (MTC) method. In this method, documents are selected by how much they

inform us about the difference in mean average precision given all the judgments that were made up
to that point [10]. Because average precision is quadratic in relevance judgments, the amount each

'http://drupal.org
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relevant document contributes is a function of the total number of judgments made and the ranks they

appear at. Nonrelevant documents also contribute to our knowledge: if a document is nonrelevant, it

tells us that certain terms cannot contribute anything to average precision. We quantify how much
a document will contribute if it turns out to be relevant or nonrelevant, then select the one that we
expect to contribute the most. This method is further described below in Section 3.

Statistical evaluation (statMAP) method. This method draws and judges a specific random sample

of documents from the given ranked lists and produces unbiased, low-variance estimates of average

precision, R-precision, and precision at standard cutoffs from these judged documents [1]. Additional

(non-random) judged documents may aJso be included in the estimation process, further improving

the quality of the estimates. This method is further described below in Section 4.

For each query, one of the following happened:

1. The pages to be judged for the query were selected by the "expected AP method." A minimum of 40

documents were judged, though the assessor was allowed to continue beyond 40 if so motivated.

2. The pages to be judged for the query were selected by the "statistical evaluation method." A minimum
of 40 documents were judged, though the assessor was allowed continue beyond 40 if so motivated.

3. The pages to be judged were selected by alternating between the two methods until each has selected

20 pages. If a page was selected by more than one method, it was presented for judgment only once.

The process continues until at least 40 pages have been judged (typically 20 per method), though the

assessor was allowed continue beyond 40 if so motivated. (See Section 5.)

The assignments were made such that option (3) was selected half the time and the other two options each

occurred 1 /4 of the time. When completed, roughly half of the queries therefore had parallel judgments of

20 or more pages by each method, and the other half had 40 or more judgments by a single method.

In addition, a small pool of 50 queries were randomly selected for multiple judging. With a small random

chance, the assessor's ten queries were drawn from that pool rather than the full pool. Whereas in the

full pool no query was considered by more than one person, in the multiple judging pool, a query could be

considered by any or even all assessors—though no assessor was shown the same query more than once.

3 UMass Method

The UMass algorithm is a greedy anytime algorithm. It iteratively orders documents according to how much
information they provide about a difference in average precision, presents the top document to be judged,

and, based on the judgment, re-weights and re-orders the documents.

Algorithm 3.1 shows the high-level pseudo-code for the algorithm, which we call MTC for minimal test

collection.

Algorithm 3.1 MTC(5. Q)

Require: a set of ranked lists S, a set of qrels Q (possibly empty)

1: q = GET-QRELS(Q)

2: W= INIT-WEIGHTS (5, q)

3: loop

4: i* = argmaxj w
5: request judgment for document i*

6: receive judgment ji- for document i*

7: W = UPDATE-WEIGHTS(i*
,
S)

8: Qi- = ji-

Here q is a vector of relevance judgments read in from a qrels file if one exists (for example if an assessor

is resuming judging a topic that he had previously stopped). GET-QRELS simply translates (document,

judgment) pairs into vector indexes such that = 1 if the document has been judged relevant and 0
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otherwise; if an assessor is just starting a topic, Qi will be 0 for all i. w is a vector of document weights (see

below). We assume that there's a global ordering of documents, so that the relevance of document i can be

found at index i in q, and its weight at the same index in w.

The INIT-WEIGHTS, SET-WEIGHTS, and UPDATE-WEIGHTS functions are where the real work happens.

The pseudo-code below is rather complicated, so first some notational conventions: We shall use i,j = l---n

to enumerate n documents and s = 1 • m to enumerate m systems. Capital bold letters are matrices.

Column and row vectors for a matrix M axe denoted M.j (for the ith column vector) or Mi. (for the ith

row vector). Matrix cells are referred to with nonbold subscripted letters, e.g. Mij. Lowercase bold letters

are vectors, and lowercase nonbold letters are scalars. Superscripts are never exponents, always some type

of index.

Algorithm 3.2 init-we;ights(5, q)

Require: ranked lists 5, a vector of judgments q

2: for all s € 5 do

4: for all pairs of documents do
5: dj ^ l/max{rs(i),rs{j)}

6: = Cq H- diag{C)

7: = C(l - q)

8: return set-weights()

Algorithm 3.3 set-weights()

Require: access to global weight matrices V^,V
1: W=[0]„
2: for all unjudged documents i do
3: lyf max Vf - min V/^

4: = max Vf^ - min V]^
5: Wi = max{tof

6: return w

Algorithm 3.2 initializes the weight vector. At line 1 we create two "global" weight matrices in which

each element Vis is the effect a judgment will have on the average precision of system 5 (see below for more

detail). We iterate over systems (line 2), for each run creating a coefficient matrix C (lines 3-5). Each

pair of documents has an associated coefficient 1/ majc{rs{i),rs{j)}, where rs{i) is the rank of document i

in system s (infinity if document i is unranked). In lines 6 and 7, we multiply the coefficient matrix by the

qrels vector and assign the resulting vector to the corresponding system column of the weight matrix. At
the end of this loop, the matrices V^, contain the individual system weights for every document. Each

column s contains the weights for system s and each row i the weights for document i.

The global weight of a document is the maximum difference between pairs of system weights. Global

weights are set with the set-weights function, shown in Algorithm 3.3. For each row in the weight matrices,

it finds the maximum and minimum weights in any system. The difference between these is the maximum
pairwise difference. Then the maximum of wl^ and wi^ is the final weight of the document.

After each judgment, update-weights (Algorithm 3.4) is called to update the global Tveight matrices

and recomputes the document weights. C is constructed by pulling the i*th column from each of the

m coefficient matrices C defined in set-weights. We construct it from scratch rather than keep all m C
matrices in memory. Global weight matrices are updated simply by adding or subtracting C depending on

the judgment to i*

.

3.1 Running Time

MTC loops until the assessor quits or all documents have been judged. Within the loop, finding the

maximum-weight document (line 4) is in 0{n). update-weights loops over systems and documents for a
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Algorithm 3.4 update-WEiGHTS(i*, 5)

Require: the index of the most recent judgment i* , a set of ranked lists S
Require: access to global weight matrices V'*,

2: for s G 5 do
3: for all documents i, — Xj max{rs(i*),rs(z)}

4: if i* is relevant then

5: V'* = V'^ +C
6: else

7: = - C
8: return SET-WEIGHTS()

runtime in 0(m • n). set-weights is also in 0{n m): each max or min is over m elements, and four of

them happen n times. Therefore the total runtime for each iteration is in 0{Tn n).

INIT-WEIGHTS is in 0{m • v?): we loop over m systems, each time performing 0{'n?) operations to

construct C and perform matrix-vector multiplication. Since MTC can iterate up to n times, the total

runtime is in 0{m n^).

In practice, the algorithm was fast enough that assessors experienced no noticeable delay between sub-

mitting a judgment and receiving the next document, even though an entire 0{m- n) iteration takes place

in between, init-weights was slow enough to be noticed, but it ran only once, in the background while

assessors defined a topic description and narrative.

3.2 Explanation

The pseudo-code is rather opaque, and it may not be immediately clear how it implements the algorithm

described in our previous work. Here is the explanation.

In previous work we showed APg <x Ylj AijXiXj, where Xi is a binary indicator of the relevance of

document i and Aij = 1/ m3x.{rs{i),rs{j)}- See Section 3.3.1 for more details.

Define a lower bound for APg in which every unjudged document is assumed to be nonrelevant. An upper

bound is similarly defined by assuming every unjudged document relevant. Denote the bounds [-^fsj and

lAPg] respectively.

Consider document i, ranked at rs(i) by system s. If we judge it relevant, [.APsJ will increase by

Y!,j\xj=\ CLijXj. If we judge it nonrelevant, \APs'\ will decrease by Ylj^xj^Q'^v^r These are matrix elements

V^^ and V^^ respectively, computed at steps 4-7 in init-weights and steps 2-7 in update-weights.

Now suppose we have two systems Si and S2- We want to judge the document that's going to have the

greatest effect on Aj4P — AP^^ - AP^^. We can bound tlAP as we did AP above, but the bounds are

much hard to compute exactly. It turns out that that does not matter: it can be proven that the judgment

that reduces the upper bound of Aj4P the most is a nonrelevant judgment to the document that maximizes

V^^ — Ks^ '
judgment that increases the lower bound the most is a relevant judgment to the document

that maximizes V^^ - V^^. Since we of course do not know the judgment in advance, the final weight of

document i is the maximum of these two quantities.

When we have more than two systems, we simply calculate the weight for each pair and take the maximum
over all pairs as the document weight. Since the maximum over all pairs is simply the maximum weight for

any system minus the minimum weight for any system, this can be calculated in linear time, as steps 3-5 of

set-weights show.

3.3 UMass Evaluation

The evaluation tool mtc-eval takes as input one or more retrieval systems. It calculates EMAP (Eq. 1

below) for each system; these are used to rank the systems. Additionally, it computes E[AAP\, Var[ilAP\,

and P(A^P < 0) (Eqs. 2, 3, 4 respectively) for each topic and each pair of systems, and E^MAP, VAMAP,
and P{AMAP < 0) (Eqs. 5, 6, 7 respectively) for each pair of systems. More details are provided below.
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3.3.1 Expected Mean Average Precision

As we showed in Carterette et al, average precision can be written as a quadratic equation over Bernoulli

trials Xi for the relevance of document i:

1
"

"^^•^ ^
Tffl X] XI ^v^i^i

where Aij = 1/ max{rs{i),rs{j)).

Let Pi = p{Xi = 1). The expectation of APg is:

We can likewise define the expected vaJue of MAP, £MAP, by summing over many topics:

£MAPs = ^ElAPst] (1)

Systems submitted to the track were ranked by SMAP. Probabilities Pi can be estimated in several

different ways; Section 3 describes the method we used in detail.

3.3.2 AMAP and Confidence

In our previous work we have been more interested in the difference in MAP between two systems rather

than the MAPs themselves. In this section we describe AMAP and the idea of confidence that an observed

difference between systems is "real"

.

As in Section 3.2, suppose we have two retrieval systems s\ and S2- Define AAP = APg^ — APs2- We
can write AAP in closed form as:

n

where = 1/ max{rsiii),rs,ij)} - l/max{rs2{i),rs2{j)}-

AAP has a distribution over all possible assignments of relevance to the unjudged documents. Some
assignments will result in AAP < 0, some in AAP > 0; if we believe that AAP < 0 but there are many
possible sets of judgments that could result in AAP > 0, then we should say that we have low confidence in

our belief.

As it turns out, AAP converges to a normal distribution. This makes it very easy to determine confidence:

we simply calculate the expectation and variance of AAP and plug them into the normal cumulative density

function provided by any statistics software package.

The expectation and variance of AAP are:

£;[A^P] = =^^ [Q,Pi + X^Q,p,p, )
(2)

Var[AAP] =
(

C^iQi +^ C^PiVA^ ' P^P,)

4-^ 2CiiCijPjPj9i + ^ 2QjCikPiPjPkQi) (3)

Confidence in a difference in average precision is then defined as

confidence = PiAAP < 0) = ^ (
-^[^^-^1

j (4)
^ [^VarlAAP])
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where <J> is the normal cumulative density function.

This can be very easily extended to determining our confidence in a difference in MAP. The expectation

and variance of AMAP are:

(5)

(6)

ter

and

confidence = P{AMAP < 0) = <i>

VVAMAP
-EAMAP

)
(7)

3.3.3 Estimating Relevance

The formulas above require probabilities of relevance for unjudged documents. We used the "expert aggre-

gation" model described in [9]. We will not present details here, but the goal is to estimate the relevance

of unjudged documents based on the performance of systems over the judged documents. The model takes

into account:

1. the relative frequency of relevant and nonrelevant documents for a topic;

2. the ability of a system to retrieve relevant documents;

3. the ability of a system to rank relevant documents highly;

4. the ability of a system to not retrieve nonrelevant documents;

5. variance over different systems using similar algorithms to rank.

Fitting the model is a three-step process: first, ranks are mapped to decreasing probabilities based on

the number of judged relevant and judged nonrelevant documents identified for each topic. Second, these

probabilities are calibrated to each system's ability to retrieve relevant documents at each rank. Finally, the

systems' calibrated probabilities and the available judgments are used to train a logistic regression classifier

for relevance. The model predicts probabilities of relevance for all unjudged documents.

In this section, we describe the statistical sampling evaluation methodology, statAP, developed at North-

eastern University and employed in the Million Query track. We begin with a simple example in order to

provide intuition for the sampling strategy ultimately employed, and we then proceed to describe the specific

application of this intuition to the general problem of retrieval evaluation.

4.1 Sampling Theory and Intuition

As a simple example, suppose that we are given a ranked list of documents {d\ ,d2, ), and we aire interested

in determining the precision-at-cutoff 1000, i.e., the fraction of the top 1000 documents that are relevant. Let

PC7(1000) denote this value. One obvious solution is to examine each of the top 1000 documents and return

the number of relevant documents seen divided by 1000. Such a solution requires 1000 relevance judgments

and returns the exact value of PC(IOOO) with perfect certainty. This is analogous to forecasting an election

by polling each and every registered voter and asking how they intend to vote: In principle, one would

determine, with certainty, the exact fraction of voters who would vote for a given candidate on that day. In

practice, the cost associated with such "complete surveys" is prohibitively expensive. In election forecasting,

market analysis, quality control, and a host of other problem domains, random sampling techniques are used

instead [15].

4 NEU Evaluation Method
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In random sampling, one trades-off exactitude and certainty for efficiency. Returning to our PC(IOOO)

example, we could instead estimate PC(IOOO) with some confidence by sampling in the obvious manner:

Draw m documents uniformly at random from among the top 1000, judge those documents, and return

the number of relevant documents seen divided by m — this is analogous to a random poll of registered

voters in election forecasting. In statistical parlance, we have a sample space of documents indexed by

k € {1,.. . , 1000}, we have a sampling distribution over those documents Pk = 1/1000 for all 1 < /c < 1000,

and we have a random variable X corresponding to the relevance of documents,

f 0 if dfc is non-relevant
Xk = rel(k) = < , T J • 1

[ 1 if dfc IS relevant.

One can easily verify that the expected value of a single random draw is PC(IOOO)

1000 1000

E[X] = Y^PkXk =— ^relik) = PC{mO),
fc=i fc=i

and the Law of Large Numbers and the Central Limit Theorem dictate that the average of a set 5 ofm such

random draws

fees fees

will converge to its expectation, PC(IOOO), quickly [13] — this is the essence of random sampling.

Random sampling gives rise to a number of natural questions: (1) How should the random sample be

drawn? In sampling with replacement, each item is drawn independently and at random according to the

distribution given (uniform in our example), and repetitions may occur; in sampling without replacement,

a random subset of the items is drawn, and repetitions will not occur. While the former is much easier to

analyze mathematically, the latter is often used in practice since one would not call the same registered voter

twice (or ask an assessor to judge the same document twice) in a given sur\'ey. (2) How should the sampling

distribution be formed? While PC (1000) seems to dictate a uniform sampling distribution, we shall see that

non-uniform sampling gives rise to much more efficient and accurate estimates. (3) How can one quantify

the accuracy and confidence in a statistical estimate? As more samples are drawn, one expects the accuracy

of the estimate to increase, but by how much and with what confidence? In the paragraphs that follow, we

address each of these questions, in reverse order.

While statistical estimates are generally designed to be correct in expectation, they may be high or low

in practice (especially for small sample sizes) due to the nature of random sampling. The variability of an

estimate is measured by its variance, and by the Central Limit Theorem, one can ascribe 95% confidence

intervals to a sampling estimate given its variance. Returning to our PC (1000) example, suppose that

(unknown to us) the actual PC(IOOO) was 0.25; then one can show that the variance in our random variable

X is 0.1875 and that the variance in our sampling estimate is 0.1875/m, where m is the sample size. Note

that the variance decreases as the sample size increases, as expected. Given this variance, one can derive

95% confidence intervals [13], i.e., an error range within which we are 95% confident that our estimate will

lie.^ For example, given a sample of size 50, our 95% confidence interval is +/ — 0.12, while for a sample of

size 500, our 95% confidence interval is +/ — 0.038. This latter result states that with a sample of size 500,

oiu: estimate is likely to lie in the range (0.212, 0.288]. In order to increase the accuracy of our estimates, we
must decrease the size of the confidence interval. In order to decrease the size of the confidence interval, we
must decrease the variance in our estimate, 0.1875/m. This can be accomplished by either (1) decreasing

the variance of the underlying random variable X (the 0.1875 factor) or (2) increasing the sample size m.

Since increasing m increases our judgment effort, we shall focus on decreasing the variance of our random
variable instead.

While our PC(IOOO) example seems to inherently dictate a uniform sampling distribution, one can reduce

the variance of the underlying random variable X, and hence the sampling estimate, by employing non-

uniform sampling. A maxim of sampling theory is that accurate estimates are obtained when one samples

with probability proportional to size (PPS) [15]. Consider our election forecasting analogy: Suppose that

^For estimates obtained by averaging a random sample, the 95% confidence interval is roughly +/— 1.965 standard deviations,

where the standard deviation is the squaire root of the variance, i.e., A/0.1875/m in our example.
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our hypothetical candidate is known to have strong support in rural areas, weaker support in the suburbs,

and almost no support in major cities. Then to obtain an accurate estimate of the vote total (or fraction

of total votes) this candidate is likely to obtain, it makes sense to spend your (sampling) effort "where the

votes are." In other words, one should spend the greatest effort in rural areas to get very accurate counts

there, somewhat less effort in the suburbs, and little effort in major cites where very few people are likely

to vote for the candidate in question. However, one must now compensate for the fact that the sampling

distribution is non-uniform — if one were to simply return the fraction of polled voters who intend to vote for

our hypothetical candidate when the sample is highly skewed toward the candidate's areas of strength, then

one would erroneously conclude that the candidate would win in a landslide. To compensate for non-uniform

sampling, one must under-count where one over-samples and over-count where one under- samples.

Returning to our PC (1000) example, employing a PPS strategy would dictate sampling "where the

relevant documents are." Analogous to the election forecasting problem, we do have a prior belief about

where the relevant documents are likely to reside — in the context of ranked retrieval, relevant documents

are generally more likely to appear toward the top of the list. We can make use of this fact to reduce

our sampling estimate's variance, so long as our assumption holds. Consider the non-uniform sampling

distribution shown in Figure 1 where

^ f 1.5/1000 1 < fc < 500
~

1 0.5/1000 501 < fc < 1000.

Here we have increased our probability of

sampling the top half (where more relevant

documents are likely to reside) and decreased

oiu* probability of sampling the bottom half

(where fewer relevant documents are likely to

reside).

In order to obtain the correct estimate,

we must now "under-count" where we "over-

sample" and "over-count" where we "under-

sample." This is accomplished by modifying

our random variable X as follows:

t 1.5

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 600 900 1000

documents

Figure 1: Non-uniform sampUng distribution.

Xk =
rel{k)/1.5 1 < fc < 500

re?(fc)/0.5 501 <fc< 1000.

Note that we over/under-count by precisely the factor that we under/over-sample; this ensures that the

expectation is correct:

. . V V -^W^^ 0.5 rem
E{x] = Lp^-^^^LtT^— "^^looo'oir

fc=l k=l

1000

k=l

= E W = /'^^(looo).

fc=l

For a given sample S of size m, our estimator is then a weighted average

PC(IOOO) = —
fees

vkeS : fc<500 fees : fc>500

reljk)

0.5

where we over/under-count appropriately.

Note that our expectation and estimator are correct, independent of xuhether our assumption about the

location of the relevant documents actually holds! However, if our assumption holds, then the variance of our
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random variable (and sampling estimate) will be reduced (and vice versa). Suppose that all of the relevant

documents were located where we over-sample. Our expectation would be correct, and one can show that

the variance of our random variable is reduced from 0.1875 to 0.1042 — we have sampled where the relevant

documents are and obtained a more accurate count as a result. This reduction in variance yields a reduction

in the 95% confidence interval for a sample of size 500 from +/ — 0.038 to +/ — 0.028, a 26% improvement.

Conversely, if the relevant documents were located in the bottom half, the confidence interval would increase.

One could extend this idea to three (or

more) strata, as in Figure 2. For each doc-

ument k, let ak be the factor by which it is

over/under-sampled with respect to the uni-

form distribution; for example, in Figure 1,

ak is 1.5 or 0.5 for the appropriate ranges of

k, while in Figure 2, ak is 1.5, 1, or 0.5 for

appropriate ranges of k. For a sample S of

size m drawn according to the distribution in

question, the sampling estimator would be

1,5

o 0.5

200 400 600

documents

800 1000

Figure 2: Non-uniform distrib. with three strata.

rel{k)

m— ak

In summary, one can sample with respect to any distribution, and so long as one over/under-counts appro-

priately, the estimator will be correct. Furthermore, if the sampling distribution places higher weight on

the items of interest (e.g., relevant documents), then the variance of the estimator will be reduced, yielding

higher accuracy. Finally, we note that sampling is often performed without replacement [15]. In this set-

ting, the estimator changes somewhat, though the principles remsdn the same: sample where you think the

relevant documents are in order to reduce variance and increase accurax^y. The ak factors are replaced by

inclusion probabilities itk, and the estimator must be normalized by the size of the sample space:

PC(IOOO)
1

1000
kes

rel{k)

TTfc

Modularity. The evaluation and sampling modules are completely independent: the sampling module

produces the sample in a specific format but does not impose or assume a particular evaluation being used;

conversely, the evaluation module uses the given sample, with no knowledge of or assumptions about the

sampling strategy strategy empolyed (a strong improvement over method presented in [5]). In fact, the

sampling technique used is known to work with many other estimators, while the estimator used is known to

work with other sampling strategies [8]. This flexibility is particularly important if one has reason to believe

that a different sampling strategy might work better for a given evaluation.

4.2 The sample

The sample is the set of documents selected for judging together with all information required for evaluation:

in our case, that means (1) the documents ids, (2) the relevance assessments,, and (3) the inclusion probability

for each document.

The inclusion probability TTfc is simply the probability that the document k would be included in any

sample of size m. In without-replacement sampling, tt^ = pk when m = 1 and tt^ approaches 1 as the sample

size grows. For most common without-replacement sampling approaches, these inclusion probabilities are

notoriously difficult to compute, especially for large sample sizes [8].

Additional judged documents, obtained deterministically, can be added to the existing sample with

associated inclusion probability of 1. This is a useful feature as often in practice separate judgments are

available; it matches perfectly the design of the Million Query Track pooling strategy, where for more than

800 topics a mixed pool of documents was created (half randomly sampled, half deterministically chosen).

Additionally, deterministic judgments may arise in at least two other natural ways: First when large-scale

judging is done by assessors, it might be desirable to deterministically judge a given depth-pool (say the

top 50 documents of every list to be evaluated) and then invoke the sampling strategy to judge additional
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documents. (This strategy was employed in Terabyte 06 Track). Second, if it is determined that additional

samples are required (say for a new run with many unjudged documents), one can judge either hand-picked

documents and/or sampled documents and combine them with the original sample. Any collisions (where a

document is sampled and separately deterministicaJly judged) are handled by setting inclusion probability

to 1.

4.3 Evaluation

Given a sample S of judged documents along with inclusion probabilities, we discuss here how to estimate

quantities of interest {AP, R-precision, precision- at-cutoff).

For AP estimates, which we view as mean of a population of precision values, we adapt the generalized

ratio estimator for unequal probability designs (very popular on polls, election strategies, market research

etc.), as described in [15]:

where Vk is the value associated with item k (e.g., the relevance of a document, a vote for a candidate, the

size of a potential donation, etc.). For us, the "values" we wish to average are the precisions at relevant

documents, and the ratio estimator for AP is thus

AP =
E PC{rank{k))/'Kk

re/(fc)=l

rei(fc)=l

(8)

where PC (r) = ^ X) ^^T^^ estimates precision at rank r and k £ S iterates through sampled documents
rank{k)<T

only).

Note that AV mimics the well known formula AP -
'""'^-"JXhTrliT-rfdlcl^^^^^

because the numerator is

an unbiased estimator for the sum of precision values at relevant ranks, while the denominator is an unbiased

estimator of the number of relevant documents in the collection: R = Ylrei{k)=i V^-
Combining the estimates

for R and for precision at rank, PC{r), we obtain also an estimate for R-precision:

RP = PC{R) =
rel{k)

R ^—
' - '^k

rank(k)<R
E (9)

Finally, we note that the variance in our estimates can be estimated as well, and from this, one can

determine confidence intervals in all estimates produced. Details may be found our companion paper [l].

OMr docs ovM docs ovar docs

$ance

Evaluation

4.4 Sampling strategy ^.^^^^^^-^
; ranked list: : ranked list: : ranked list: 5 g^QitiC-""'

'

There are many ways one can ...........
:

imagine sampling from a given dis-

tribution [8]. Essentially, sampling

consists of a sampling distribution

over documents (that should be dic-

tated by the ranks of documents in

the ranked lists and therefore nat-

urally biased towards relevant doc-

uments) and a sampling strategy (some-

times called "selection") that pro-

duces inclusion probabilities roughly

proportional to the sampling distri-

bution. Following are our proposed choices for both the distribution and the selection algorithms; many

others could work just as well. In the Million Query Track, due to unexpected server behavior, both the

Sampling

Figure 3: statAP: Sampling and evaluation design.
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sampling distribution and the selection strategy were altered, yielding suboptimaJ chosen samples; neverthe-

less, we were able to compute the inclusion probability for each selected document and run the evaluation,

though at a reduced accuracy and efficiency.

Sampling distribution (prior). It has been shown that average precision induces a good relevance

prior over the ranked documents of a list. The >iP-prior has been used with sampling techniques[5]; in

metasearch (data fusion) [4]; in automatic assessment of query difficulty [2]; and in on-line application to

pooling[3]. It has also been shown that this prior can be averaged over multiple lists to obtain a global prior

over documents[5]. An accurate description together with motivation and intuition can be found in [5].

For a given ranked list of documents, let Z be the size of the list. Then the prior distribution weight

associated with any rank r, 1 < r < Z, is given by

We used for experimentation the above described prior, averaged per document over all run lists; Note that

the our sampling strategy works with any prior over documents.

Stratified sampling strategy. The most important considerations are: handle non-uniform sampling

distribution; without replacement so we can easily add other judged documents; probabilities proportional

with size (pps) minimizes variance by obtaining inclusion probabilities vrt roughly proportional with precision

values PCrankid)'^ and computability of inclusion probabilities for documents (yrfe) and for pairs of documents

(TTfc;). We adopt a method developed by Stevens [8, 14], sometimes referred to as stratified sampling, that has

all of the features enumerated above and it is very straight forward for our application. The details of our

proposed sampling strategy can be found in [1]. Figure 3 provides an overall view of the statAP sampling

and evaluation methodology.

5 Alternation of methods

Half of the queries were served by alternating between the UMass method MTC and the NEU method

statMAP. The aJtemation was kept on separate "tracks", so that a judgment on a document served by

statMAP would not affect the document weights for MTC. If, say, statMAP selected a document that MTC
had already served (and therefore that had already been judged), the judgment was recorded for statMAP
without showing the document to the user.

6 Statistics

The following statistics reflect the status of judgments as of October 16, 2007. Those are not the same

judgments that were used by the track participants for their notebook papers, though the differences are

1,755 queries were judged

A total of 22 of those queries were judged by more than one person.

10 were judged by two people

5 were judged by 3 people

4 were judged by 4 people

3 were judged by 5 or more people

The actual assignment of topics to judging method was done in advance based on topic number. The
following was the distribution of topics to methods:

Since assessors were shown a set of queries and could choose from them, we wondered whether there was an

order effect. That is, did people tend to select the first query or not. Here is the number of times someone

selected a query for judging based on where in the list of 10 it was.

(10)

small.

443

471

432

409

of those used the MTC (UMass-only) method

used the statMAP (NEU-only) method

alternated, starting with MTC
alternated, starting with statMAP
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149 Terabyte IMQ
run name unjudg MAP unjudg EMAP statMAP
UAms.AnLM 64.72 0.0278^ 90.75 0.0281 0.0650

UAms.TiLM 61.43 0.0392* 89.40 0.0205 0.0938

exegyexact 8.81 0.0752* 13.67 0.0184 0.0517

umelbexp 61.17 0.1251 91.85 0.0567** 0.1436^

ffind07c 22.91 0.1272* 77.94 0.0440 0.1531

ffind07d 24.07 0.1360 82.11 0.0458 0.1612

sabmq07al 21.69 0.1376 86.51 0.0494 0.1519

UAins.Sum6 32.74 0.1398* 81.37 0.0555 0.1816

UAms.SumS 24.40 0.1621 79.92 0.0580 0.1995

UAms-TeVS 21.11 0.1654 81.35 0.0503 0.1805

hedgeO 16.90 0.1708* 80.44 0.0647 0.2175

umelbimp 15.40 0.2499 80.83 0.0870 0.2568

umelbstd 11.48 0 2532* 82.17 0.0877 0.2583

umelbsim 10.38 0.2641* 80.17 0.1008** 0.2891*

hitir 9.06 0.2873 80.25 0.0888 0.2768

rmitbase 8.32 0.2936 79.28 0.0945 0.2950

indriQLSC 7.34 0.2939 79.18 0.0969 0.3040

LucSynEx 13.02 0.2939 78.23 0.1032' 0.3184*

LucSpelO 13.08 0.2940 78.27 0.1031 0.3194*

LucSynO 13.08 0.2940 78.27 0.1031 0.3194*

indriQL 7.12 0.2960* 78.80 0.0979* 0.3086

JuruSynE 8.86 0.3135 78.36 0.1080 0.3117

indriDMCSC 9.79 0.3197 80.36 0.0962* 0.2981*

indriDM 8.67 0.3238 79.51 0.0981* 0.3060*

Table 1: Performance on 149 Terabyte topics, 1692 partially-judged topics per EMAP, and 1084 partially-

judged queries per statMAP, along with the number of unjudged documents in the top 100 for both sets.

Rank 12 34 5 678 9 10

Count 213 157 144 148 169 141 118 145 156 139

Percent 13.9% 10.3% 9.4% 9.7% 11.0% 9.2% 7.7% 9.5% 10.2% 9.1%

(The numbers add up to 1530 rather than 1755 because this logging was included partway through the

judging process.)

Judgments came from the following sources:

1,478 NIST assessors

97 CIIR hired annotators

47 IR class project

The remaining judgments came from diflferent sites, some (though not all) of which were participants. The

number of judged queries ranked from 1 to 37 per site (other than those listed above).

7 Results

The 24 runs were evaluated over the TB set using trec_eval and over the IMQ set using EMAP and

StatMAP. If TB is representative, we should see that EMAP and statMAP agree with each other as well as

TB about the relative ordering of systems. Our expectation is that statMAP will present better estimates

of MAP while EMAP is more likely to present a correct ranking of systems.

The left side of Table 1 shows the MAP for our 24 systems over the 149 Terabyte queries, ranked from

lowest to highest. The average number of unjudged documents in the top 100 retrieved is also shown. Since

some of these systems did not contribute to the Terabyte judgments, they ranked quite a few unjudged

documents.
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UMass Evaluaton NEU Evaluation

Figure 4: MTC and statMAP evaluation results sorted by evaluation over 149 Terabyte topics.
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Figure 5: From left, evaluation over Terabyte queries versus statMAP, evaluation over Terabyte queries

versus SMAP, and statMAP evaluation versus SMAP evaluation.

The right side shows SMAP and statMAP over the queries judged for our experiment, in order of

increasing MAP over Terabyte queries. It also shows the number of unjudged documents in the top 100.

£MAP and statMAP are evaluated over somewhat different sets of queries; statMAP excludes queries judged

by MTC and queries for which no relevant documents were found, while SMAP includes all queries, with

those that have no relevant documents having some probability that a relevant document may yet be found.

Overall, the rankings by SMAP and statMAP are fairly similar, and both are similar to the "gold

standard". Figure 4 shows a graphical representation of the two rankings compared to the ranking by

Terabyte systems. Figure 5 shows how statMAP, SMAP, and MAP over TB queries correlate. All three

methods have identified the same three clusters of systems, separated in Table 1 by horizontal lines; within

those clusters there is some variation in the rankings between methods. For statMAP estimates (Figure 5,

left plot), besides the ranking correlation, we note the accuracy in terms of absolute difference with the TB
MAP values by the line corresponding to the main diagonal.

Some of the bigger differences between the methods are noted in Table 1 by a * indicating that the run

moved four or more ranks from its position in the TB ranking, or a ^ indicating a difference of four or more
ranks between SMAP and statMAP. Both methods presented about the same number of such disagreements,

though not on the same systems. The biggest disagreements between SMAP and statMAP were on umelbexp

and umelbsim, both of which SMAP ranked five places higher than statMAP. Each method settled on a

different "winner": indriDM for the TB queries, JuruSynE for SMAP, and LucSpelO and LucSynO tied by

StatMAP However, these systems are all quite close in performance by all three methods.
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An obvious concern about the gold standard is the correlation between the number of unjudged documents

and MAP: the tau correlation is —.517, or —.608 when exegyexact (which often retrieved only one document)

is excluded. This correlation persists for the number unjudged in the top 10. To ensure that we were not

inadvertently ranking systems by the number of judged documents, we selected some of the top-retrieved

documents in sparsely-judged systems for additional judgments. A total of 533 additional judgments only

discovered 7 new relevant documents for the UAms systems, 4 new relevant documents for the ffind systems,

but 58 for umelbexp. The new relevant judgments caused umelbexp to move up one rank. This suggests

that while the ranking is fair for most systems, it is likely underestimating umelbexp's performance.

It is interesting that the three evaluations disagree as much as they do in light of work such as Zobel's [16].

There are at least three possible reasons for the disagreement: (1) the gold standard queries represent a

different sample space than the rest; (2) the gold standard queries are incompletely judged; and (3) the

assessors did not pick queries truly randomly. The fact that S.MAP and statMAP agree with each other

more than either agrees with the gold standard suggests to us that the gold standard is most useful as a

loose guide to the relative differences between systems, but does not meaningfully reflect "truth" over the

larger query sample. But the possibility of biased sampling affects the validity of the other two sets as well:

as described above, assessors were allowed to choose from 10 different queries, and it is possible they chose

queries that they could decide on clear intents for rather than queries that were unclear. It is difficult to

determine how random query selection was. We might hypothesize that, due to order effects, if selection was

entirely random we would expect to see the top most query selected most, followed by the second-ranked

query, followed by the third, and so on, roughly conforming to a log-normal distribution. This in fact is not

what happened; as the click rates in Section 6 show, assessors chose the top-ranked query slightly more often

than the others (13.9% of all clicks), but the rest were roughly equal (around 10%). But this would only

disprove random selection if we could guarantee that presentation bias holds in this situation. Nevertheless,

it does lend weight to the idea that query selection was not random.

8 Additional Analysis

In this section we present some additional statistics and analysis over the collected data. For more detailed

analysis, in particulsu- on the stability of rankings, tradeoffs between the numbers of queries and judgments,

and reusability, we refer the reader to our companion work [11].

8.1 Assessments

Assessors made a total of 33,077 judgments for the 801 alternating queries. Of these, 15,028 (45%) were

chosen by both methods. 12,489 (38%) were chosen only by MTC, and 5,560 (17%) were chosen only by

StatMAP.

Forty-two of the 149 Terabyte topics ended up being selected by IMQ assessors to be rejudged. For these

42 queries, there were 2,011 documents judged for both the 2007 IMQ track and the 2005 Terabyte track.

Agreement on the relevance of these documents was 75%.

Looking at the difference in system rankings produced by the NIST assessors only versus those produced

by the non-NIST assessors may provide a sort of "upper bound" Kendall's r correlation, the best that can

be expected given disagreement between assessors. Though r = 0.9 is the usual standard, our observed

correlation is 0.802. Nearly all of this is due to swaps in the top-ranked systems, which are very similar in

quality.

8.2 Agreement on Statistical Significance

We evaluated statistical significance over the TB queries by a one-sided paired t-test at q = 0.05. A run

denoted by a Mn Table 1 has a MAP significantly less than the next run in the ranking. (Considering the

number of unjudged documents, some of these results should be taken with a grain of salt.) Significance

is not transitive, so a significant difference between two adjacent runs does not always imply a significant

difference between other runs. Both S-MAP and statMAP swapped some significant pairs, though they

agreed with each other for nearly all such swaps.
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pair confidence

exegyexact & UAmsl07MAiiLM 0.9577

sabmqUTai &; UAmsiU/M ieVb U.7IIO
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llliltUaot: 06 IIKII lJ_/iVl VyOv> ft 841 9

indriDMCSC & indriQLSC 0.6552

indriDMCSC & indriQL 0.8480

indriQLSC & indriDM 0.7748

indriQL & indriDM 0.5551

LucSynO & LucSpelO 0.5842

LucSynO &: LucSynEx 0.6951

LucSpelO & LucSynEx 0.6809

Table 2; Probability that a difference in MAP is less than zero for selected pairs of systems.

Overall, MTC agreed with 92.4% of the significant differences between systems as measured over the 149

Terabyte topics. NEU agreed with 93.7% of the significant differences. This diflFerence is not significant by

a one-sample proportion test {p = 0.54).

8.3 Confidence

As we described in Section 4, MTC is more interested in differences between pairs than in the value of

£MAP. For nearly all the pairs the confidence was 1, meaning that we predict that additional judgments

will not change the relative ordering of pairs. Table 2 shows the confidence in the difference in EMAP for

selected pairs that had less than 100% confidence. Note that many of the high-ranked systems (the indri set

and the Luc set) were difficult to differentiate.

8.4 ANOVA and Generalizability Theory

As extensively discussed in previous sections, 24 different runs were submitted to the Million Query track,

where each run output a ranked list of documents for each one of 10, 000 queries. The ranked lists produced

by all systems for a subset of 1 , 755 queries were judged and their quality was assessed employing two different

methodologies, MTC and NEU. Each of the two methodologies evaluated the quality of the ranked lists for

the 1,755 queries by the means of some estimate of average precision (AP) and the overall quality of each

system by some estimate of mean average precision (MAP), resulting into two test collections.

There are two questions that naturally arise: (1) How reliable axe the given performance comparisons,

and (2) how good are the test collections? We answer these two questions by employing Generalizability

Theory (GT) [6, 7].

In particular, GT provides the appropriate tools to answers the question: To what extent does the variance

of the observed average precision (AP) values reflect real performance difference between the systems as

opposed to other sources of variance? During the first step of GT (the G-study), the AP value for a ranked

list of documents produced by a single system ran over a single query can be decomposed into a number of

uncorrelated effects (sources of variance),

where is the grand mean over all AP values, Uq is the system effect, Vq is the query effect and Vaq,err is

the system-query interaction effect along with any other effect not being considered. Apart from the grand

mean that is a constant, each of the other effects is modeled as a random variable and therefore it has mean
and variance. In the same manner as the AP value decomposition, the variance of the observed AP value is
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Effects Variance % of total variance

System Effect 0.0008 10%
Query Effect 0.0054 69%
S-Q Interaction Effect 0.0016 21%

Table 3: Variance components analysis based on 429 queries employing the MTC methodology.

Effects Vaxiance % of total variance

System Effect 0.0069 11%
Query Effect 0.0247 39%
S-Q Interaction Effect 0.0310 50%

Table 4: Variance components analysis based on 459 queries employing the NEU methodology.

decomposed into the corresponding variance components,

cr^iAPag) = o-2(a) + a^{q) + a^iaq, err)

Table 3 and Table 4 provide estimates of those variance components when the MTC and the NEU
methodology is employed, respectively. The figures in Table 3 are based on 429 queries selected by MTC,
while the figures in Table 4 are based on 459 selected by NEU. Note that each variance component reported

in the two tables along with the corresponding percentage is calculated on a per query basis. Therefore,

65.42% (or 78.64%) would be the percentage of the total variance that corresponds to the system-query

interaction if a system runs on a single query when the MTC (or NEU) methodology is employed.

While the G-study copes with the decomposition of variance of a single AP value into variance components

due to a single system and a single query, the next step of GT (the D-study) considers the decomposition

of the variance of the average of the AP values over all queries (MAP) into variance components due to a

single system and a set of Ng queries. The variance components in the D-study can be easily computed by

using the variance components computed during G-study as follows,

a'{Q) = a\q)/Ng,a\aQ) = cr\aq)/Ng

while the variance due to the system effect remains the same.

Table 5 and Table 6 provide the percentage of the variance of the MAP values that is due to the

system effect, i.e. <T^(a)/((7^(a) -I- (j'^{q)/Nq + a^{aq)/Nq) for different number of queries {Nq) for the two

methodologies. As can be observed, for both MTC and NEU methodologies, the variance in the MAP scores,

in a test design of 450 queries (i.e. approximately the design used in Million Query track) reflect the real

performance difference between the systems, since the percentage of the total MAP variance that is due to

the system effect is 98% for both methodologies. Therefore, any disagreement in the overall ranking of the

systems by the two methodologies are due to the different estimators used by the two methodologies for

computing AP and MAP values.
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Abstract

The TREC 2007 question answering (QA) track contained two tasks: the main task consisting of se-

ries of factoid, list, and "Other" questions organized around a set of targets, and the complex, interactive

question answering (ciQA) task. The main task differed from previous years in that the document col-

lecdon comprised blogs in addition to newswire documents, requiring systems to process diverse genres

of unstructured text. The evaluation of factoid and hst responses distinguished between answers that

were globally correct (with respect to the document collection), and those that were only locally correct

(with respect to the supporting document but not to the overall document collection). The ciQA task

provided a framework for participants to investigate interaction in the context of complex information

needs. Standing in for surrogate users, assessors interacted with QA systems live over the Web; this

setup allowed participants to experiment with more complex interfaces but also revealed limitations in

the ciQA design for evaluation of interactive systems.

1 Introduction

The goal of the TREC question answering (QA) track is to foster research on systems that directly return

answers, rather than documents containing answers, in response to a natural language question. Since its

inception in TREC-8 (1999), the track has steadily expanded both the type and difficulty of the questions

asked. The first several editions of the track focused onfactoid questions. A factoid question is a fact-based,

short answer question such as How many calories are there in a Big Mac? The task in the TREC 2003 QA
track contained list and definition questions in addition to factoid questions (Voorhees, 2004). A list question

asks for different answer instances that satisfy the information need, such as List the names ofchewing gums.

Answering such questions requires a system to assemble a response from information located in multiple

documents. A definition question asks for interesting information about a particular person or thing such

as Who is Vlad the Impaler? or What is a golden parachute? Definition questions also require systems to
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locate information in multiple documents, but in this case the information of interest is much less crisply

delineated.

Since TREC 2004 (Voorhees, 2005a), factoid and list questions have been grouped into different series,

where each series is associated with a target and the questions in the series ask for some information about

the target. In addition, the final question in each series is an explicit "Other" question, which is to be

interpreted as "TeU me other interesting things about this target I don't know enough to ask directly". This

last question is roughly equivalent to the definition questions in die TREC 2003 task. The series format

supports the evaluation of different types of questions (factoid, list and Odier) while providing an abstraction

of a real user session with a QA system.

In TREC 2004, die target for a series could be a person, organization, or thing. Events were added as

possible targets in TREC 2005, requiring that answers must be temporally correct with respect to the time-

fi-ame defined by the series. In TREC 2006, that requirement for sensitivity to temporal dependencies was

made explicit in the distinction between locally and globally correct answers, so that answers for questions

phrased in the present tense must not only be supported by the supporting document (locally correct), but

must also be die most up-to-date answer in the document collection (globally correct).

The main task in die TREC 2007 QA track repeated die question series format, but widi a significant

change in die genre of die document collection. Instead of just newswire, die document collection contained

both newswire and blogs. Mining blogs for answers introduced significant new challenges in at least two

aspects diat are very important for real-world QA systems: 1) being able to handle language tiiat is not well-

formed, and 2) dealing widi discourse stioictures that are more informal and less reliable than newswire.

Based on its successful application in TREC 2006 (Dang and Lin, 2007), the nugget pyramid evaluation

method became die official evaluation mediod for die Odier questions in TREC 2007.

In addition to die main task, die TREC 2007 QA track repeated die complex, interactive QA (ciQA)

task of TREC 2006. At die TREC 2006 workshop, participants indicated diat tiiey wanted to have longer,

more complex interactions in the ciQA task rather dian short interactions via cached interaction forms.

Participants proposed trying "live interactions" for 2007. Under this setup, die interactive QA system was

located at a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) on die participant's machine, and NIST assessors simply

navigated to the URL. The advantage was that participants were able to explore more complex interactions

and interfaces. However, this setup placed die burden on participants to have dieir systems accessible during

die entire interaction period and to record all desired data during die interaction.

The remainder of this paper describes each of die two tasks in die TREC 2007 QA track in more de-

tail. Section 2 describes die questions, evaluation metfiods, and results for die main task, while Section 3

discusses the ciQA task.

2 Main Task

The scenario for die main task in the TREC 2007 QA track was diat an adult, native speaker of English

is looking for information about a target of interest. The target could be a person, organization, diing, or

event. The user was assumed to be an "average" reader of U.S. newspapers. Serving as surrogate users,

NIST assessors developed die questions and judged die system responses.

The main task required systems to provide answers to a series of related questions. A question series,

which focused on a target, consisted of several factoid questions, one or two list questions, and exactly one

Odier question. The order of questions in die series and the type of each question (factoid, list, or Other)

were all explicidy encoded in die test set. Example series are shown in Figure 1 . The final test set contained

70 series; the targets of these series are given in Table 1. Of the 70 targets, 19 were PERSONS, 17 were
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219 Target; Iraqi defector Curveball

219.1 FACTOID What year did Curveball defect?

219.2 FACTOID What was Curveball 's profession?

219.3 FACTOID Wnat is Curveball 's real name?

219.4 FACTOID Which intelligence service employed Curveball?

219.5 LIST Which US government officials accepted his claims regarding Iraqi weapons labs?

219.6 FACTOID Where does Curveball now live?

219.7 OTHER
254 Target: House of Chanel

254.1 FACTOID Who founded the House of Chanel?

254.2 FACTOID In what year was the company founded?

254.3 FACTOID Who is the president of the House of Chanel?

254.4 FACTOID Who took over the House of Chanel in 1983?

254.5 LIST What women have worn Chanel clothing to award ceremonies?

254.6 LIST What museums have displayed Chanel clothing?

254.7 FACTOID What Chanel creation is the top-selling fragrance in the world?

254.8 OTHER
269 Target: Pakistan earthquakes of October 2005

269.1 FACTOID On what date did this earthquake strike?

269.2 LIST What countries were affected by this earthquake?

269.3 FACTOID What was the final death toll from this earthquake?

269.4 FACTOID What was the strength of this earthquake?

269.5 FACTOID Where was die epicenter (latitude and longimde)?

269.6 LIST What countries supplied aid?

269.7 OTHER

Figure 1: Sample question series from the test set. Series 219 has a PERSON as the target, series 254 has

an ORGANIZATION as the target, and series 269 has an EVENT as die target.

ORGANIZATIONS, 15 were EVENTS, and 19 were THINGS. The series contained a total of 360 factoid

questions, 85 list questions, and 70 Other questions. Each series contained 6-10 questions (counting the

Other question), with most series containing 7 questions.

Answers were to be drawn from a document collection comprising die Blog06 corpus (Macdonald and

Ounis, 2006) and the AQUAINT-2 Corpus of English News Text. The AQUAINT-2 collection contains

approximately 2.5 GB of text (about 907K documents) spanning die time period of October 2004 - March

2006; articles are in English and come from a variety of sources including Agence France Presse, Central

News Agency (Taiwan), Xinhua News Agency, Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News Service, New
York Times, and The Associated Press. Blog06 documents were collected by polling 100,649 RSS and Atom

feeds over an 1 1 week period (December 6, 2005 - February 21, 2006). A blog document is defined to be a

blog post plus its follow-up comments (a permalink). As a convenience for track participants, NIST made

available document rankings of the top 1000 documents per target for each of two corpora, as produced

using the PRISE document retrieval system, with die target as the query.

Participants were allowed two weeks to download die test data and submit tiieir results. All processing

of die questions was required to be stricdy automatic. Systems were required to process series independently
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216 Paul Krugman 251 Lyme disease

217 Jay-Z 252 American Girl dolls

218 impressionist Darrell Hammond 253 Kurt Weill

219 Iraqi defector Curveball 254 House of Chanel

22U International Management Group (IMG) o c c255 British American Tobacco (BAT)

221 U.S. Mint 256 Buffalo Soldiers

222 3M 257 2005 DARPA Grand Challenge

223 Memll Lynch & Co. 258 2005 presidential election in Egypt

224 WWb 259 2005 World Snooker Championships

Llj Sago Mine disaster 260 leenage Mutant Wmja lurtles (IMJN I)

226 Harriet Miers withdraws nomination to Supreme Court 261 marsupials

227 Robert Blake criminal trial 262 kumquat

ZZo March Madness 2006 2o3 Ayn Rand

229 first partial face transplant 264 Alan Greenspan

2iU AMT 265 Mahmud (or Mahmood, Mahmoud) Ahmadinejad

151 USa Abranam Lincoln 266 Rafik Hariri, former Lebanese Prime Minister

232 Dulles Airport 267 EISA Court

233 comic strip Blondie 268 Israel evacuation of the Gaza Strip

234 Irving Berlin 269 Pakistan earthquakes of October 2005

235 Susan Butcher 270 The Mars rovers. Spirit and Opportunity

ZjO Boston Pops All Jon Bon Jovi

237 Cunard Cruise Lines 111 Barack Obama
238 2004 Baseball World Series 273 Rush Limbaugh

239 game show Jeopardy 274 Exxon Mobile Corp

240 Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire 275 Dixie Chicks

241 Jasper Fforde 276 B-17 bomber

242 Guinness Brewery 277 Boeing 777 aircraft

243 2005 London terror bombing attacks 278 St. Peter's Basilica

244 Rubik's Cube Competidons 279 Australian wine

245 hybrid cars 280 Angkor Wat temples

246 Michael Brown 281 Joseph Steffen

247 Ella Fitzgerald 282 Orhan Pamuk
248 CSPI 283 Habitat for Humanity

249 Fulbright Program 284 CAFTA approval by U.S. Congress

250 publication of Danish cartoons of Mohammed 285 Yeti

Table 1: Targets of the 70 question series.
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from one another, and to process an individual series in question order. That is, systems were allowed to

use questions and answers from earlier questions in a series to answer later questions in the same series, but

could not "look ahead" and use later questions to help answer earlier questions. Thus, question series can

be viewed as an abstraction of an information-seeking dialogue between the user and the system; cf. (Kato

et al., 2004). In total, 51 runs from 21 participants were submitted to the main task.

The evaluation of a single run can be decomposed into component evaluations for each of the question

types and a final per-series score. Each of the three question types has its own response format and evaluation

method. The individual component evaluations in 2007 were identical to those used in the TREC 2006 QA
track, except tiiat the official scores for Other questions were computed using multiple assessors' judgments

of the importance of information nuggets, and assessors were not restricted in the criteria they could use

in distinguishing between locally correct and globally correct answers for factoid and list quesdons. An

aggregate score was computed for each series in a nm using a simple average of the component scores of

questions in tiiat series, and the final score for the run was computed as the average of its per-series scores.

2.1 Factoid questions

The system response to a factoid question was either exactly one [doc-id, answer-string] pair or the literal

string 'NIL'. Since there was no guarantee that a factoid question had an answer in the document collection,

NIL was returned by the system when it believed there was no answer. Otherwise, answer-string was a

string containing precisely an answer to the question, and doc-id was the id of a document in die collection

tiiat supported answer-string as an answer.

Each response was independently judged by two human assessors. When the two assessors disagreed in

tiieir judgments, a diird adjudicator made die final determination. Each response was assigned exactly one

of die following five judgments:

incorrect: die answer string does not contain a correct answer or the answer is not responsive;

not supported: the answer string contains a correct answer but the document returned does not support that

answer;

not exact: the answer string contains a correct answer and die document supports diat answer, but the string

contains more than just die answer or is missing bits of the answer;

locally correct: die answer string consists of exactly a correct answer that is supported by die document

returned, but die document collection contains a contradictory answer diat the assessor beUeves is

better;

globally correct: die answer string consists of exacdy die correct answer, diat answer is supported by die

document returned, and die document collection does not contain a contradictory answer that die

assessor believes is better.

To be responsive, an answer string was required to contain appropriate units and to refer to die correct

"famous" entity (e.g., die Taj Mahal casino is not responsive if die question asks about "die Taj Mahal").

Questions also had to be interpreted in the time frame implied by die question series. For example, if die

target was die event "France wins World Cup in soccer" and the question was Who was the coach of the

French team? dien die correct answer must be "Aime Jacquet", die name of die coach of the French team

in 1998 when France won die Worid Cup, and not just die name of any past or current coach of die French
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Run Tag Submitter Accuracy NIL Free NIL Recall

LymbaPAO? Lymba Corporation 0.706 0.000 0.000

LCCFerret Language Computer Corporation 0.494 0.000 0.000

lsv2(X)7c Saarland University 0.289 — 0.000

UoiL University of Lethbridge 0.258 0.052 0.500

QASCUl Concordia University 0.256 0.000 0.000

FDUQAT16A Fudan University 0.236 0.053 0.312

pronto07nm3 Universita di Roma "La Sapienza" 0.222 0.000 0.000

ILQUAl State University of New York (SUNY) at Albany 0.222 0.000 0.000

Ephyra3 Carnegie Mellon University and Universitaet Karlsruhe 0.208 0.048 0.062

QUANTA Tsinghua University (State Key Lab) 0.206 0.091 0.062

Table 2: Evaluation scores for the factoid component. Scores are shown for the best run from the top 10

groups.

team. NIL responses were correct only if there was no known answer to the question in the collection. NIL

was correct for 16 of the 360 factoid questions in the test set. For 26 questions, no system returned the

correct answer, although those questions did have a correct answer found by the assessors.

It may be the case (especially with the inclusion of blogs) that different documents support contradictory

answers as being correct. An exact answer-string that is supported in its associated document is assumed

to be globally correct unless there is a better, contradictory answer supported elsewhere in the document

collection. The assessor was allowed to use any nimiber of criteria in determining that one answer was

better than another, including recency of the supporting document, the amount of support provided by each

supporting document, the number of distinct sources that support the answer as being correct, and the

credibility or authoritativeness of the source. The assessor marked as globally correct one or more of the

most credible of the known locally correct answers. "Global" correctness was defined with respect to the

document collection, and not necessarily with respect to the real world.

The main evaluation metric for the factoid component was accuracy, the fraction of questions judged to

be globally correct. Table 2 shows the most accurate run for the factoid component for each of the top 10

groups. Also reported are the recall and precision of recognizing when no answer exists in the document

collection. NIL precision is die ratio of die number of times NIL was returned and correct to the n\unber

of times it was returned; NIL recall is the ratio of the number of times NIL was remrned and correct to

the number of times it was correct in die entire test set (16). If NIL was never returned, NIL precision is

undefined and NIL recall is zero.

2.2 List questions

A list question asks for different instances of a particular type. The correct answer for a list question is die

set of all such distinct instances in die document collection. A system's response to a list question consists

of an unordered set of [doc-id, answer-string] pairs such diat each answer-string represtnts a correct answer

instance.

Each instance was evaluated in the same manner as the factoid questions, i.e., assigned one of die

following judgments; incoirect, not supported, not exact, locally correct, and globally correct. Instances

diat were judged to be globally correct were then manually grouped into equivalence classes, where each
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Run Tag Submitter F

LymbaPAO? Lymba Corporation 0.479

LCCFerret Language Computer Corporation 0.324

ILQUAl State University of New York (SUNY) at Albany 0.147

QASCU3 Concordia University 0.145

EphyraS Carnegie Mellon University and Universitaet Karlsruhe 0.144

UofL University of Ledibridge 0.132

FDUQAT16B Fudan University 0.131

HTDIBM2007T Indian Institute Of Technology, Delhi 0.125

FDUQAT16A Fudan University 0.107

prontoOVrunS Universita di Roma "La Sapienza" 0.103

Table 3: Average F-scores for the list question component. Scores are shown for the best run from the top

10 groups.

equivalence class was considered a distinct answer. Thus, systems were not rewarded (and were in fact

penalized) for returning equivalent answers multiple times.

The final set of known globally correct answers for a list question was compiled from the union of

distinct globally correct answers across all runs plus additional distinct answers the assessor found during

question development. For the 85 list questions in the test set, the median number of known distinct globally

correct answers per question was 7, with a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 64. A system's response to a

list question was scored using instance precision (IP) and instance recall (ER) based on the complete list of

known distinct globally correct answers. Let 5 be the number of such answers, £> be the number of distinct

globally correct answers returned by die system, and AT be the total number of instances returned by the

system. Then IP = D/N and IR = D/S. Precision and recall were dien combined to produce an F-score

with equal weight given to recall and precision:

2x IPxIR
~ IP + IR

The score for the list component of a run was the average F-score over die 85 questions. Table 3 gives die

average F-score of the run with the best list component score for each of die top 10 groups.

2.3 Other questions

The Other questions were evaluated using the mediodology originally developed for the TREC 2003 def-

inition questions. A system's response for an Other question consisted of an unordered set of [doc-id,

answer-string] pairs. The answer strings were presumed to contain interesting "nuggets" about the series

target diat had not yet been covered by earlier questions in the series. The requirement to not repeat in-

form-ation akeady covered by earlier questions in die series made answering Odier questions more difficult

dian answering TREC 2003 definition questions.

Judging die quality of die systems' responses was performed in two steps. In die first step, all of die

answer strings from all of die systems were presented to an assessor in a single list. Using all the an-

swer strings and searches performed during question development, die assessor created a list of information

nuggets about the target. An information nugget in die context of an Odier question is defined as an atomic
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Run Tag Submitter F(P = 6)

TTP\T T/~\ ATPI /CDrDUQAl lorJ Fudan University 0.329

lsv2007c Saarland University 0.299

QASCU2 Concordia University 0.281

T T^mhoPAmLyniDa-rAU / Lymba Corporation U.zo 1

LCCFerret Language Computer Corporation 0.261

ILQUAl State University of New York (SUNY) at Albany 0.242

csaiB Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 0.235

uams07main University of Amsterdam 0.209

HTDIBM2007S Indian Institute Of Technology, Delhi 0.209

QUANTA Tsinghua University (State Key Lab) 0.194

Table 4: Average F-scores (/? = 3) for the Other questions. Scores are shown for the best run from the top

10 groups.

piece of information about the target that is interesting (in the assessor's opinion) and is not part of an earlier

question in the series or an answer to an earlier question in the series. An information nugget is considered

atomic if the assessor could make a binary decision as to whether the nugget appears in a response. Once the

nugget list was created for a target, the assessor decided which were vital, meaning that the information must

be returned for a response to be good. Non-vital ("okay") nuggets acted as "don't care" conditions in that

the assessor believed the information in the nugget to be interesting enough that returning the information

was acceptable in, but not necessary for, a good response.

In the second step of the evaluation process, the assessor went through each system's output in turn

and marked which nuggets appeared in the response. An answer string contained a nugget if there was

a conceptual match between the answer string and the nugget; that is, the match was independent of the

particiilar wording used in either the nugget or the system output. A nugget match was marked at most once

per response—if the system output contained more than one match for a nugget, an arbitrary match was

marked and the remainder were left unmarked. A single [doc-id, answer-string] pair in a system response

could match 0, 1, or multiple nuggets.

To address some of the weaknesses of using vital/okay judgments from a single assessor (Hildebrandt

et al., 2004), Lin and Demner-Fushman (2006) proposed an extension called "nugget pyramids", in which

multiple assessors provide judgments of whether a nugget was vital or simply okay. Dang and Lin (2007)

subsequently verified the efficacy of this method, and thus NIST adopted the pyramid extension for com-

puting F-scores for Other responses. Nine different sets of vital/okay judgments were solicited from eight

unique assessors (the primary assessor who originally created the nuggets later assigned vital/okay labels

again). Each assessor was given all the questions for the series, as well as the nuggets created by the pri-

mary assessor. Using the pyramid procedure, a weight was assigned to each nugget based on the number of

assessors who marked it as vital.

Given the nugget list and the set of nuggets matched in a system's response, nugget recall was com-

puted as die ratio of the sum of weights of matched nuggets to the sum of weights of all nuggets in the list.

Nugget precision was much more difficult to compute since there was no effective way of enumerating all

the concepts contained in a particular answer string. Instead, a measure based on length (in non-whitespace

characters) was used as an approximation to nugget precision. The length-based measure granted an al-

lowance of 100 characters for each nugget matched. If the total system output was less than this number of
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characters, the value of nugget precision was 1.0. Otherwise, the measure's value decreased as the length

increased according to the following formula:

^
length — allowance

length

The final score for an Other question was an F-score, with nugget recall weighted more heavily than nugget

precision:

^(^\ _
(/^^ + 1) X precision x recall

X precision + recall

The score for the Other questions component was the average F-score (J3=3) over the 70 Other questions.

Table 4 gives the F-score for the best scoring Other question component for each of the top 10 groups.

2.4 Per-series Combined Scores

The three component scores measure a system's ability to process each type of question, but may not reflect

the system's overall usefulness to a user. Since each individual series is an abstraction of a single user's

interaction with the system, taking the individual series as the basic unit of evaluation should provide a more

accurate representation of the effectiveness of the system from an individual user's perspective. Since each

series is a mixtiire of different question types, we can compute a weighted average of the scores of the diree

question types on a per-series basis, and take the average of die per-series weighted scores as die final score

for the run (Voorhees, 2005b). In 2007, the weighted score for an individual series was computed as:

WeightedScore = 4 x Factoid + ^ x List + ^ x Other.

To compute die weighted score for an individual series, only the scores for questions belonging to that

series were included in the computation. Since each of the component scores ranges between 0 and 1, the

weighted score is also in diat range. The final per-series score of each run is simply the average of individual

per-series weighted scores.

We fit a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) model with the target type and the best run from each

group as factors, and the per-series score as the dependent variable; we found significant differences between

runs (p essentially equal to 0). To determine which runs were significantly different from each other, we

RunID Submitter Score

LymbaPAO? Lymba Corporation 0.4839 A
LCCFeiret Language Computer Corporation 0.3575 B

FDUQAT16B Fudan University 0.2310 C
lsv2007c Saarland University 0.2296 C
QASCUl Concordia University 0.2216 C D
ILQUAl State University of New York (SUNY) at Albany 0.2023 C D E

Ephyral Carnegie Mellon University and Universitaet Karlsruhe 0.1804 C D E F

nTDIBM2007T Indian Institute Of Technology, Delhi 0.1735 D E F

QUANTA Tsinghua University (State Key Lab) 0.1592 E F

csailS Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 0.1415 F

Table 5: Multiple comparison of die best run from die top 10 groups, based on ANOVA of per-series score.
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performed a multiple comparison using Tukey's honestly significant difference criterion and controlling for

the experiment-wise Type I error so that the probability of declaring a difference between two runs to be

significant, when it is actually not, is at most 5%. Table 5 shows the results of the multiple comparison

for the 10 groups with the highest final per-series score; runs sharing a conunon letter are not significantly

different.

2.5 Discussion

Despite the inclusion of the blog corpus, which was expected to make the QA task more difficult, the best

component scores in the main task were higher in 2007, after having generally declined each year since

TREC 2004.

For each series, an attempt had been made during question development to include at least one question

whose answer was found in the Blog06 corpus but not in the AQUAINT-2 corpus. This could be the answer

to a factoid question, one of the items answering a list question, or (in rare cases) a nugget for the Other

question. NIST assessors varied in their ability to locate blog-specific information that was suitable for

the series. In some cases, the assessor could not find an answer in the AQUAINT-2 corpus during topic

development, but the answer was later found in AQUAINT-2 during the assessment of system responses. In

the end, only 15.0% (54/360) of the factoid questions had an answer diat could be found only in the Blog06

corpus; 24.8% (235/946) of the distinct items answering a list question could be found only in the Blog06

corpus; and at most 6.1% (45/735) of the distinct nuggets answering an Other question could be found only

in the Blog06 corpus.

The positive contribution of answers from blog documents to the various component scores was likely

' depressed due to the nature of the questions asked. Because factoid and list questions generally requested

factual information, it is not surprising that most of their answers would come from newswire rather than

blogs. In addition, assessors tend to place more credibility on newswire documents than blog posts, so if a

blog answer contradicted a newswire answer, the newswire answer would be judged as die globally correct

one, and the blog answer would at best be judged as locally correct; the effect would be more pronounced

for factoid questions (which generally have only one globally correct answer) than for list questions (which

allow multiple answers). FLaally, assessors were most interested in factual information about their targets,

and consequently found very little interesting Other information nuggets in the blog documents.

3 Complex Interactive QA (ciQA) Task

In TREC 2007, the goals of die complex, interactive question answering (ciQA) task remained unchanged

from the previous year—to push the frontiers of question answering in two directions:

• A move away from "factoid" questions towards more complex information needs that exist within

richer user contexts.

• A move away from the one-shot interaction model implicit in previous evaluations towards a model

based on interactions with users.

The ciQA task in TREC 2007 represented the second iteration of the evaluation, which started in 2006.

The TREC 2006 ciQA task (Dang et al., 2007), in turn, descended from the TREC 2005 HARD track, which

focused on single-iteration clarification dialogues (Allan, 2006). However, there were substantial changes in

the evaluation methodology: in TREC 2006, participants "encapsulated" their interactions in HTML forms
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that were sent to NIST. This year, the task moved to completely "live" systems where assessors accessed

individual QA systems, running at the participants' sites, over the Web.

3.1 Task Definition

3.1.1 Corpus

The ciQA task used the newswire portion of the corpus used by the main QA task (excluding die blog data).

Participants were provided with die top 100 documents as retrieved by die PRISE system, using the question

template verbatim as die query.

3.2 Complex ''Relationship" Questions

The complex information needs explored by ciQA remained unchanged from last year; diey represent ex-

tensions and refinements of so-called "relationship" questions piloted in TREC 2005 (Voorhees and Dang,

2006).

The concept of a "relationship" is defined as die ability of one entity to influence anodier, including

botii the means to influence and the motivation for doing so. Eight "spheres of influence" were noted in a

previous pilot study funded by die AQUAE^T research program: financial, movement of goods, family ties,

communication padiways, organizational ties, co-location, common interests, and temporal. Evidence for

both die existence or absence of ties is relevant. The particular relationships of interest naturally depend on

die context.

A relationship question in the ciQA task, referred to as a topic, is composed of two parts. Consider an

example:

Template: What evidence is there for transport of [drugs] from [Mexico] to [die U.S.]?

Narrative: The analyst would like to know of efforts to curtail die tiansport of drugs from

Mexico to die U.S. Specifically, die analyst would like to know of die success of die efforts by

local or international audiorities.

The question template is a stylized information need diat has a fixed structure and free slots whose

instantiation varies across different topics. The narrative is free-form natural language text diat elaborates

on die information need, providing, for example, user context, a more articulated statement of interest, focus

on particular topical aspects, etc.

The ciQA task employed die following templates, which were die same as diose used in TREC 2006:

• What evidence is diere for ti-ansport of [goods] from [entity] to [entity]?

• What [relationship] exist between [entity] and [entity]? (where [relationship] is an element of

{"financial relationships", "organizational ties", "familial ties", "common interests"})

• What influence/effect do(es) [entity] have on/in [entity]?

• What is die position of [entity] widi respect to [issue]?

• Is there evidence to support the involvement of [entity] in [event/entity]?

Thirty topics were developed for diis year's task, but they were not distributed evenly across die five

templates. In addition, one "throw-away" topic was included for training purposes.
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Assessor Topics

1 57 69 83

2 56, 63, 64, 74

3 65,75,76, 82

4 61,68, 80, 85

5 58, 66, 70, 77

6 60, 72, 79, 84

7 62, 73,81

8 59, 67,71,78

Table 6: Mapping between each NIST assessor and the topics they were responsible for.

3.2.1 Interaction Design

The purpose of the interactive aspect of ciQA was to provide a framework for participants to investigate

interaction in the QA context. Unlike in TREC 2006, participants were able to deploy full-fledged Web-

based QA systems with which the assessors engaged for five minutes per topic. There were no restrictions

on the nature of the interaction or the system, except that it had to be accessible from a Web browser.

Anything ranging from mixed-initiative dialogues to graphical interfaces was allowed.

To initiate interactions, assessors were directed to URLs provided by the participants. Assessors in-

teracted with each system for five minutes per topic. The interaction length included time spent load-

ing/rendering the page, as well as any delay caused by network traffic. It was the participant's responsibility

to ensure that the QA system was Web-accessible during the period of time the assessors were scheduled

to interact with submitted systems (a three-day period). If assessors were unable to access the participant's

QA system, they skipped that interaction and did not return to it later.

The "throw-away" topic described earlier was used to familiarize assessors with systems before they

completed actual test topics. Like other topics, the training period lasted five minutes, and could consist of

anything that the participants wanted (e.g., a structured tutorial to introduce system features).

The interactions were completed at NIST using a Redhat Enterprise Linux 4 workstation with a 20-inch

LCD monitor with 1600x 1200 resolution and true color display (millions of colors), and a Firefox Web
browser, v2.0.0.6. In addition. Flash, Acroread, and RealPlayer were enabled.

3.2.2 Experimental Protocol

The basic setup for the task was as follows: Participants first submitted initial runs and URL files to NIST.

The URL files provided pointers to the participants' Web-based QA system (one for each topic). Included

in the URL files were also pointers to screenshots of the interface, supplied by the participants for archival

purposes. NIST assessors interacted widi the Web-based QA systems during a three-day period. Results

of those interactions were available immediately to participants, since tiiey hosted dieir own systems. It

was each participant's own responsibility to instrument their system to collect whatever data was neces-

sary; NIST did not keep track of the interactions. Eight assessors participated in tiie task. Most assessors

completed four topics; the mapping between assessors and topics is shown in Table 6.

Approximately two weeks following the interaction period, participants submitted final runs based on

the results of the interactions to NIST. Assessors evaluated both initial and final runs.
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Each participant was allowed to submit a maximum of 2 initial runs, 2 URL files, and 2 final runs. Man-

ual runs were accepted, but had to be marked as such in the mn submission interface. The interactive part of

ciQA was optional; groups that did not wish to participate in the interactive aspect were asked to simply not

submit URL files (however, every team engaged in the interactions). For each final run, participants were

asked to supply the run tag of its corresponding initial run—this provided pairs of corresponding initial-final

runs that isolated the effects of the interaction.

3.2.3 Evaluation Methodology

System responses were evaluated using the "nugget pyramid" extension of the nugget-based methodology

used in previous TREC QA tasks (Lin and Demner-Fushman, 2006). Nine different sets of vital/okay

judgments were solicited from eight unique assessors (the assessor who originally created the nuggets later

assigned vital/okay labels again). Additional analyses included recall by length plots, as described in (Lin,

2007). A recall plot quantifies pyramid recall as a function of response length, which provides a rough

model of how quickly a user can learn about the topic by reading system responses in sequential order For

more information on how this is computed, please refer to (Dang et al., 2007).

In addition to runs submitted by participants, we separately prepared a sentence retrieval baseline, similar

to the one prepared last year. This provided a task-wide baseline to serve as a point of comparison. For each

topic, the verbatim question template was used as a query to Lucene, which returned the top 20 documents.

These dociunents were then tokenized into individual sentences. Sentences that contained at least one non-

stopword from the question were retained and returned as the baseline run (up to a quota of 5,000 characters).

Sentence order within each docmnent and across the ranked list was preserved. The interaction associated

with this run asked the assessor for relevance judgments on each of the sentences. Three options were given:

"relevant", "not relevant", and "no opinion". The final run was prepared by simply removing those sentences

judged not relevant—this had the effect of pulling more sentences from dociunents lower in the ranked list.

After assessors finished their interactions, they completed an online exit questionnaire which asked

them to evaluate the various interactions. Assessors evaluated interactions according to several dimensions

related to ease of use, usefulness, and effectiveness using 5-point scales. Assessors were also able to provide

qualitative feedback about each interaction. Small screenshots of each system were displayed to remind

assessors of each interaction. The order of these screenshots (and the order in which assessors evaluated

each interaction) was random. A portion of the exit questionnaire, displaying the ciQA baseline interaction

(described above), can be seen in Figure 2. At the end of the exit questionnaire, assessors were presented

with four open-ended questions that asked them about their overall experiences. These questions were:

1. Of all interactions, which was your favorite and why?

2. What annoyed you about the interactions and why?

3. How different did you find the various interactions from one another and why?

4. Anything else?

3.3 Results

The ciQA task drew participation from seven groups. NIST received twelve initial runs and twelve final

runs. A total of fourteen URL files were submitted. For the purposes of evaluation, die sentence retrieval

baseline was treated like any other submission. In total, there were twelve initial-final pairs (and the sentence

retrieval baseline).
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1. How sasy was it to yntJarstand hD*to trceract/ivtch system'

Bast " ^' diffittjtt

2. HOW coharsnt was the tnceractiart?

cDherBnt ^' ' incoliarenc

3 Hew stimulabng was the interaction?

stimulating * - ^" chjll

HOW mudi did ttie ioceracaon tytlo you think about your topic in noy vin-fi-t

a l« 0 0 *': not mViCh

5. How mtjch.dfcd yotr learn about fuur tupjndurKtg ttus inisra'aioh?

a !pt ' -C. C- oat: ou>ch

b. Overall,,how 'wbuld rou rats the quality of tlia tntacacbon?

Door >-* wcftHflnt

GtherCommBfi'ts: ......

Figure 2: Portion of exit questionnaire for the baseline interaction. On the left the assessor sees a screenshot

of the system (not meant to be readable, but simply as a reminder); questions are shown on the right.

3.3.1 System Effectiveness

The pyramid F-scores of the initial-final run pairs are shown in Table 7. By comparing the score of the

corresponding runs, we can quantify the effect of the interaction on system performance. The scatter plot in

Figure 3 presents a different view of the results—the initial score is plotted on the x axis, and the final score

is plotted on the y axis. Points above the reference line y — x represent cases where interaction improved

performance.

We note two striking observations: First, imlike last year (Dang et al., 2007), most systems outperformed

the baseline.' This is encouraging for the development of the field as a whole. Second, many interactions

were detrimental, i.e., the pyramid F-score of the final run was higher than that of the initial run. Once again,

this was different firom last year, where interactions generally yielded small gains. We believe this effect

to be caused by a combination of factors: problems with die task setup (more below); technical issues in

deploying live Web-based QA systems; and the broadening of the design space that truly allows for effective

and non-effective interactions.

3.3.2 Assessors Feedback about Interactions

The majority of interactions submitted by participants involved eliciting some type of relevance feedback

from assessors. Items presented to assessors for feedback varied and included terms, sentences, articles from

Wikipedia, and entire answer sets. A couple of systems asked assessors to interactively construct answers

to their questions using sentences and documents. One interaction technique asked assessors to respond

to open-ended questions modeled after a reference exchange, while another technique asked assessors to

indicate their preferences for answer types. While most of the interactions went smoothly, at least two sites

had network difficulties which impacted the interactions assessors had with their systems.

Figure 4 presents the mean quantitative ratings provided by subjects for three questions:

1. How easy was it to understand how to interact with this system?

^There were indexing issues with UNC's initial submission, which readily explains one of the two below -baseline performers.

The other mn, from die University of Maryland, experimented with abstractive techniques for question answering—i.e., the runs

contained responses diat were not found in any source document.
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Run tags Pyramid F-Score

Organization Type Initial Final Initial Final

Michigan State U. automatic MSUciQAiHeu MSUciQAfCol 0.359 0.361

Michigan State U. automatic MSUciQAiHeu MSUciQAflnt 0.359 0.370

RMIT automatic rmitrun2 rmitrunS 0.361 0.343

RMIT automatic rmitrun2 rmitrun6 0.361 0.333

U. Mass automatic UMassBaseAut UMasslntA 0.318 0.347

U. Mass manual UMassBaseAut UMassIntM 0.318 0.503

U. Maryland automatic UMD07iMASCa UMDOViMASCb 0.182 0.156

U. Maryland automatic UMD07MMRa UMDOVMMRb 0.333 0.334

U. NC and Yahoo! automatic UNCYABL30 UNCYAEX2 0.062 0.374

U. Strathclyde manual sicka sicka2 0.410 0.394

U. Waterloo manual UWmitWIKI UWfinalMAN 0.388 0.386

U. Waterloo automatic UWinitWIKI UWfinalV/IKI 0.388 0.380

baseline automatic baseA baseB 0.327 0.327

Table 7: Performance of the twelve initial-final run pairs submitted to the TREC 2007 ciQA task. The

sentence retrieval baseline is provided as a reference.

TREC 2007 dCiA task: Effect of Interaction

initial pyramid F-score

Figure 3: Scatter plot showing initial and final pyramid F-scores for each run pair submitted to the TREC

2007 ciQA task. Points above the line y represent interactions that increased answer quality. Note that

most systems outperformed the sentence retrieval baseline
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System Imeracticn

Figure 4: Mean assessors' ratings for each interaction along three dimensions: comprehensibility of interac-

tion, coherence of interaction, and overall quality.

2. How coherent was this interaction?

3. Overall, how would you rate the quality of the interaction?

In all cases, higher scores are more positive. It is important to note that this is a small, unrepresentative,

and unusual sample, so diese results should be viewed cautiously. These results are by no means definitive

and/or generalizable beyond this evaluation context.

Interactions that were rated the lowest with respect to understanding (interactions 8, 13 and 14) and

coherence (interactions 8 and 14) had information-dense interfaces and often required multiple steps (one

of these interactions was answer construction). Interactions rated most positively for diese two attributes

were traditional relevance feedback interfaces. Interestingly, understanding and coherence were positively

correlated widi one another (r = 0.949, p < 0.01), but were negatively correlated with assessors' overall

quality ratings (r = -0.533, p < 0.05 and r — —0.674, p < 0.01, respectively). The interaction that

received the lowest quality assessment scored fairly high on understanding and coherence. This interaction

was the ciQA baseline interaction, which elicited sentence-level relevance feedback. The interaction that

received some of the lowest assessments for understanding and coherence received one of the highest overall

quality scores (interaction 14). This interaction consisted of building answers and may have received a

higher quality score because of its novelty. It also engaged assessors in the most interaction which may be

why scores on these three measures differ.

The qualitative feedback from the final set of questions asking assessors about their entire experiences

showed diat assessors preferred the traditional relevance feedback interactions, felt considerable time pres-

sure, and did not like the complicated interactions. One assessor indicated a preference for one of the answer

construction interactions, while another did not like this interaction. At least two assessors were puzzled

about the use of Wikipedia and were displeased with this interaction.

Data from the exit questionnaire should be viewed cautiously for several reasons. Some interactions
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were less than perfect because of network problems, so assessors' evaluations, in part, reflect this. Assessors'

conunents indicated that they felt huge time pressures, which may by why such an overwhelming preference

was indicated for simple, easily understood and executed interactions such as those that employed relevance

feedback.

One of the most interesting results of this evaluation was that it revealed several limitations of this style of

evaluation in the context of TREC. Many of the limitations stem from the fact that assessors already know a

great deal about their topics before they engage in interactions. The approach in TREC has traditionally been

to have the same person develop the topic and assess its answers, since the assessor is supposed to act as a

surrogate user with his/her own particular information needs. However, in developing the topic for ciQA, this

"user" researches the topic (to make sure that it is a suitable topic for the particular document collection) and

consequendy knows more about die topic dian a naive user issuing the query.^ NIST assessors are unusual

"users" and it is unreahstic to expect fliem to assume dual roles as assessors (during topic development and

answer evaluation) and naive users (during the interactions).

Helping users learn more about their topics and helping systems learn more about users are central

goals of interactive systems. The exit questionnaire reveals diat interactive techniques for addressing these

goals cannot be evaluated using the ciQA experimental firamework. Additionally, not all ciQA participants

imderstood that assessors akeady knew the answers to die questions they were asking so there may also have

been a mismatch between participants' and assessors' expectations of the interactions.

4 Future oftheQA Track

TREC 2007 revealed limitations in the ciQA design for evaluating interactive systems. These Umitations

could not be reconciled within the NIST evaluation framework, and hence it was decided not to attempt

another interactive QA task in 2008.

The primary goal of the TREC 2007 main task (and what distinguished it from previous TREC QA
tasks) was the introduction of blog text to encourage research in NLP techniques diat would handle ill-

formed language and discourse structures diat are more informal and less reUable than newswire. Questions

were asked over a combined newswire (AQUAINT-2) and blog (Blog06) corpus, radier than only a blog

corpus, in order to ease participants' transition from newswire. However, because most of die TREC 2007

questions requested factual information, diey did not specifically test systems' ability to process blog text,

as answers still came predominantiy from die AQUAINT-2 corpus.

This mismatch between die corpus and the information need expressed in the questions naturally sug-

gests that in order to move away from traditional newswire towards blogs, the QA task should be changed so

that the questions are more targeted towards characteristics that are particular to blogs. Because blogs natu-

rally contain a large amount of opinions, it was decided diat the QA task for 2008 should focus on questions

that ask about people's opinions. Questions would still be grouped into series focused by a particular target

(person, organization, etc.), but diere would be no factoid questions.^ Radier, each series would comprise

rigid list questions (e.g., "What people have good opinions of Sean Hannity?") which would be evaluated

in the same manner as TREC 2007 list questions, and squishy list questions (e.g., "What reasons do people

give for liking Sean Hannity?") which would be evaluated widi the nugget pyramid mediod used for TREC
2007 Otiier questions.

^Results of questions 3, 4, and 5 from the exit questionnaire, which asked assessors to indicate how much they learned about

their topics through the interaction (see Figure 2 for specific questions) are not presented because some assessors indicated that

these values were low because they already knew about their topics.

^It was pointed out that asking factoid type questions about opinions seemed inappropriate, and after nine years of factoid

questions (starting in TREC 1999), it was time to retire factoids from the QA track in any case.
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TREC 2007 Spam Track Overview
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1 Introduction

TREC's Spam Track uses a standard testing framework that presents a set of chronologically ordered email

messages a spam filter for classification. In the filtering task, the messages are presented one at at time to

the filter, which yields a binary judgment {spam or ham [i.e. non-spam]) which is compared to a human-
adjudicated gold standard. The filter also yields a spamminess score, intended to reflect the likelihood that

the classified message is spam, which is the subject of post-hoc ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic)

analysis. Four different forms of user feedback are modeled: with immediate feedback the gold standard for

each message is communicated to the filter immediately following classification; with delayed feedback the

gold standard is communicated to the filter sometime later (or potentially never), so as to model a user

reading email from time to time and perhaps not diligently reporting the filter's errors; with partial feedback

the gold standard for only a subset of email recipients is transmitted to the filter, so as to model the case

of some users never reporting filter errors; with active on-line learning (suggested by D. Sculley from Tufts

University [11]) the filter is allowed to request inamediate feedback for a certain quota of messages which is

considerably smaller than the total number. Two test corpora - email messages plus gold standard judgments

- were used to evaluate subject filters. One public corpus (trecOTp) was distributed to participants, who ran

their filters on the corpora using a track-supplied toolkit implementing the framework and the four kinds of

feedback. One private corpus (MrX 3) was not distributed to participants; rather, participants submitted

filter implementations that were run, using the toolkit, on the private data. Twelve groups participated in

the track, each submitting up to four filters for evaluation in each of the four feedback modes (immediate;

delayed; partial; active).

Task guidelines and tools may be found on the web at http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/"'gvcormac/spam/ .

1.1 Filtering - Immediate Feedback

The immediate feedback filtering task is identical to the TREC 2005 and TREC 2006 (immediate) tasks

[3, 5]. A chronological sequence of messages is presented to the filter using a standard interface. The the

filter classifies each message in turn as either spam or ham, also computes a spamminess score indicating its

confidence that the message is spam. The test setup simulates an ideal user who communicates the correct

(gold standard) classification to the filter for each message immediately after the filter classifies it.

Participants were supplied with tools, sample filters, and sample corpora (including the TREC 2005 and

TREC 2006 public corpora) for training and development. Filters were evaluated on the two new corpora

developed for TREC 2007.

1.2 Filtering - Delayed Feedback

Real user's don't immediately report the correct classification to filters. They read their email, typically

in batches, some time after it is classified. Last year (TREC 2006) the delayed learning task sought to

simulate user behavior by withholding feedback for some random number of messages after which feedback

was given; this delay followed by feedback was repeated in several cycles. This year (TREC 2007) the tiack

seeks instead to measure the eflfect of delay. To this end, immediate feedback is given for the first several

thousand messages (10,000 for trec07p; 20,000 for MrX 3) after which no feedback at all is given. Thus, the

majority of the corpus is classified with no feedback and the cumulative effect of delay may be evaluated by

examining the learning curve.
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Participants trained on the TREC 2006 corpus. While the 2007 guidelines specified that feedback might

never be given, they did not specify the exact nature of the task. It was anticipated that the delayed feedback

task v/ould be more difficult for the filters, and that filter performance would degrade during the interval

for which no feedback was given. It was anticipated that participants might be able to harness information

from unlabeled messages (the ones for which feedback was not given) to improve performance.

1.3 Partial Feedback

Partial feedback is a variant on delayed feedback effected with exactly the same tools. As for "delayed

feedback" the feedback was in fact either given immediately or not at all. In this case, however, the messages

for which feedback was given were those sent to a subset of the recipients in the corpus; that is, the filter

was trained on some users' messages but asked to classify every users' messages. Partial feedback was used

only for the trecOTp corpus, as it contained email addressed to many recipients. It was not applicable to

MrX 3, being a single-user corpus.

1.4 The On-line Active Learning Task

For the on-line task, filters were passed an additional parameter - the quota of messages for which feedback

could be requested - and were expected to return an additional result - to request or decline feedback for

each message classified. Filters that were unaware of these parameters were assumed to request feedback for

each message classified until the quota was exhausted; thus the default behavior was identical to the delayed

feedback task. However, filters were able to decline feedback for some messages (presumably those whose

classification the filter found unimportant) in order to preserve quota so as to be able to request feedback

for later messages.

A naive solution to this problem would be to have the filter make a label request for every message. This

would request labels and train normally for the first N messages, where N is the initial quota, and then would

not update for the remainder of the run. The testing jig is backward compatible with filters from prior years

by making the naive approach the default method if no label request is specified. This allows prior filters to

run on this task without modification.

2 Evaluation Measures

We used the same evaluation measures developed for TREC 2005. The tables and figures in this overview

report Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curves, as well as 1 - ROCA{%) - the area above the ROC
curve, indicating the probability that a random spam message will receive a lower spamminess score than a

random ham message.

The appendix contains detailed summary reports for each participant run, including ROC curves, 1-R0CA%,
and the following statistics. The ham misclasstfication percentage {hm%) is the fraction of all ham classified

as spam; the spam misdassification percentage {sm%) is the fraction of all spam classified as ham.

There is a natural tension between ham and spam misdassification percentages. A filter may improve one

at the expense of the other. Most filters, either internally or externally, compute a spamminess score that

reflects the filter's estimate of the likelihood that a message is spam. This score is compared against some

fixed threshold t to determine the ham/spam classification. Increasing t reduces hm% while increasing sm%
and vice versa. Given the score for each message, it is possible to compute sm% as a function of hm% (that

is, sm% when t is adjusted to as to achieve a specific hm%) or vice versa. The graphical representation of

this function is a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve; alternatively a recall- fallout curve. The
area under the ROC curve is a cumulative measure of the effectiveness of the filter over all possible values.

ROC area also has a probabilistic interpretation: the probability that a random ham will receive a lower score

than a random spam. For consistency with hm% and sm%, which measure failure rather than effectiveness,

spam track reports the area above the ROC curve, as a percentage
( (1 - ROCA)% ). The appendix further

reports sm% when the threshold is adjusted to achieve several specific levels of hm%, and vice versa.

A single quality measure, based only on the filter's binary ham/spam classifications, is nonetheless desirable.

To this end, the appendix reports logistic average misdassification percentage {lam%) defined as lam% =
logit-\

^°sit{hm%Hio9it(sm7o)
^ ^^^^^ logit{x) - log{jQo^). That is, lam% is the geometric mean of the
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odds of ham and spam misclassification, converted back to a proportion^. This measure imposes no a priori

relative importance on ham or spam misclassification, and rewards equally a fixed-factor improvement in the

odds of either.

For each measure and each corpus, the appendix reports 95% confidence limits computed using a bootstrap

method [4] under the assumption that the test corpus was randomly selected from some source population

with the same characteristics.

3 Spam Filter Evaluation Tool Kit

All filter evaluations were performed using the TREC Spam Filter Evaluation Toolkit, developed for this

purpose. The toolkit is free software and is readily portable.

Participants were required to provide filter implementations for Linux or Windows implementing five command-
line operations mandated by the toolkit:

• initialize - creates any files or servers necessary for the operation of the filter

• classify message [quota] - returns ham/spam classification and spamminess score for message, [quota]

is used only in active learning feedback.

• train ham message - informs filter of correct (ham) classification for previously classified message

• train spam message - informs filter of correct (spam) classification for previously classified message

• finalize - removes any files or servers created by the filter.

Track guidelines prohibited filters from using network resources, and constrained temporary disk storage (1

GB), RAM (1 GB), and run-time (2 sec/message, amortized). These limits were enforced incrementally, so

that individual long-running filters were granted more than 2 seconds provided the overall average time was

less than 2 second per query plus one minute to facilitate start-up.

The toolkit takes as input a test corpus consisting of a set of email messages, one per file, and an index file

indicating the chronological sequence and gold-standard judgments for the messages. It cedls on the filter

to classify each message in turn, records the result, and at some time later (perhaps immediately, perhaps

never, and perhaps only on request of the filter) communicates the gold standard judgment to the filter.

The recorded results are post-processed by an evaluation component supplied with the toolkit. This compo-

nent computes statistics, confidence intervals, and graphs summarizing the filter's performance.

4 Test Corpora

Ham Spam Total

trecOTp 25220 50199 75419

MrX3 8082 153893 161975

Total 33302 204092 237394

Table 1: Corpus Statistics

For TREC 2007, we used one public corpus and one private corpus with a total of 237,394 messages (see

table 1).

4.1 Public Corpus - trecOTp

The public corpus contains all the messages delivered to a particular server from April 8 through July 6,

2007. The server contains many accounts that have fallen into disuse but continue to receive a lot of spam.

To these accounts were added a number of "honeypot" accounts published on the web and used to sign up for

'For small values, odds and proportion are essentially equal. Therefore lam% shares much with the geometric mean average

precision used in the robust track.
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a number of services - some legitimate and some not. Several services were canceled and several "opt-out"

links from spam messages were clicked. All messages were adjudicated using the methodology developed for

previous spam tracks. [6] This corpus is the first TFIEC public corpus that contains exclusively ham and

spam sent to the same server within the same time period. The messages were unaltered except for a few

systematic substitutions of names.

4.2 Private Corpus - MrX3

The MrX3 corpus was derived from the same source as the MrX and MrX2 corpora used for TREC 2006

and TREC 2006 respectively. All of X's email from December 2006 through July 11, 2007 was used. The
proportion of spam has grown substantially since 2005^; Ham volume was insubstantially different.

5 Spam Track Participation

Group Filter Prefix

Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications kid

Fudan University-WIM Lab fdw

Heilongjiang Institute of Technology hit

Indiana University iub

International Institute of Information Technology III

Jozef Stefan Institute ijs

Mitsubishi Electric Research Labs crm

National University of Defense Technology ndt

Shanghai Jiao Tong University sjt

South China University of Technology scu

Tufts University tft

University of Waterloo wat

Table 2: Participant filters

Corpus / Task Filter Sufibc

trec07p / inomediate feedback pf

trecOTp / delayed feedback pd
trecOTp / partial feedback PP
trecOTp / active feedback pi 000

MrX3 / immediate feedback x3f

MrX3 /delayed feedback x3d

Table 3: Run-id suflSxes

Twelve groups participated in the TREC 2007 spam track. Each participant submitted up to four filter

implementations for evaluation on the private corpora; in addition, each participant ran the same filters on

the public corpora, which were made available following filter submission. All test runs are labeled with an

identifier whose prefix indicates the group and filter priority and whose suffix indicates the corpus to which

the filter is applied. Table 2 shows the identifier prefix for each submitted filter. All test runs have a suflSx

indicating the corpus and task, detailed in figure 3 .

6 Results

Figures 2 through 6 show the results of the best seven systems for each type of feedback with respect to

each corpus. The left panel of each figure shows the ROC curve, while the right panel shows the learning

curve: cumulative 1-R0CA% as a function of the number of messages processed. Only the best run for each

^Note that the MrX and MrX3 corpora include all email delivered during a particular time period, MrX2 was sampled so as

to yield the same ham:spam ratio as MrX.
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Immediate feed. Delayed feed. Partial feed. Active learning

Rank run tag 1-R0CA(%) run tag l-ROCA(%) n in t a (T1 LllX I'dg i-r\w_</v^ /o ) run tag

1 wat3pf 0.0055 wat3pd 0.0086 crm 1 pp n nyioc:U .U4 zo tlto2r plOUU 0.0144

2 watlpf 0.0057 witlpd 0.0105 wdt Ipp U .Uij 14 wat4pl000 0.0145

3 wat4pf 0.0057 wat4pd 0.0105 Wcit.4pp n nc: 1 /Iu .UO 1 ^ crmlp 1000 0.0401

4 wat2pf 0.0077 fdw2pd 0.0159 wsitSpp u.uo lt» fccut3p 1000 0.040G

5 tftSSFpf 0.0093 wat2pd 0.0207 sciit2pp 0.0719 titblr plUUO 0.0413

6 tftSlFpf 0.0099 tftSlFpd 0.0214 t ft <s9Pr»n U.UoOO titoor p lUUU 0.0475

7 tftS2Fpf 0.0103 fdwlpd 0.0223 U .Uo 1 o scut2pl000 0.0533

8 fdw4pf 0.0109 uitoor pp 0-0919 lawlplOOO 0.0641

9 scut2pf 0.0121 t£tS3Fpd 0.0226 fdw2pp idwzp luUU 0.0881

10 crmlpf 0.0142 crm 1 pd n 0990 fdwlpp 0.1066 watlplOOO 0.1 193

11 fdw3pf 0.0157 0 0229 wat2pp 0.1087 wat2pl000 0.1 193

12 £dw2pf 0.0195 fdw4pd C.0229 fdw3pp 0-1109 wat3p 1000 0.1215

13 fdwlpf 0.0198 scijt2p d 0.0342 fdw4pp U. 1 1 D

1

ijsppmAp lUUU 0.1417

14 ijsctwXpf 0.0297 0.0516 hitirlpp 0.1351 ijsctwXplOOO 0.1473

15 ijsppmXpf 0.0299 tiitirlpd u.uooo hitir2pp 0. 1356 sjtWinnowplOOO 0.1626

16 scut Ipf 0.0348 hitir2pd 0.0876 scut Ipp n 1 c:Q/fU. lawop lUUU 0. 1629

17 ijsdcwXpf 0.0371 ijsctwXpd 0.1111 ijsctwXpp n 1 c^^e^U. IDOO scut IplOOO 0. 1939

18 ijsdctXpf 0.0382
1Jo^ {JX 1 1 ./x^ (J 0.1 148 ijsppmXpp 0. 1724 jaw4p lUUU 0.2029

19 scutSpf 0.0406 sj t^Vinnowpd 0.2813 czm4pp U. iODD V\it'i>.On 1 AAAniLirzp 1 uuu n OQnn

20 crm4pf 0.0457 crm2pd 0.3186 Qf^i it "^rin 0.1898 crmzp i uuu 0 3244

21 hitir2pf 0.0644 scutlpd 0.3251 1 1 c/ii^ty r\ Y\ 0.1962 uivir 1 p 1 uuu 0 3246

22 hitirlpf 0.0652 crni4pd 0.3354 ijsdcwXpp 0.2477 nutApiuuu n 7c;n7U. / OU 1

23 sjtMultilpf 0.0709 sjtMultilpd 0.4250 crm2pp nuiDpi uuu 1 ^nQ7

24 sjtMulti2pf 0.0732 ndtApd 0.4359 t 1 il f i 1 r»n 0.4250 oj LlVJ. Ul 11 i p i uuu 1 .3102

25 IIITHpf 0.1041 ndtBpd 0.5842 sj tlvl ul ti2pp 0.4830 nrlt Pnl OOflIltll.'^pi.UUU 1 .3932

26 crm2pf 0.1289 ndtCpd 0.6547 cmn3pp 0.6743 KiaUiLZp lUUU 1 5239

27 ndtApf 0.1662 criziSpd 0.8844 sJ 153,y6Spp 0.6910 KiauiLopiuuu 1 5895

28 ndtBpf 0.1931 kidultSpd 0.9006 ndtApp 0.7910 UMiiU 1 1-1 1 nnnK.iciuir. ipiuuu 1 6267

29 ndtCpf 0.2164 kiduitOpd 1.1703 ndt6pp i^ii-iititnrii nnnKlQUlLUp lUUU 1 9030

30 sjtWinnowpf 0.2209 kidult2pd 1.4355 sj tWinnowpp 1.0133 ndtDplOOO 2.3704

31 crm3pf 0.2364 kidultlpd 1.4959 ndtCpp 1.0191 sjtMulti2pl000 2.6864

32 sjtBayespf 0.3155 iube5c5pd 1.5241 kidultSpp 3.1509 sjtBayesplOOO 4.0136

33 kidultOpf 0.3599 iube2c3pd 1.5911 kidultlpp 3.1711 iube2c3pl000 10.3933

34 kidult3pf 0.4515 iube2c6pd 1.9411 kidult2pp 3.1940 iubeScSplOOO 10.3933

35 kidult2pf 0.4532 ndtDpd 1.9486 kidultOpp 3.5517 iube2c6pl000 12.5153

36 kidultlpf 0.4579 sjtMulti2pd 17.2297 iube5c5pp 4.0446 crin4pl000 50.3043

Table 4: Summary 1-ROCA (%) - trecOTp Public Corpus

participant is shown in the figures; tables 4 and 5 show 1-R0CA% for all feedback regimens on trecOTp and

MrX3 respectively. Pull details for all runs are given in the notebook appendix.

7 Conclusions

Once again, the general performance of filters has improved over previous techniques. Support vector ma-
chines [12, 9] and logistic regression [7], specifically engineered for spam filtering, show exceptionally strong

performance. Delayed and partial feedback degrade filter performance; at the time of writing we are unaware

of any special methods used by participants mitigate this degradation [10). The learning curves do not show

substantial de-learning as delay increases.

The best-performing techniques for active learning use techniques akin to "uncertainty scheduling" [12] m
which feedback is requested only for those messages whose score is near the filter's threshold.
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Immediate feed. Delayed £eed.

Rank run tag l-ROCA{%) run tag l-ROCA{%)

1 tftS3Fx3f 0.0042 tftS3Fx3d 0.0568

2 tftS2Fx3f 0.0054 tftS2Fx3d 0.0683

3 wat3x3f 0.0076 tftSlFx3d 0.0685

4 watlx3f 0.0096 £dwlx3d 0.0747

5 wat4x3f 0.0096 fdw2x3d 0.0751

6 fdw2x3f 0.0147 wat3x3d 0.0787

7 fdw3x3f 0.0154 wat lx3d 0.0896

8 fdwlx3f 0.0155 £dw3x3d 0.1062

9 tftSlFx3f 0.0166 fdw4x3d 0.1258

10 wat2x3f 0.0219 crmlx3d 0.2079

11 ijsdctx3f 0.0229 wat2x3d 0.2512

12 fdw4x3f 0.0255 ijsctwx3d 0.2830

13 ijsdcwxSf 0.0281 ijsppmx3d 0.3055

14 osbfxSf 0.0281 crm2x3d 0.3811

15 ijsctwx3£ 0.0392 ijsdcwxSd 0.5036

16 ijsppmx3f 0.0397 ijsdctx3d 0.5288

17 crmlx3f 0.0543 crm4x3d 0.7589

18 hitSPAMlhpex3f 0.0650 sj tWinnowx3d 0.9674

19 hitSPAM2chix3f 0.1032 ndtEx3d 2.2840

20 cnn4x3f 0.1145 crm3x3d 2.5169

21 crm2x3f 0.1296 kidOxSd 2.5383

22 sjtWinnowx3f 0.1666 ndtDx3d 4.6920

23 sjtMuitilx3f 0.3413 sjtMultilx3d 5.0656

24 crm3x3f 0.9476 ndtAxSd 5.3401

25 IIITx3£ 1.0234 sjtBayesx3d 28.7693

26 kidult0x3£ 1.0313 IIITxSd 49.9682

27 ndtDx3f 1.3985

28 sjtBayesx3£ 2.0811

29 ndtAx3£ 2.4078

30 scut2x3£ 4.7596

31 iube5c6x3f 19.0336

32 hitSPAM3bayx3f 49.9682

Table 5: Summary 1-ROCA (%) - MrX3 Private Corpus

8 Epilogue

In each of the three years that TREC has hosted the spam track, new techniques have dominated the

previous state of the art. In TREC 2005, sequential compression models showed outstanding performance

[2]
- much better than that achieved by commonly deployed "Bayesian" filters. In TREC 2006, OSBF-Lua

achieved dominance through Orthogonal Sparse Digrams and iterative training [1]. This year, SVM and

logistic regression methods - based on character features - were for the first time shown to be superior for

spam.

CEAS 2008, the Conference on Email and Anti-Spam (www.ceas.ee) will host a laboratory evaluation mod-

eled after the spam track. In addition, CEAS will run the Live Challenge - a real-time version of the task

using a live email feed rather than an archival corpus. Other evaluation efforts - and their results - are

compared and contrasted with the spam track in a recent survey [8]

.
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NISTTechnical Publications

Periodical

Journal of Research of the National Institute of Standards and Technology—Reports NIST research and

development in metrology and related fields of physical science, engineering, applied mathematics, statistics,

biotechnology, and information technology. Papers cover a broad range of subjects, with major emphasis on

measurement methodology and the basic technology underlying standardization. Also included from time to

time are survey articles on topics closely related to the bistitute's technical and scientific programs. Issued six

times a year.

Nonperiodicals

Monographs—Major contributions to the technical literature on various subjects related to the Institute's

scientific and technical activities.

Handbooks—Recommended codes of engineering and industrial practice (including safety codes) developed

in cooperation with interested industries, professional orgariizations, and regulatory bodies.

Special Publications—Include proceedings of conferences sponsored by NIST, NIST annual reports, and other

special publications appropriate to this grouping such as wall charts, pocket cards, and bibliographies.

National Standard Reference Data Series—Provides quantitative data on the physical and chemical

properties of materials, compiled from the world's literature and critically evaluated. Developed under a

worldwide program coordinated by NIST under the authority of the National Standard Data Act (Public Law
90-396). NOTE:The Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data (JPCRD) is published bimonthly for

NIST by the American Institute of Physics (AlP). Subscription orders and renewals are available from AIP, P.O.

Box 503284, St. Louis, M063 150-3284.

National Construction Safety Team Act Reports-—This series comprises the reports of investigations carried

out under Public Law 107-231, the technical cause(s) of the building failure investigated; any technical

recommendations for changes to or the estabhshment of evacuation and emergency response procedures; any

recommended specific improvements to building standards, codes, and practices; and recomendations for

research and other approprate actions to help prevent ftiture building failures.

Building Science Series—Disseminates technical information developed at the Institute on building materials,

components, systems, and whole structures. The series presents research results, test methods, and performance

criteria related to the structural and environmental functions and the durability and safety characteristics of

building elements and systems.

Technical Notes—Studies or reports which are complete in themselves but restrictive in their treatment of a

subject. Analogous to monographs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in treatment of the subject

area. Often serve as a vehicle for final reports of work performed at NIST under the sponsorship of other

government agencies.

Voluntary Product Standards—Developed under procedures published by the Department of Commerce in

Part 10, Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regulations. The standards establish nationally recognized

requirements for products, and provide all concemed interests with a basis for common understandiog of the

characteristics of the products. NIST administers this program in support of the efforts of private-sector

standardizing organizations.

Order thefollowing NISTpublications—FIPS and NISTIRs—fivm the National Technical Information Service,

Springfield VA 22161.

Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS PUB)—Publications in this series

collectively constitute the Federal Information Processing Standards Register The Register serves as the official

source of information in the Federal Government regarding standards issued by NIST pursuant to the Federal

Property and Administrative Services Act of 1 949 as amended. Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat. 1 1 27), and as

implemented by Executive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May 11, 1973) and Part 6 of Title 15CFR(Code
of Federal Regulations).

NIST Interagency or Internal Reports (NISTIR)—The series includes interim or final reports on
work performed by NIST for outside sponsors (both government and nongovernment). In general, initial

distribution is handled by the sponsor; public distribution is handled by sales through the National

Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161, in hard copy, electronic media, or microfiche

form. NlSTIR's may also report results of NIST projects of transitory or limited interest, including those

that will be published subsequently in more comprehensive form.
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